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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The line spectrum of the sun (and also of the

stars) is mainly determined by (a) the struc-

ture of the solar atmosphere and its chemical

composition and (6) the atomic processes which

determine the way in which radiation is absor-

bed and re-emitted by the atoms.

Several models of the solar atmosphere have al-

ready been lerived in the course of the last ten

years, both observational and theoretical ones.

As the observational models do not yet describe

the solar radiation with sufficient precision
and still less so the theoretical models, it

seems necessary to determine a new model of

the atmosphere, which model has to explain as

completely as possible the continuous radiation

of the sun as well as the Praunhofer lines.

In general it appears quite possible to compute
the excitation and the ionisation of the atoms

in a reliable way (laws of Boltzmann and Saha)
and also the total absorbing power of the atoms

is known. But it is not yet known with suffi-
cient certainty in what way the absorption is

distributed over the wavelengths in the region
of the Praunhofer lines, nor do we know the way
in which the re-emission varies with the wave-

length.
These difficulties fully manifest themselves
when an explanation of the profiles of the strong
Fraunhofer lines is attempted; on the other hand
these lines give the possibility of studying
the processes of absorption and redistribution
in detail, as each point of the line profile
may be investigated separately and as also
the dependence on depth of these processes may
be found by investigating the centre to limb
variation of the line profiles.
In this investigation the hydrogen lines of the
solar spectrum are studied, to which lines the
above remarks fully apply.
The remarkable width of the hydrogen lines Is
caused by the Stark effect of the surrounding
charged particles, but there is not yet a com-
plete theory which describes with sufficient
exactness the combined influence of all disturb-
ing particles, either the quick or the slow ones.
It is generally assumed that for the temperature
and pressure which are found in the solar atmo-
sphere, it is only the positive ions which
have an appreciable influence.
It is the purpose of this investigation (a) to
derive a model of the solar atmosphere which ex-
Plains the profiles of the hydrogen lines and

(b) to obtain a more precise description of the

way in which the absorption coefficient is

broadened and in which the re-emission takes

place.

Observations are published of
1. the 3almer lines H?. 9 ... H 2-ia excepting
three strongly blended lines. The lines H ?-i b
and H 2 -ie are hardly visible because of the

blending by other solar lines and of the over-

lapping of the high Salmer lines. The profiles
have been determined at Utrecht for 20 values
of r/R (Chapter II);
2. the Balmer lines H?. 3 ... H2 . Q observed at

four points on the disc, and the line H 2 -3 in

the chromosphere, the profile of which has been
determined up to about 9000 km beside the limb.

The observations have been made at Meudon.

(Chapter III);
3. thirteen infrared Paschen and Brackett
lines, observed only in the central parts of the
disc at the Sphynx observatory of the Jungfrau-
joch (Chapter IV).

As a first step towards a precise model of the
solar atmosphere the existing observations of
the limb darkening and the energy-wavelength
curve of the continuous radiation between 4000
and 6000 A are rediscussed (Chapter V). This
yields a new model (model V; cf. table 34),
which model is supposed to be more reliable
than the existing ones.

Nevertheless, it may be proved that many other
models could equally well explain the con-
tinuous radiation ( 11 of chapter V). A more
definite solution is obtained by modifying
model V in such a way, that the observed prof-
iles of H?- 3 ... H?- are explained.
In Chapter VI* this is done for the deep layers,
using only the wings of these lines and in

Chapter VII this model is completed for the
high solar layers, using the cores (model VII).

However, to obtain a consistent model, it

appears necessary to assume that the line

absorption coefficients are greater in the

wings of the lines and smaller in the cores,
than is predicted by the classical theory for
the widening by ions.

It is very satisfactory to notice later on that
control calculations show indeed that model VII
does not only explain the profiles of the Bal-
mer lines, calculated with the new widening law,

(see figures 23 and 25 in Chapter VIII) but



also the energy-wavelength curve of the con-

tinuous radiation (figure 28) and the con-

tinuous limb darkening between 4000 and 23000

Angstrom (figures 29 and 30 of Chapter IX).

The corrections, which had to be applied to the

profiles of the line absorption coefficients,
given by the ordinary theory, show that the true

profiles are more widened than the computed
profiles. It is true, that the total line absorp-
tion Jv^c/v has remained unchanged for each line

but its profile becomes uniformly wider in the

wings and correspondingly shallower in the cores.

The widening factors are for the Ralmer, Paschen
and Brackett lines respectively 1,3; 2,3 and

3,1. (Chapters X and XI).

It is true that the Balmer lines may thus be

explained by assuming that both electrons and

ions share equally in the statistical stark

widening but this explanation is in any case

insufficient for the Paschen and Brackett lines.

It does not seem impossible that the physical
theory of the widening of the hydrogen lines is

susceptible of improvement.

In Chapter XII some problems of blending are

examined; it is shown that the faintly indicat-

ed profile of the hydrogen line H 3 . 7 , blended
with the strong H line of Ca* may be explained
quantitatively; is is further shown that the

invisibility of the deuterium lines in the

solar spectrum (which invisibility had already
led to an extremely low upper limit for the
abundance of D) may be explained by the blend-

ing with the wing of the corresponding hydrogen
line. It is assumed that the upper limit for

the abundance of D is of the same order as the

terrestrial value (ND/NH
~ 10~

4
).

In the last two* chapters a far more unsettled
.

subject is dealt with than in the preceding ones.

To be able to explain our observations of H 2 . 3

in the chromosphere, a model of the chromosphere
is necessary. It is shown that - with great un-

certainty - such a model may be derived which
is in agreement both with the optical and the

radio measurements (Chapter XIII).
On the basis of this model the intensity of Ha
in the chromosphere may be explained up to a

distance of about 3000 km from the limb, using
the populations of the low hydrogen levels,

computed by GIOVANELLI. The deviations between
the observations and the calculations, which in-

crease considerably when progressing towards

greater heights, may probably be explained by
the very intense upward motions which exist in

the region of the spicules.
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CHAPTER II

PHOTOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE PROFILES OF THE BALMER LINES

MADE AT UTRECHT

1. Observational technique.
The Balmer lines H ? 3 .. H 9. le have been inves-

tigated by photographic photometry during the

months of January to June 1947. The observations

have been made with the solar grating spectro-

graph of Sonnenborgh Observatory, Utrecht (0 =

15 cm; F =
7 m); the apparatus has already been

described by others 74 - 7S( ** 5
*. Most observa-

tions were made in the second order spectrum

(dispersion 2 A/mm), with the exception of the Ha
spectra, which were made in the first order.

In all spectral regions, except for Hg the in-

tensity of straylight in the spectrograph was

reduced by means of placing colour filters in

front of the slit. For Ho no suitable filters
were available.
A complete set of observations consisted of three

plates I, II and III. The spectra numbered from

1,1 to 1,8 are found on the first plate; the

spectra 11,1 to 11,8 are found on the second

plate, each number corresponding with another

distance from the centre; on the third plate
were taken four spectra 111,1 to III, 4 at points
near the northern limb and four spectra 111,5
to 111,8 at the corresponding points near the

southern limb. The values of cos9, correspond-

ing with these spectra are given in table 1.

The slit was adjusted radially with respect to

the solar disc for all points with r/R < 0,85;
for the spectra nearer to the limb it was always

adjusted tangentially. The height of each spec-
trum was 2 mm.

All spectra on the same plate were made with
the same exposure time; to have the same photo-

graphic densities in the spectra, the intensity
of light in the central parts of the sun was
reduced with the aid of a photographic wedge,

placed 5 cm above the slit. In all cases, how-

ever, the parts of the sun with r/R > 0,91 were

photographed without any weakener.

Two standardizing spectra were made on each plate
with the aid of a Zeiss platinum step weakener,

using the light of the central parts of the disc.

For these two spectra the orientation of the

weakeners differed by 180 with respect to the

slit in order to eliminate the influence of non

parallelism (if existing) of the slit jaws. In

order to compensate possible irregularities of

the slit jaws, the slit-width, used in making
the standardizing spectra was always much grea-

TABLE 1. Points on the solar disc which have
been investigated

ter than the normal width. The latter was, ac-

cording to Van CITTERT 27 ' 28
0..05 mm for Hg; the

former was respectively 0,3 and 0,6 mm for both

standardizing. spectra in the Ha region and 0,6
and 0, 9 mm in the violet region. The too great

intensity of the light for the calibration spec-

tra was reduced in turn by a homogeneous

weakener, placed about 5 cm above the slit.

2. Photographic plates.
The following plate types were used.

For Ha : Kodak 103 U and Agfa TOO Hart.

For the other lines: Gevaert Replica and
Guillemlnot Ortho.

The exposure times ranged between 3
B and l

m
,

except for the ultra violet region, where expo-

sure times up to 10
m were used. The total number

of plates which were photometrized was 107: the

total number of recorded spectra was 926.



All plates, except fifteen, were developed in a

metol-hydroquinone-borax developer during 4%
minutes at 18 - 22 C. This developer gives clear

images and a soft gradation, which was appro-
priate (great intensity variation in the lines).
If 7 is the intensity of the light and T the
transmission of the plate, then JT/d(log I) va-

ries between 0,5 and 0,9 for this developer.
The other fifteen plates were developed in a

hydroquinone developer during Ity minute giving

a high gradation (dt/d(log 7) ranged between

1,1 and 1,6); this developer was used for the

ultra violet region.
Two plates I and II (cf. 1 and table 1) were

always made immediately after each other with

exactly tht same exposure times and under the

same circumstanced. These plates were always
developed together and very often these two

plates had been cut from the same 9x12 cm2plate.
The gradation curves of these two plates were

nearly always identical.

3. Photometry.
The plates were recorded by the Moll type self

recording photometer of the Utrecht observatory,
constructed in our workshop by Mr. N.van STRA-

TEN after the design of Dr J.HOirTGAST
53

. The

widths of the photometer slits always ranged be-

tween 0,8 and 0,10 mm; this corresponds with
about 0,01 mm as proj ected on the plate and with

0,02 A in the second order spectra. The height
of the slit was about 10 mm, corresponding with

1 mm on the plate.

4. 77ic apparatus function of the spectrograph.
It is not necessary to know the apparatus func-

tion of the spectrograph very accurately, for
the lines we are engaged on in this investiga-
tion are all wide.
The apparatus profile was determined for each
individual plate, but only for the lines Ha to

H, by representing the profiles of some well
isolated solar lines (no hydrogen lines) by a

Voigt profile 65
; this was done by determining

the Voigt parameters pi and $2
The same lines have been looked up in the Utrecht
Atlas of the Solar spectrum

10 * the Voigt parame-
ters of these profiles have also been determined.
As the obliteration of a Voigt profile with
another one is performed by the addition of the

corresponding Voigt parameters, the Voigt prof-
ile of the Utrecht apparatus function is known
relative to that of the Solar Atlas. Since the

apparatus function of the Atlas is known 64
, the

Utrecht apparatus profile can be found.

The mean Voigt parameters of the apparatus prof-
ile and their theoretical values are given in

table 2. The parameters @t , 32 , h and p are in-

troduced by Van de HULST 64 ; 3i and 3 2 are the

,,Voigt parameters", h is the half width of the

TABLE 2. Mean Voigt parameters of the apparatus
profile of the Utrecht solar telescope.

profile and p
-
S/hc, where 5 is the area of

the profile of which c is the central value.
There is a good agreement between the theoretic-
al half width and the mean of the observed va-

lues; they are practically equal. This shows,
that the speetronraph may bo considered to be
excellent.

The influence of the limited resolving power
was determined by obliterating the lineprofiles
by the apparatus function, this was performed
numerically. The correction to the central
intensity is for Ha (first order) 0,04 to 0,05
(centre to limb of disc), while it is for the
central parts of the second order lines of the
order of 0,02. The correction is for these
lines practically zero at 1 A distance from the
line centre; for Ha in the first order this is

at a distance of 2 A.

5. Corrections for Rowland ghosts.
The same data and formulae were used as in

HOUTGAST's thesis 62 . Corrections for the first
and second Rowland ghosts at 6,5 and 13 A from
the line centra were also applied.

6. Corrections for scattered light.
The total intensity of the scattered light dep-
ends principally on the state of the mirrors
and the objective. It was determined on three

different days by measuring the intensity of

the light beyond the sun's limb for different
distances to the centre of the disc and for the

wavelengths 3700 and 6500 A. Cf. table 3. The

results, which are given in table 5, are expres-
sed in the intensity of the centre of the disc.

Next we want to find the law of the scattering
and to correct our observations. It is supposed
that the intensity of scattered light I8C at a

point (*,y) at a distance r from a luminous

point with intensity / is

dxdy dxdy



TABLE 3. Periods of observations, grouped according to the intensity of stray light

It is further supposed that only a fraction d
of the light 7 is scattered, hence:

jf c.e
m *r2

dxdy cn/0,
= d

<*>

Fofr a homogeneous disc the intensity of light
in a point, outside the solar disc with coor-

dinates (xi,0) - see figure 1 - is:

2

(11,1)

- 1

Thus the calculation of the intensity of the
scattered light is reduced to a summation of
three integrals of the type (11,1). The integra-
tion has been performed numerically according
to GAUSS' method. It is simplified by supposing

that / is only a function of x and that I(xQ ,y)
can be replaced by a constant mean value over

the y interval; roughly we put

')
- K*o; o.

since, according to MINNAERT 105 this is the ca-

se for the disc as a whole. It does not exactly

apply to a particular x , but the error, made

with this simplification is not thought to be

very great.

It was further determined from the well known

limb darkening curves, that

I(0;0.75)/I(0;0) J(0;y)/I(0;0)
0,85 for 6560 A

0,70 for 3700 A

After some trials it was found that the best

TAPLE 4. Intensity of scattered light around the solar disc, (logarithmic scale;

the values are expressed in the intensity of the centre of the disc).

A. OBSERVED VALUES

E?(y) is the error function.

In order to take the variation of the intensity

of light over the solar disc into account, the

limb darkening is represented by a d iscont inuous

curve:

B. THEORETICAL RESULTS



agreement with the observations occurs for a =

0,4 at 6560 A and for a *
0, 5 at 3700 A, though

the agreement is not complete (table 4). How-
ever, for our purpose it will do.

FIGURE 1

The measured intensities of the "sky" are, con-

cerning their order of magnitude, comparable
with those, measured by WANDERS 188 with the

same apparatus. They are also of the same order

of magnitude as the sky intensities, measured

by us at the "grand spectrohe'liographe" at Meu-

don (see chapter III).

With formula (11,1) the corrections for scat-

tered light have been computed for Ha , AX =

1,25 A and for
H^,

AX 0,4 A. For these two

wavelengths the function

(sin 9) \

d(sin Q) /eon .

has its maximal value, so in this way the grea-
test possible value of the correction was cal-

culated - see table 5. It is obvious, that the

influence of scattered light is negligible in

nearly all cases. Only in the second period of

observations (corresponding with plate 129) it

would have some influence near the limb of the

sun but in that period no limb observations
have been made.

7. The accuracy of the limb observations.

Atmospheric scintillation and driving errors in

the clockwork may result in deviations up to

0,2 or 0,3 mm in the position of the solar image.
In the extreme limb spectra this may intro-

duce considerable errors (e.g. an error of 0,3
mm in the observations at cos9 * 0. 123 gives
values of cos9 of 0.070 or 0.148 respectively).
Another consequence of this fact is that the

intensity of straylight from the central parts
of the disc is greater than should be the case

according to table 5. In figure 2 it is shown
that for the outmost points the mean value of
I

t (r) is about 90% of its true value, so
that the correction is about 10% greater than

the value, which would be obtained from table

5; but even then it remains negligible.

FIGURE 2

I,O **

Deformation of the solar limb by scintillation
and driving errors. The value a =* 15 mm*' cor-

responds with a mean deviation of i 0,2 mm;
a = 6,6 mm corresponds with T, 0,3 mm. The
parts of the sun's profile which are used for
the limb spectra are indicated in the upper
part of the figure.

8. The final profiles.
They are given in tables 6 to 15. In the tables

for Ha to
Hfl

the mean values are put between
brackets if they have only been derived from
one wing of the line or if these values are
means of less than five individual measurements

or if the differences between the mean values
for the same wavelength distances in the red

and the violet wings exceed 2% without any
obvious reason.

For the lines H 2-e and higher, all data are ob-

viously subject to greater uncertainty; this is

expecially the case for H 2.5 and H ? _i e , which

lines are very difficult to observe.

TABLE 5. Maximal influence of scattered light for Ha and HP (the intensities are expressed in the

intensity of the centre of the disc.; x = sinG).



TABLE 6. Residual Intensities of H a (x 1000). >> - 6562.82 A.

TABLE 7. Residual Intensities of Ha (x 1000). \ - 4861,33 A.



TABLE 8. Residual Intensities of H
y

(x 1000). X - 4340,47 A.

TABLE 9. Residual Intensities of H$ (x 1000). A 4101.74 A.



TABLE 10. Residual Intensities of Hr (x 1000). X =3889,05 A.

AH observations are made in the red wing of the line.

The centra) intensities of these profiles are uncertain.

TABLE 11. Residual intensities ol Ho-io*
A - 3797,90 A.

TABLE 12. Residual intensities of
A = 3770,63 A.

10



TABLE 13. Residual intensities of H2.i2 .

X a
3750, 15 A.

TABLE 14. Residual intensities of
X = 3711,97 A.

TABLE 15. Residual intensities of H 2. 16 .

A a
3703,86 A.

11



CHAPTER 111

PHOTOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE PROFILES OF THE BALMER LINES

AND CHROMOSPHERIC OBSERVATIONS MADE AT MEUDON; COMPARISON

OF THE OBSERVATIONS OF THE BALMER LINES WITH THOSE MADE BY

OTHER OBSERVERS

1. Introduction; outline of the investigation.
The problem of the influence of the solar chro-
mospheric regions on the formation of the cen-
tral parts of the Balmer lines is interesting
but difficult. Apart of the line centra is pro-
bably formed in these regions and a good know-
ledge of the structure of the low chromosphere
is necessary for a successful tackling of this
problem.
For that reason the following program of obser-
vations was undertaken during a stay at Meudon
in 1949.

1. Observations of Ha to H
(C)

on four places on
the solar disc.
2. Photometry of Ha at the extreme limb and in

the chromosphere.
3. Photometry of the flocculi on spectrohelio-
grams, made in different wavelengths in the
first four Balmer lines; investigation of their
variations in the course of time and with heigth.

The second investigation should give informa-
tion concerning the structure of the chromo-

sphere in layers, higher than can be investig-
ated with observations on the disc. The third

investigation should give us data on the detail-
ed structure and the dynamics of the region of

transition between the atmosphere and the chro-

mosphere. This latter subject is discussed

shortly in Chapter IX; a more extensive discus-
sion will be published elsewhere.

2. Description of the grating spectrohelio-
graph at Meudon.

An extensive description of the apparatus has

already been given elsewhere 38 * 6
; so we restrict

ourselves to some general remarks and to a more
detailed description of subjects of photometric
interest.
All observations have been made with "combinai-
son II" of the great spectroheliograph (Cf. <*).

During the time of our observations the spec-
trograph was equipped with a WOOD grating. The
solar image in the plane of the second slit had
a diameter of 86,5 mm for 3934 A and of 89,5 mm
for 6563 A. All spectroheliograms have been
made in the second order spectrum; the same is
the case with the chromospheric observations of

H~. The spectra of Ha to H$ have been made in

the third order. The dispersion, as given in

D f AZAMBUJA's thesis 6 is 5,9 A/mm in the first
order.

For practically all spectra and spectrohelio-
grams the first slit was used at a width of

0,015 mm. For the spectroheliograms the corres-

ponding width of the second slit was chosen at

0,03 ram; this corresponds with a wavelength in-

terval in the second order of 0, 09 A. Only for
some Ha spectroheliograms the slit widths have
been chosen at 0,022 and 0,045 mm respectively.
For spectral observations the second slit was

widely opened.
Further, some photometric properties of the in-

strument have been determined; 1) the inten-
sities of the ghosts of the grating; 2) the ap-

paratus function of the instrument and 3) the

intensity of the scattered light beside the
solar image.

3. Photometric properties of the apparatus.
a) The intensities of the Rowlo^fl ghosts of the

green ray of mercury produced by a mercury dis-

charge tube were determined photographically
with As-de-Trefle panchro plates. The plates
were calibrated with a platinum step weakener,
placed between the tube and the first slit. The

exposure times ranged between 1 sec. and 30 min.

Ghosts were detectable up to a distance of 30 A

from the central line (first order); their to-

tal intensity, expressed in the intensity of

the central line, was 0,00079 in the first

order; 0,0053 in the second order and 0,0134 in

the third order. It is evident from these

results, that the total intensity of the ghosts
is practically always negligible in the first
and second orders.

6) The apparatus function was determined in the

same way as is described in Chapter II, section

4. The mean values of the parameters thus found
are listed in table 16.

It must, however, be noted that in the red part
of the 3

d order spectrum (IL, region) a distinct

asymetry was found in the lines, indicating an

asymetric apparatus profile, analogous to that

of the Mount Wilson spectrograph
1
*. Contrary to

Mt Wilson, the violet wings are stronger here.

12



TABLE 16. Apparatus function of the spectrograph
at Meudon (with WOOD grating).

Refinements of this kind are not considered,
however; they are not important for the Balmer
1 ines.

c) The intensity of scattered light beside the
solar image was measured several times on "nor-

mal" days for different wavelengths at points,
at different distances to the limb of the sun*
This was generally done by opening the second
slit to a tenfold width. The results are given
in table 17; the data are of the same order of
magnitude as those measured at Utrecht (table 4).

Hence, corrections for the influence of stray-
light can be neglected.

TABLE 17. Mean intensity of light scattered
beside the solar disc at Meudon. The

intensities are expressed in the intens-
ity of the sun's centre. There is no

marked wavelength dependence.

4, Observations of H^ in the chromosphere.
The photometry of Ha in the chromosphere is a

task, that should be performed at a high alti-
tude observatory or during eclipses. However,
up to now no ifigh dispersion observations of Ha
beside the solar disc have been obtained in
such conditions (the observations of UNSOLD 175

and KEENAN 76 - 77 made at Mount Wilson and Yerkes
are not given in a form, suitable for photome-
tric reduction). Hence it was decided, because
of the importance of a knowledge of the absol-
ute values of the Ha emission, to undertake the
photometry of Ha in the chromosphere at the Ob-

servatory of Meudon. Naturally, the errors in
the results will be greater than the errors in
normal Praunhofer line photometry but our ob-
servations will be of value if the limitations
of their precisions are always kept in mind.
The Meudon apparatus possesses some advantages
for this kind of work: its grating gives very
bright spectra, also in the second order; the

exposure time in the second order is about
1 second, while KEENAN, who made similar obser-
vations at Yerkes used exposure times, about
ten times longer for Hg and still much longer
for H

a ; UNSOLD, at Mount Wilson, used still

longer exposure times. It is further known,
that over the plateau of Meudon only little

atmospheric convection occurs. The situation of
the coelostat, on a meadow, partially surround-
ed by a wood, favours the stability of the air.

Besides, the apparatus does not possess verti-
cal tubes. They prevent turbulence in the in-

strument.

On the other hand Paris being near, it will bring
dust into the air. However, the town lies to

the North East, while our observations have
been made with the sun South West.

On September, 2, 1949 in the afternoon it was
decided to make some spectra of H

rt
at the limb.

The sky was more transparant than it had been

during our three-months stay at Meudon. Small
details in the landscape, even North oi Paris
could be seen without difficulty. It had been

raining the days before, and the morning had been

cloudy.
The technique was as follows: the spectrograph
slit was covered by a metal strip, in which were
two circular holes, each 1,0 mm in diameter and
at a distance, equal to the diameter of the so-
lar image. The sun's limb intersected these
holes at points, near the poles of the sun
(fig. 3). This procedure garanteed that the stray
light in the instrument was faint. In every ex-
posure two limb spectra were thus taken. On
each plate four exposures were made; hence,

FIGURE 3

Strip

Position of the solar image with respect to the
sJit and the covering strip.

every plate contained eight limb spectra. Of
the four plates which were made, two were photo-
metrically good; on these plates the exposure
times ranged between 0?2 and 6

s
; the best time

being 1
s

. The exposures with longer times have
been made to measure the intensity of scattered
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light. Each plate contained three gradation
spectra, taken through a platinum step weakener
with exposure times between 0^1 and 4fo. The
exposures have been made on He'll as, As de Tref-

le, panchro plates (backed); they were develop-
ed during 4% minutes, with continuous brushing,
in the metol hydrochinon developer "Baldet" 7

.

5.
//^

in the chromosphere; results;
The plates were recorded with a Chalonge micro-

photometer of the Institut d' Astrophysique of
Paris. In order to take the very fast intensity
variations on the plates well into account, the
dimensions of the microphotomoter slit were
chosen small: 0,2 x 0,2 mm2 , corresponding with
a lightspot on the plate of 25 x 25 [i

2
. In each

spectrum twelve records have been made in the

direction of the dispersion of the spectra, pa-
rallel to each other; eight of them at mutual
distances of 40 JJL, the two first and the two last

ones at greater distances, thus covering in to-

tal a region with a height of 0,8 mm on the

plates (corresponding with about 2% of the
solar radius). The small dimensions of the

photometer slit caused a greater influence of
the graininess of the plate than is usually the

case. This could have been avoided by us if the

spectrograph slit had been placed tangent. ially.

However, in this latter case many more exposur-
es would have been necessary to give the whole
variation of the line profile on and beside the

solar disc. As it was necessary to fully
utilize the short time of optimal atmospheric
conditions, the method, described above, was
used.

By combining the 96 records, obtained from the

eight limb spectra for each plate, two mean sets

of profiles were obtained (one for each plate);
each giving the intensity in the spectrum for

one value of r//?. expressed in the same inten-

sity scale. Since it was found that all inten-

sity values were for both plates - within the
limits of normal errors - the same (there was

only a small difference in the intensity of the
scattered light at great distances to the limb)
the results from both plates were combined to
one set of curves.
The following corrections should then be con-
sidered:

a) The correction for the apparatus curve has
been applied; the greatest value (4%) was
reached in the emission line profile at a

distance r = 0,0035 R from the limb.

6) Corrections for scintillation and for scat-
tered light in the atmosphere and in the in-
strument are by far the most important ones; in

many cases they are of the same order as or

greater than the intensities to be measured;
they will be discussed next.

There exist rather refined methods to find the
true intensity profile of an image, blurred by
scintillation 189 ' 196

. They are essentially bas-
ed on the problem of the solution of an inte-

gral equation where the unknown function expres-
ses the influence of scintillation on a lumin-
ous point. The difficulty of the method is that
the solution is always found with a great rela-
tive error.

This method is not followed here, for in the

scope of our problem the intensity of the con-
tinuous radiation near the sun's limb may be

regarded as known. Eclipse observations of the

intensity distribution at the extreme limb
202

agree with calculations made on the base of an

isothermal low chromosphere with a temperature
of 5000; cf.

l96
. TTie corrections which must be

applied to the continuous spectrum are therefore
known and from these the corrections which must

be applied to the points in the line profile
may be derived. Though perhaps not the most
elegant way of solution, it is the surest way.
The errors, introduced by this way of reduction
will be small, as the true intensity gradient
in the continuous spectrum near the limb is

great as compared with the observed gradient.

FIGURF 4

10000 fcm

10 units

^ 40/1 *//

Observed and adopted intensity variation in the
continuous spectrum at 6560 A near the limb of
the sun. Observed and corrected intensities in
the core of H

'or

In figure 4 the observed and the theoretical
intensities of the continuous spectrum are com-
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pared. The intensity scales are adjusted so,
that both curves are equally high on the solar
disc; they are shifted in the horizontal direc-
tion till the areas enclosed are equal. The cor-

rection curve C(r:/R;&) which has to be added
to the observed curve to yield the "true" inten-

sity variation has the same form for all wave-

lengths but its absolute value depends on X;its
profile is equal to the profile of Ha . observed
in the skylight at some distance to the sun's
limb. This profile has been measured between
distances of 1,5 and 2,5 % from the limb of the
sun; it shows much resemblance with that of H

a
on the disc at cosO * o,5.

TABLE 18. The intensity profiles of Ha at the extreme limb of the sun and in the chromosphere.
The scale is arbitrary; the data have to be multiplied by 1.17.10

1 - to

obtain the intensities in ergs/cm
2 sec.

The observed and corrected values are given in

table 18; the scale is still arbitrary. To have

the values expressed in c.g.s. units, they must

be multiplied by 1.17.10
12

. (This value is ob-

tained, assuming that the intensity of the con-

tinuous radiation at r/R = 0,995 near Ha is
,

equal to 1,35. lo ergs. cm" 2 sec" 1
).

Only those data have been given in the table

for which the correction is smaller than 50% of

the uncorrected value. Data for which the cor-

rection was greater than 30% of the uncorrected

value are marked by an
" and one ' is used if

the correction is smaller than 30% and greater
than 20%. In the chromosphere, corrections.
smaller than 10% did not occur.

A glance on the table shows among other things,
that both emission "peaks" at Ml A, which

existed in the uncorrected observations and

which have also been noted by other observers,
do not longer manifest themselves in the cor-

rected curves. These peaks are due to the in-

fluence of scattered light. This fact has also

been noted by KEENAN
76 ' 77 fot the line

H^.
His

corrected profiles of the chromospheric H^
emis-

sion line show nearly always, with an exception
in the low chromosphere, where the values are

very uncertain, a simple profile.
This* result seems to show, that the temperature
in the chromosphere does not decrease above the

sun's surface. This fact is also in agreement
with eclipse observations: REDMAN 145 showed in

1942 that the profiles of Hu, H and H^ in the

chromosphere, observed during eclipses, are com-

parable with ordinary Doppler profiles. It is

probably reasonable that this is also the case

for Ha , the more so, since REDMAN* s observa-
tions refer to a height of 1500 km; our obser-
vations refer to much greater heights.
The only uncertainty in the problem of the cen-

tral absorption in the emission profiles of the

Balmer lines in the chromosphere relates to the

very low chromosphere. For KEENAN' s corrected

observations still show the central absorption
in Hr- at heights lower than 1000 km; while in

our Ha observations the same is the case at

heights below 1500 km. This latter statement is,

however, not very certain. The great influence
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of small errors in the assumed intent ity of
scattered light on the ultimate form of the prof-
ile is shown by a discussion of UNSOLD' s data
on Ha

175
. If, for instance, his adopted correc-

tion curve is multiplied by a factor 1,026,
his corrected profile shoudl be - just like our
profile - a normal Doppler curve. It seems that
the uncertainty in UNSOLD' s data exceeds this
precision limit.

6. Mean profiles of //a to H^ on four places
on the solar disc.

The profiles of Ha to H^ have been determined
in the third order spectrum. With a metallic
diafragm, pierced by five holes, placed before
the slit, we obtained simultaneously one spec-
trum for sinG = 0,0; two for sinB = 0,61 and
0,99 respectively. The limb spectra refer to
polar regions of the sun; they are made with a
radial slit.

One plate has been used for every Balmer line;
every plate contained four exposures, giving
twenty spectra, and three standardizing expo-
sures. All exposure times ranged between 0^2 and
20s . The exposures have been made on September

29th , 1949. The following plates have been used
For Ha : He'lias, As de Trefle, Panchro.

He: Guilleminot Radio eclair.
H andH,?,: Guilleminot super fulgur.

The plates were developed 5
min * with brushing

in the metol-hydrochinon developer "Baldet" 7
.

Since our exposures have been made with a ra-

dial slit, the position of the sun's limb on
the limb-spectra was found by comparing it with

the well-known limb darkening curve, as in 5.

The mean profiles are determined in the same

way as in chapter II; the necessary corrections
have been applied; afterwards mean values have
been determined. They are given in table 19.

Since the total number of spectra, available
for reduction was small, the mean errors of the

data in table 19 are greater than those of the

corresponding tables from chapter II. We estim-

ate that they are of the order of 3% or 4%. Or

the other hand, these observations are made
with an apparatus of a different kind than was

used at the Utrecht observatory, so they can be

used for comparison.

TABLK 19. Residual intensities of Ha-H^ observed at Meudon.

7. The limb profile of //g
observed at Mount

Wi Ison.
At the observatory of Utrecht a plate is avail-
able, made at Mount Wilson in the Ho region at
two places on the solar disc (centre and limb).
The plate was made on January 12. 1923 (plate
L22B) with the 75 feet spectrograph of the 150
feet solar tower telescope of Mount Wilson, in
the first order (dispersion 0,72 A/mm; diameter
of the solar image 425 mm). The plate contains

six exposures in the centre of the disc and
nine limb exposures, made at r/R = 0,986. The
plate has not been standardized. Besides, the
exposure times of the different exposures were
not the same; the ratio between the several
centre and limb exposures ranged from 1 to 4.

Nevertheless it was decided to record the plate,
principally, because the solar diameter exceeds
by far the diameters used in other investigat-
ions.
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The photometry and the reduction have been made
by mr. E.W.DENNISON. A transmission curve for
the plate was determined with the aid of an

adopted intensity profile for Ho in the centre
of the disc. After a comparison of the obser-
vations made at GSttingen and Utrecht with the
Atlas of the Solar Spectrum 108 the following

mean profile of Hg in the centre of the disc
was adopted (table 20). The transmission curve

for the plate, derived with this profile from
the records of the spectra of the centre of the

disc was not wholly satisfactory. The scatter

of the points is fairly great; the mean error

corresponds to AJ/J = 0,05.

TABLE 20. Adopted intensity profile for Hg in the centre of the disc and the deduced
profile at r/B = 0,986.

It is not necessary to apply the ordinary cor-
rections (apparatus, ghosts) to the line prof-
ile, determined with the aid of this transmis-
sion curve; an approximate ghost correction
has already been applied automatically, when
the transmission curve is determined with the
aid of an adopted profile for the centre of the

disc. The influence of the apparatus function
on the line profile is negligible. So the mean

profile for Hg at sin0 = 0,986 has been deter-
mined, as it is listed in table 20.

8. Comparison of our Balmer line observations
with those of other observers; the wings.

A number of other observations of the Balmer
line profiles exist; we restrict ourselves to
the observations made at four selected values
of r//?. The data on the different sets of ob-

servations are given in table 21. In figure 5

the observations are compared graphically.
In this section only the line wings are discus-

sed.

In general it can be assumed that the deepest

TABLE 21. Comparison of observations of Balmer lines; values of cos0.

I) These data are not represented in figure 5.
_ . Enlarged 3,4 times at camera-end of spectrograph, making the effective solar

diameter ~ 105 on and effective dispersion
~

1,3 Vmm.
Ill) Enlarged with factor 2,4 at camera-end; effective solar diameter*""

Chapter II. section 8 of this investigation (tables 6*9).
Section 6 of this chapter (table 19).

I i A/

"8

89 mm.
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wings and those with the greatest extension are

the most reliable ones. As already noticed
before, the continuous spectrum is generally
drawn too low; the depth of the line wings are

generally underestimated. Practically none of
the authors, who up to now have published prof*
lies of the wings of the Balmer lines did es-

timate these correctly: the height of the con-
tinuous spectrum seems generally to bo too low.

It will be very interesting to secure precise
photo-electric observations of the wing profiles
of some Balmer lines. We estimate that e.g. in

the case of H^ a measurable depression will

perhaps be visible up to 40 or 50 A from the

line centre.

On the other hand it has to be kept in mind,
that there is also a cause, which gives too

deep wings: in poorly resolved spectra accumul-
ation of faint lines on the Balmer line wings
may cause an additional depression to the wing
Intensities.

Armed with this knowledge it will be possible
to understand at least a part of the differences
which are visible in the line wings, as observ-

ed by different observers.
When comparing the Utrecht profiles with those,

observed at Gottingen, it is obvious, that the

H
rt

and
H^ wings, found in Utrecht are deeper

than the Gottingen wings. We believe, for the

reasons, given above, that the Utrecht wings
are better. For the lines H and Hr, there is no

systematic difference between both series of
observations: here we think, that the influence

of the numerous faint lines on the wings becomes

visible. But not in the sense described above:

we think that the effect of the faint lines

(which have a greater influence on the Utrecht

measurements than on these made at Gottingen,
because of our smaller dispersion) is overcor-

rected in Utrecht; giving agreement between the

Utrecht and Gottingen measurements for H and

H^. We think that the true wing intensity must

be lower for these two lines than the communic-

ated intensities.
The case of Hu merits special attention; the

Utrecht wings are somewhat lower than the mean,

while for the other lines our wings well agree
with the mean of the other observations. A rep-

eated inspection of the H,^ plates which had

been used for the determination of the wing
profiles showed that the plates as well as the

transmission curves are correct and reliable.

Turning to the other observations we see that

in the other Utrecht observations (MlNNAFRT,
HOUTGAST) the wings are placed at the same

heights as in our profiles.
EVANS' wing profiles do not deviate systematic-

ally from ours; EVANS technique of determining
the height of the continuous spectrum with the

aid of auxiliary incandescent lamp spectra has

wholly eliminated the difficulty of the great
variation in the plate sensitivity.
THACKERAY* s data agree with ours for H

fl ; less
well for H.

9. Comparison with other observers; the cen-
tral intensities.

In table 22 the central intensities as measured

by different observers are summarized for four
values of r/R. More than any other part of the
line profile the central intensity can be in-

fluenced by a number of effects as: (1) the
Rowland ghosts, (2) light, scattered in the
telescope and the atmosphere, (3) light reflec-
ted in the spectrograph tube and (4) the appara-
tus profile. All effects, except the second one

have their maximal influence in the centre of
the line profile; all errors, also excepting
the second, work in the same direction, viz. to
increase the central intensity.
On the other hand the breath of the Balmer
lines and their rather flat central minima make
the determination of the central value rather
reliable. We may be sure that the communicated
values are hardly influenced by systematic per-
sonal measuring errors.

Table 22 shows that for the central parts of
the disc (cosO * 1,0 and 0,75) the agreement
among all authors is fairly good; only in two
cases mutual differenced greater than 4% are
found. REDMAN'S central intensity of

H^
is 4%

lower than our Utrecht value. THACKERAY' s and
MlNNAERT's data for H

(t
and Hg are also lower

than ours (the differences are 1,8% and 2,2%
for Ha and 2,4% for Hg). Since these observa-
tions have been made with great care by expe-
rienced scientists, we are inclined to believe
that an unknown reason exists, which makes our
central intensities somewhat too high.
The Gottingen data are still higher than ours;
a possible systematic effect, which may cause
these deviations will be discussed further-on
in this section.

Notable differences occur in the limb parts of
the disc; they cannot be explained by the in-
fluence of the Rowland ghosts since this effect
influences the centre and the limb spectra in

the same way; moreover the differences cannot
be so great in that case as is actually observ-
ed. It seems better possible to explain them by
the influence of scattered light from inside
the spectrograph tube. This effect causes a

general veil over the spectrum; its intensity
is about proportional to the height of the slit.
The central measurements at Gottingen (r/R 3 0,9)
have been made with a slit with a height of 1

mm, while at the limb (r/R 2 0,95) the slit had
a height of 7 mm; hence, the influence of scat-
tered light was greater in this latter case.
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FIGURE 5

o Utrecht (Minnaert)
v Mount Wilson

Cambrid.ee
A UtrecMCHoutgast)

Gdttinaen
e Ox fora
r Utrecht (De Jager)

co$cf*o,3o x Meudon /"n- "*----*
COSff *<

Hie profile* of l^ to Hg obserred by various observers for four values of cos0.
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TABU 22. Central intensities of the Balmer lines (x 1000).

In fact it was not exactly seven times greater,
since not the whole slit was filled with light;
the sun's limb appeared also on the spectra.
From the data, communicated by the Gottingen
observers it may be estimated that about 6 mm
of the slit had been filled with sunlight.
Moreover, as a consequence of the great inten-
sity variation of the continuous spectrum in
the limb region, the influence of scattered
light is greatest for spectra, near to the limb.

This can be shown quantitatively: in table 23
the mean residual intensity in the cores of the
lines is given, excluding EVANS' data, which
show a systematic error (see hereafter, p. 21)

and The Gottingen data.

TABLE 23. Mean central intensities of Ha to H^
(x 1000). The measurements of EVANS and those

made at Gottingen are not included.

In table 24 the residuals: Gottingen minus mean

values, are given. The ratio of the mean dif-
ferences between limb and centre is 54 : 13 * 4;

which is more or less in agreement with the
theoretical value which should be 6. Moreover,
the mean difference, computed for cosB 0,3 is

smaller than that at cosG 0, 14, as it ought
to be. We conclude that the influence of light,
scattered on the optical parts of the spectro-
graph is most probably the cause of the systema-
tic differences between the Go'ttingen measurem-
ents and the other data.

In the same way UNSOLD* s measurements at Mount
Wilson and the Kodaikanal observations must be
considered. UNSOLD finds for the central inten-
sities of Ha to HA the values 0,29; 0,23; 0,24
and 0,32. Since tnese values are too high it

TABLE 24. Residuals between the central intens-
ities, determined at Gottingen and the mean
values given in table 23 (x 1000). The
Gottingen observations at cos0 =0,3
and 0,14 are made with a higher slit
than the observations in the central

part of the disc.

seems very probable, that they are affected by
light, scattered and reflected on the optics of
the spectrograph. This is easily explained, as

the observations have been made in the - less
luminous - third order spectrum in order to

gain in* dispersion. In such a case, however,
the relative importance of the scattered and
reflected light is strengthened as compared to
the first order spectrum.
The Kodaikanal observers notice the centre to
limb variation very well; the form of their
centre-to-limb curves agrees with our data.
Their intensities, however, are all higher by
nearly the same amount: the mean differences
between their central intensities and ours are
for Ha 9,0%; for

Hp 7,2%; for H 9,8% and for
He 9,2%. Interpretation: the observations have
all been made with the same height of the slit
but the scattered and reflected light in the

spectrograph tube has for the greater part not
been eliminated.
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Turning next to the other possible sources of

errors which have been listed in the first part

of this section, we notice that the influence

of the apparatus function has generally well

been taken into account. Only in EVANS* s measur-

ements their influence seems to be underesti-

mated, as has been shown already by the Gtittin-

gen observers 14
. The maximum influence of the

apparatus function is generally not greater
than a few percents.

The influence of stray light in the telescope
tube and in the atmosphere depends on the inten-

sity of the atmospheric scattering and on the

state of the optical parts of the instrument (It

does not depend on the seize of the solar image) .

On the basis of the calculations given in chap-

ter 11, section 6 it may be shown that the in-

fluence of this effect on the line centra is

negligible. To influence the line centra in the

limb spectra by about 1%, the intensity of the

scattered light at a distance of 0,03 R from the

sun's limb should be in the Ha region 15% of

the intensity in the centre of the disc and in

the H region 12%. Such values have never been

measured.

10. The steepest parts and the "shoulders'" of
the line profiles.

In these parts of the profiles the mutual dif-

ferences between the observers often reach 10%
and sometimes more. These differences cannot be

ascribed to the four possible sources of errors

mentioned in the preceding section since their

influence is too small to explain differences
as great as these. Obviously they are due to

errors in the adopted widths of the lines; it

may perhaps be assumed that the cause of the

differences is the difficulty to draw a mean
curve on a record, influenced by graininess,

especially In the steep parts.
In order to obtain a more or less objective
standard for the line widths, so that the origin
of the systematic differences between the

authors may be explained, we compare (table 25)

the halfwidths of all observers with those der-

ived from the Atlas of the Solar Spectrum.
These latter profiles are practically not in-

fluenced by the plate graininess and faint

Praunhofer lines may easily be eliminated.

A glance on the data of table 25 shows that for

Ha and Hg nearly all observers have drawn their

profiles too wide as compared with the Solar

Atlas but the reverse is the case for H
Y
andH.

The data, presented by the GBttingen observers

show for the profiles of Ha and HQ the best

agreement with the Atlas; but for thfc lines

and H the Utrecht observations show the bes

agreement. (This comparison is, of course, only

possible for the centre of the disc).

It is difficult to find an explanation; it is

certain, that the personal appreciation of a

record is of great importance. When judging the

dispersions, used in GSttingen and Utrecht res-

pectively (0,56 A/mm and 2,0 A/mm) we should

expect that for H and H$ (many blends!) the

TABLE 25. Half-widths of the Balmer lines (A).

1) Prof. P. THY BRUGGENCATE comiunioated the following ha If-widths as determined
by him from his own measurements:
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agreement with the Atlas should be the best for
the Gftttingen data, just contrary to the actual

case. This probably shows, that the different

dispersions, used by the several observers do
not introduce perceptible systematic differenc-
es in the results, though it is also possible
that our tendency to overcorrect the Influence
of the blend lines (already discussed in section

8, when dealing with the wings of the lines)

plays a part.

Conclusion: It seems not yet possible to decide
between the published profiles for the steep
parts and the shoulders of the profiles. For
the time being we are obliged to accept the

discrepancies in these parts; they are prob-
ably caused by personal systematic errors in

drawing the line profiles of the records; they
may probably be solved after new observations
with a high dispersion apparatus.
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CHAPTER IV

OBSERVATIONS OF THE PASCHEN AND BRACKETT LINES, MADE AT

UTRECHT AND AT THE SCIENTIFIC STATION OF THE

JUNGFRAUJOCH

1. Introduction.
In this chapter we describe observations of two

Paschen lines, made at Utrecht in 1948 and of

thirteen Paschen and Brackett linos, observed
in June 1950 with the photo-electric infrared

spectrograph of the Institut d' Astrophysique of

Liege (Belgium), temporarily mounted at the

Sphynx observatory at the Jungfraujoch (altitu-
de? 3580 meter). These latter observations were

made in collaboration with mr. I,. NF.VEN of the

Observatory of Uccle. Belgium and have already
been published elsewhere 70

. We will therefore

give in the following only a short description
of this second series of observations.

2. Photographic photometry of the infrared
Paschen lines.

Two infrared Paschen linos woro put on our

photographic program: H 3 . M at 10938 A and H r,. 7

at 10049 A. We always used the infrared sen-

sitive Kodak Z plates.
Some details are given on the observational

technique.
1. The plates were hypersonsitixed in ammonia,
ono hour before the exposure.

2. Exposures were always made on two places on

the solar disc; centre and limb. In the limb

exposures the slit was placed radially; its

height was 10 mm.

3. The exposures were made in the first ordor.

4. A Gevaert infrared filter was used, which

cuts off at 7500 A.

5. The plates were standardized with a wodgu-

shaped slit, 1 cm high; it.s greatest width was

0,6 mm.

6. To reduce the exposure time the slit was

opened till 0,15 mm, two times wider than is

prescribed for normal spectrophotometrie work,
For these broad lines this is, of course, per-
mitted. The exposure times were 20 minutes for

H 3 _ 7 and 30 minutes for H 3- fl .

Six plates appeared to be of suitable density.

They were all taken on the 14tn and the 21st of

February 1948. When examining the plates, it

appeared that they are not wholly satisfactory
for critical spec trophotometrie work, since the

emulsion of the plates seems to be far from
homogeneous. A mean profile can nevertheless be

determined. It is not necessary to apply the

ordinary corrections (ghosts, apparatus) as
the lines are very flat and hazy.
In tables 26 and 27 the mean values of the

residual intensities of the Paschen lines H3-e
and H 3 7 arc given for seven different points
on the solar disc. Values between brackets are
mean values, determined from two measured points
only. The mean error of the communicated values
is estimated to be about 1 4%.

3. The photo-electric observations at the

Jungfra uj och.
A short description of the photometric proper-
ties ot the apparatus is given; all data are
extracted from the paper by UK JAGER and NEVEN 7

?

The diameter of the solar image was 15 mm; the
monochromator slit of the spectrograph had a

height of 7,5 mm, and use was made of a Wood
eohelette grating with 600 lines per mm, A

('ashman PbS eel was used; the light was chopped

TABLE 26. Residual intensities of the Paschen line H.,. (A = 10938,1 A).
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TABLE 27. Residual intensities of the Paschen line H 3. 7 (X - 10049, 3 A).

1080 times per second, giving an alternating
photocurrent which was amplified by a Wilson
amplifier

84 and recorded on a Speedomax recor-
der (Leeds & Northrup) .

The dispersion, used by us was 7,7 A/mm on the

plane of the second slit of the spectrograph.
On the tracings one Angstrb'm unit corresponds
with 2, 5 mm at 1.6 iu

The apparatus profile was determined, using the

atmospheric C02 lines at l,57u; since the Dopp-
ler width of these lines is very small (a heavy
molecule in a cold atmosphere) it may safely
be assumed that the whole observed profile is

determined by the apparatus. The mean apparatus
profile at 1,57 \JL is given in table 28.

TABLE 28. Mean apparatus profile of the Lifcge

spectrograph for 1 , 57 M-.

We compare the half widths of the three instrum-

ents, which were used in the investigations,
presented in this thesis:

Utrecht (Rowland)
Meudon (Wood)
Lifcge (Wood)

568 lines/mm; h = 0,079 mm

~600 lines/mm; h -
0,101 mm

~600 lines/mm; h 0, 13 mm

All half widths are reduced to the same focal

length and to a wavelength of 1,57 M.. The

greater half width of the Li&ge apparatus is
due to the fact that the resolving power of a
slit is smaller than that of the photographic
plate.
The intensities of the ghosts are negligible.

i.oo

- O.tl

10

Mean profiles of the solar Paschen lines for
the centre of the disc.

The response curve of the apparatus was at the
time of the observations only linear in its
first part; we practically always worked in that
part and corrected, if necessary.
In tables 29 and 30 the profiles of the lines,
corresponding with the transitions 3-5; 3-6;
3-7; 3-9; 3-10; 3-11; 3-12 and the transitions
4-7; 4-10; 4-11; 4-12; 4-13 and 4-14 are given.
(Figures 6 and 7). The data, contained in the
tables are mean values of at least two, and
generally four to six individual determinations.
The mean error of one determination is 6$; the
mean errors of the data in the tables are con-
sequently smaller. Nevertheless greater system-
atic errors cannot be kept out. especially for
the high members, a number of which is consider-
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414-
4-13-
4-12-

4-10-

Meari profiles of the solar Brackett lines for
the centre of the disc.

TABLE, 29. Mean profiles and equivalent widths
of Paschen lines in the centre of the solar disc

(The table gives the residual intensities

multiplied by 1000).

ably blended by water vapour lines, which were

still important in some parts of the spectrum
even in the favourable conditions at the Sphynx

observatory. A comparison with other determina-

tions of the same lines 49 * 50
shows, however,

that it is difficult to find an observing sta-

tion with conditions as good as on the Jungfrau-

TABLE 30. Mean profiles and equivalent widths
of Brackett lines in the centre of the solar

disc.

(The table gives the residual intensities

multiplied by 1000).

TABLE 31. fc]quivalent widths of the lines of the

Balmer, Paschen and Brackett series of hydrogon
(Angstrom units) (centre of disc).

joch station (see also 70 and 140,

4. The equivalent widths of the hydrogen lines.

Next in table 31 a review ol the equivalent
widths of the hydrogen lines is given. Atten-
tion is drawn to the fact that the Paschen li-

nes show a minimum area as compared with the

corresponding areas of the Balmor and Brackett

lines. This is not due to superexcitation of
the Brackett lines; the explanation will be

discussed in Chapter XI.
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CHAPTER V

A PRELIMINARY DETERMINATION OF THE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

IN THE SOLAR ATMOSPHERE, USING THE OBSERVED LIMB DARKENING

AND THE ENERGY-WAVELENGTH CURVE OF THE CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM
BETWEEN 4000 AND 6000 A.

1. Introduction.

In order to be able to compare the observed
profiles of the hydrogen lines with the results
of theoretical calculations, we need a model of

the solar atmosphere.
This model must be an observational model; the
theoretical models, which exist at present do
not confirm by sufficient exactness the ob-
served values of 7(\;H). (/ is the emergent
radiation of the sun; is the angle of emer-

gence). The observational models, on the other

hand, aro derived, by us ins some observed fun-

damental properties of the solar radiation,
such as the limb darkening of the continuous
spectrum; thest? data are interpreted with the

very simple assumption of local thermodynamic
equilibrium, which assumption seems to be jus-
tified in that part of the solar atmosphere
from which the radiation mainly originates.
An observational model which is often used, is

that of BARRIER 8
, derived primarily from the

limb darkening of the continuous spectrum of
the sun; it is valid for optical depths, smal-
ler than about r f)000

- 2. Later, it was extended

by the present writer to greater depths by a

semi theoretical reasoning
6

*! The latter model is

in agreement with the observed relative limb

darkening at 5000 A but by integration we find
that the absolute values of 7(X;0) are too great
by some percents. This shows, that this model,
which will be called model 111, in accordance
with the quoted paper (see also table 34, first

column), is not a correct one and that a better
model is desired, which should be in agreement
with 7(X;0) in absolute values.
In this chapter attempts will be made to find
such a model; we use the available observations
of the limb darkening of the sun, as published
in the last decades by various authors and the

energy-wavelength curve of the sun, derived by
ABBOT and corrected by MULDKRS and later by
CllALONGK and coworkers. Only the observations
in the wavelength region between 4000 and 6000

Angstrom are used.

2. The relation between the temperature in

the sun and the emergent radiation.
The relation between the emission /*(A;t^) per
unit of volume, time, wavelength and solid
angle in the solar atmosphere, and the temper-
ature is given by PLANCK' s law (assumption of
local thermodynamic equilibrium). It is related
to the emergent radiation /(A; 9) by

J(X;cosB) (V,

The solution of this integral equation of the
first kind may be found in many ways. BARBIER 8

assumed, following LUNDBLAD92 that

then I(X;cosO) * X An cosn9/n!

However, the result of such a solution is not

always reliable. From the mathematical point of

view J3(X;TX) can be solved exactly if /(X;G) is

known with (a) mathematical exactness in (b) an

infinite number of points. Since both requi-
rements are not fulfilled, B(X;Tx) is uncertain,
especially for t^>l,0 since I(X;6) is of course
not known for cosO > 1,0.
This was also shown with an example by EVANS 46 :

two I(X;0) curves, which are identical but for
cos0 < 0,25 yield with the method of the polyn-
omia two B(^\i\) curves, which show great dif-

ferences, especially for T^<0, 25 and for Tx>l,0.
Partly thi^ is also caused by the unappropriate
form of the polynomia for the deep layers, which

may sometimes yield negative values for the

temperature for great values of TX- The propo-
sal of KDURGANOFF (see e.g.

138
) to put

= A (V, 2)

or to suppose
8 *

K
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should already give better results since these
formulae give a more reasonable B(X;T) relation.
We will use in the following an equation resem-

bling (V.2).

3. Program of the calculations.
In this section we give only the program with
no details on the performance. The derivation
of the new model will proceed in several steps.
See also table 32.

1. Our first approximation is model III. We cal-
culate by numerical integration I(X; cos0) ca lc
for this model.
2. From the observed relative limb darkening
and the observed energy-wavelength curve we de-
rive /(X;cosO) ofe

.

3. We determine A/ = J(X;cos0) o6s
- J(X;cosO) ca j c

We intend to apply to model III some tempera-
ture corrections by which these A/ values are

explained.

TABLE 32. Successive steps in the determination of the new model of the solar atmosphere.
N.B. The suffix always means: reduced to 5000 A. If a variable, such as cosO or X is

placed as an index (and not between brackets) this means that it is kept constant in

that step.

4. For the sake of clear explanation it is pro-
vis ionally assumed that the radiation J(X;cos9)
has been emitted at an effective depth T(X;cos6)
and that each AI is due to a A0 in this

representative layer.

Two AI(cos9) values for different wavelengths
are not directly comparable since their rela-

tion to the temperature variation differs ac-

cording to PLANCK'S law. In order to make them

comparable we first transform AJ into A.
Let us refer for comparison to the radiation at

X =5000 A, and to A(gKcos9; X ) issued from

the corresponding standard layer at an optical

depth T (- T600o). A value of A<s)(cos9;X) at an

other wavelength is not yet comparable since the

radiation, observed at the same value of cos 9,

but at two different wavelengths does not emer-

ge from exactly the same layer, the absorption
coefficient being different according to X. But

this same A will apply to the standard layer

if cos9 is slightly changed into cos9 (figure

8). With a simple relation we determine for

each value of cos9 at the wavelength X the cor-

responding cos0 which reduces the A(s> to the

standard layer.
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PICUBE 8

/o Earth

-60

The reduction of cosO(Xi) to ros9o The dotted
lines are J inea of equal height and, hence, of
I'quul temperature and ergiebigkei t . The dasned-
doLteil lines represent the "effective depths"
from where the radiation, observed at the wave*
length X emerges.

(N.II. Tho index always denotes: reduced to
A = 5000 A).

(3. Now, all values of Att)(A) ros o which belong to
tho same cos0 should be equal. (If a variable
such as cosO or A is placed as an index - and
not between brackets - this moans that it is

kept constant). However, it will bo found that

they still depend on A; this can be explained
only by assuming that the observed energy -wave-

length curve of the sun is in error for the
small wavelengths. For the time being we base
our model on the wavelength 5000 A. We plot
A^(M ros Q as a function of the wavelength for
whicl it has been derived; we draw a mean curve
and find the best value ior \ = 5000 Angstrom,
which will be called Afc> (cos0 ); being determined

from the mean of the measurements, this is a

bettor value than the original Aw(cosO;X ).

6. The preceding program points 4 and 5 have
been explained in terms of an "effective layer?
but actually they refer to the photosphere as a

whole. Tho Aw (cos0 ) found has only a formal

meaning and describes a AJ (cos0 ). By PLANCK' s

law we transform A(8b(cos0 ) into A7 (cosB ).

7. The function Afl (i ) is solved from the func-

tion A/o(cos0 ) with a Laplace transformation.

8. This function is transformed with PLANCK' s

law into values of A<K)O (T O ). These are now real

temperatures; H has no formal value, as in

steps 4, 5 and 6.

9. The new model is derived as tho sum of model

III and these new Ai"> (a )-values, found in step
no. 8. This model is called model V.

Separately we shall discuss the variation of

Aw(X) cosO with \ found in step no. 5.

After fhfs short review we shall turn to a

detailed description of each step.

4. Determination of /A;cos9) , . (Step I of
table 32).

c

The integration, according to (V-. l) was per-
formed for all values of cosP and of X (restric-
ted to the interval between 4000 and 6000 A),
corresponding with the observations of
ABBOT 1 * 2

(1908 - 1913; bolometric)
RAUDENBUSTH 141

(1937; photo-electric)
MOLL, BUBGER and Van der BILT 116

(1925; thermo-
electric)
CHALONGE and CANAVAGGIA

21
(1946; photographic)

MINNAERT. Van den HOVEN van GENDEREN and Van
DIGGELEN 110

(1946; photographic)
The observations of KRAT82 and of Ten BRHGGKN-
CATE et aL 15 could not be included since our
calculations were already finished when their
data reached us.

To perform the integrations with the aid of
model III, we need for other wavelengths than
5000 A the relation between TO and T^. This is

found by numerical integration of

rx (V.3)

in which formula (K^ + KX ) is the sum of the
continuous absorption coefficient due to the

negative h>.lrr . n ion as calculated by CHANDRA-
SEKI1AR and BflEEN 25 and that, due to the absorp-
tion of the neutral hydrogen atom, (see e.g.
UNSOLD 177

).

The integrations according to (V, 1) were per-
formed with the method of NF.WTON-GAUSS, in

which the summation was made over 8 terms. In

this case our computing error, being smaller
than 0.05%, is smaller than the error in the

observations, this being for most observers of

the order of 0, 5%. For the measurements of MIN-

NAERT, near the limb of the sun, the six term

approximation was used (computing error 0, 05%) .

The summation interval was chosen for all obser-

vers, except for MINNAERT et al. from 'Cx^=0 to

t\ - 5,0. Since the part of the integral beyond

TX
~

5 cannot be neglected - its contribution

being of tn-. order of 3%, we approximate B^X^
for greater values by a linear function, the

gradient being chosen equal to the gradient
over the interval OS'T^^S. This value is not

the best one, but a small error in B has a

negligible influence on the emergent radiation.

For comparison with the observations ot

MINNAERT et al , which refer to the extreme limb

of tho sun. the summation interval was chosen

from -TV
%= to T)

~ 1,0; for greater depths the

correction term, described above, was applied
mutatis mutandis.

In total, 305 integrations have been performed.

The detailed results are not communicated in
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TABLE 33. Example of the course of the computations for two wavelengths

(All intensities are to be multiplied by 1014 (c.g.s.).

I A * 4030 A (Chalonge and Canavaggia).

II X = 5010 A (Abbot).

this investigation, but in table 33 an examplo
of the calculations is given for two sets of
observations.

5. "Observed" values of l(\;cos(}); calcula-
tion of /\I(\;cosO).

In the calculations, according to steps 2 and 3

of table 32 we used the energy wavelength curve
of MULDERS 118 corrected for wavelengths, smal-
ler than 5000 A by CHALONGE and CANAVAGGIA 22

.

The recent further corrections to this curve by

CANAVAGGIA, CHALONGE, EGGER-MOREAl 1 and OZIOL-

PELTEY 20
reached us too late to be used in the

calculations. Nevertheless they will be com-

pared further on with the results of the

present calculations (section 10).
The differences A/(A;cosO) are then deter-

mined without difficulties.

6. Reduction of M(h;cosV) to 5000 A.

Next we describe step 4 of table 32. The AJ(X)

values, now derived, are mutually comparable, if

they are expressed with PLANCK' s law into A0-

values. (This conversion is purely formal; pri-

marily it has nothing to do with the temperatu-

re correction which will finally be applied to

model III).

But still, when the conversion is performed,
two Aw-values, observed at the same value of
cosG but at other wavelengths are not complete-
ly comparable. Because the transmission of the
solar atmosphere varies with X, these two ob-
servations do not correspond exactly with the
same layers of the atmosphere. This can be cor-
rected in first approximation by "reducing" the
cosG value for the wavelength X to that for the

wavelength 5000 A, as has already been explained
qualitatively in section 3. The reduction is

made in two steps (See also figure* 8).

First step: The relation between A/) (0) and

(V.4)

We next develop A/?x('u x) around the point TX*
cos '"and suppose (approximating) that Afyp-x'^J)
can be represented by a second degrees polyno-
mium in (T X

- T*).

In that case, as has already been shown by BAR-

BIER 8 and by UNSOLD 181
:
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AJ^(cosG)

AJx(cosO (V,5)

which relation is valid in good (second!) ap-
proximation.

Second stafi: Sj nee the relation between T^andT
is known, we also know that between cosG and
cos0 .

The approximation which has been applied here,
would certainly not be permitted in solving
the equation (V,4), but it is sufficiently cor-

rect for the reduction of cosB to cos3 . An

example of the reduction if given in table 33.

7. The derivation of l\f ()(cos()^) (Steps 5 and
() of table ;t'2).

We now meet an interesting fact. It would be

expected, that the values of A(0(A;cosC ) , which
are found in the preceding step, are now only a

function <>1 cos0 and no longer of the wave-

length A to which the P /(>;')) values originally
belonged. But this is not correct; if the

A '">(/ ) ros o values, belonging to one value of

cos>\, are selected, we observe, that they depend
very markedly on the initial wavelength of the

observations. An example is given in figure 9,

where Avs>(
x ;rosOn ) , corresponding with the ob-

servations of CNAI.UNGE and CANAVAGGFA is given
for three wavelengths. It would be expected
that the points, belonging to different wave-

lengths would define all the same mean curve

(but for the scatter of the points, due to un-

evitable measuring errors), but this is not so.

This fact does not only exist for the obser-

FIGUHK 9

V
too* A

vations of CHALONGE and CANAVAGGIA but also, in

the same form, for all observers. We note
further that these deviations occur only in the

wavelength interval between 4000 and 5000 A and

not for greater wavelengths. This means, that

it is in this wavelength region not possible to

find one unique function for the temperature
variation in the solar atmosphere from the

whole of the observed 7(V9).
We decided to restrict ourselves for the time

being to the calculation of a model of the

solar armosphere, using the A/(cos*
n
n ) values

for one wavelength only (5000 A). These values
will be derived by interpolation from the
values for the other wavelengths, which belong
to the same value of cos9 . The systematic-

dependence on the wavelength will be investig-
ated in detail in section 10, where also a

possible explanation will be given,

FIGURE 10

The reduced values of A(jX X; cos%) should be the
same for each wavelength, but this is not so, in

fact, as is shown for three sets of observations
of CHALONGE and CANAVAGGIA. This wavelength-
dependent effect will be investigated in 10.

The interpolated values of (A7/7)o for the
various groups of observers.

The (Interpolated) values of ^ (cosf ) , trans-

formed into A/ (cos0 ) values (step f> of table

32) are given for the five sets of observers
in figure 10. It is obvious, that the observa-
tions fall distinctly into two groups: one con-

taining the measurements of ABBOT and these of

RAUDENBUSCH and another, containing the other

three groups of observers. These differences
could perhaps be due to real variations in the

solar temperature curve; there is, however, no

correlation with the solar cycle. But on the

other hand the differences between the groups

may not be caused by measuring errors; at

cos6=0,40 they amount to a value, corresponding
with AJ/J = 2,5%, which is much greater than the

individual scatter of the A/// values around
the mean curve.

However, in one sense the observations are in-

complete, since all refer to the same energy-
wavelength curve for the centre of the disc.
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For that reason there only seems to be agreement
among all groups of observers near cos8 =

1,0.
In order to test, whether the solar temperature
curve changes indeed with time, a complete set
of observations should be obtained. Such a set
ought to include a simultaneous determination
of the limb darkening for at least one wave-
length and of the energy-wavelength curve for
the centre of the disc. Only the observations
of ABPOT and partly those of CHA10NGE and CANA-
VAGGIA fulfill this demand. For that reason we
must restrict ourselves to the determination of
one mean h(l ) curve for the solar atmosphere,
neglecting the differences which exist between
the several observers.

8, The solution of equation (V,4) (Steps
7 - 9).

The shape of the Al-curve, now obtained is fair-

ly regular for cos9 *>0,4 but it is more irreg-

ular for small values of cos9 - For cos6 > 0,4
it can well be approximated by a linear func-
tion; we hence adopt the following function for

(V.6)Mo (TO)
"

<* + fro +
(Y

The solution, according to (V, 1) is

A/<cos<\>) |3cose _
secP-F secB-e

(V;7)
For a and j5 we found directly

a - 0.108.10 1 *
c.g.s.

3
* + 0.439.10 14 c.g.s.

Satisfactory values for the three other para-
meters could be found after some trials:

Y
" + 0.064.1014 c.g.s.

6 - - 0,20 ,1014 c.g.s.
e * - 1,5

TABI . 34. The derivation of model V.
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The A/o// curve, corresponding with this solu-
tion is also given in figure 10.

The solution (V.7) will be fairly good in the

regions where T is smaller than - say - 1.5 or
2. It becomes less and less reliable when prog-
ressing towards greater depths in the solar
atmosphere, and the linear function a +

prr .

which determines the solution in regions deeper
than TO 0,5 would lead to improbable low tem-

peratures - and even to an inversion ! - in the

deep layers (T O > 6). Beyond a certain depth
the temperature curve, determined theoretically
must be more reliable than the empirical correct-
ion curve. We place this limit, rather arbit-

rarily at TO
*

2,0, where, in model III we have
the upper limit of the convection zone. In

model III, from that point onwards the tempera-
ture curve had been calculated theoretically;
here, we roughly use the results of that calcu-
lation and assume provisionally, that for /

r >2,0
the correction A%(TO ) is constant and equal to

its value at t;
*

2,0.
Model V, which is derived in this way, as a

correction to model III, is given in table 34

(this is the final step, no. 9. of our program).
The parts for TO <"

0, 08 and T 1,2 are based on

extrapolations and are, hence, less certain
than the parts between these limits.

$ 9. The accuracy of the new model.

The residuals

(1obs .
l
calc.v"> fjobs. (V,8)

where l C alc.V is the intensity of the solar

radiation, calculated with model V for the wave-

length 5000 A, are represented in figure 10. It

is clear, that systematic differences occur

only for cos0 <-' 0.2; there, (V,8) becomes in

some points as great as 4%; it reaches more
than that for a part of the observations of

MOLL et a I.

The internal agreement between the observations

of one observer may be judged from figure 11.

which will be discussed in 10. In anticipation,
we observe, that the mean error of one deter-
mination (with reference to "its" mean curve)
is about the same for all observers; it is

about 0,5% with no clear difference between

photo-electric, thermo-electric, bolometric and

photographic observations. Obviously, all

observers have produced sets of observations
which are in good internal agreement, but

apparently, systematic errors have not been

entirely avoided (The alternative possibility,
that real temperature changes occur in the

solar atmosphere, has already been discussed in

section 7) .

Our solution does not show, as is clear from

figure 10. the characteristic depression which
occurs in the observations of CHALONGE and CANA-
VAGGIA arid in those of M)LL t BURGER and Van der
BILT. In fact, we shall find further-on (chap-
ter IX) that this depression is very probably
related to a kind of "hump* in the ^(T) curve,
as was e.g. found by PLASKETT 139 * 14

.

Finally, it will be very interesting to see.
whether further investigations of the energy
distribution close to the sun's limb will show
the same character as the measurements of
MINNAERT et al., because their curve seems to

require an interesting temperature curve in the

highest parts of the solar atmosphere.

10. Discussion of the wavelength dependent
residua Is.

We have already observed in 7 that the values
of

[A(X) - A(5000)] C08% (V.9)

depend on the wavelength. This means that

either all observers have made the same errors,
which oeems improbable, or that the effect must
be ascribed to other causes. Essentially, this
means that it is not possible to find with the

present data a temperature distribution in the

solar atmosphere using at the same time the
limb darkening observations and the energy-
wavelength curve in the region between 4000 and

5000 A. In that wavelength region for every
wavelength another temperature distribution
would be found.

Details are shown in figure 11. There, we have

plotted the values of (V, 9) grouped according
to cos9 ; the value of A(5)(5000)coseo being the

interpolated value from figure 10.

The most important fact, shown by figure 11 is,

that there is no dependance of the form of the

function (V, 9) on cos9 . In the whole region
between cos6 *

0,2 and 1,2 the form of the
function is the same and a mean curve may be

obtained, which curve is drawn in figure 11 and

listed in table 35.

This property of the residuals leads immediately
to their explanation:
They cannot be explained as errors in the

adopted continuous absorption coefficients
since in that case the residuals would tend to

zero for cos6 - 0.

They can neither be ascribed to errors in the

adopted temperature function in the deep layers

(which function has been found in a more or
less tentative way - cf. 8 - since also in

that case the residuals would tend to zero near

the sun's limb.

But since for each value of X, A is propor-
tional to A///, according to R^ANCX's law, the

figure 11 means, that for any fixed wavelength
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FIGURE 11
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The wavelength-dependent effect. The points are grouped according to their coOo values. The
full drawn curve is the mean curve which is assumed to be the same for all points on the disc.

ull observed intensities are over the wholo
disc too great or too small, as compared with
the computed intensity; the ratio between
them being the same for all values of cos .

This can only be explained by assuming that the

energy-wavelength curve for the centre of the

disc, which has been used in our calculations,
is not correct. This is indeed the case, since
we have used the energy-wavelength curve, dedu-
ced by CHALONGE and CANAVAGGIA in 1946

22
, while

in 1950 a correction to this curve has been
published by CANAVAGGIA. CHALONGE, EGGER-MOREAt!

and OZIOL-PELTEY 20
. But although this correc-

tion reduces the differences found by us to
about the half, they do not disappear entirely.
See figure 12. As the latter result of CANAVAG-

GIA et al. was found after a careful reduction.

points

it does not seem probable, that these should
still need further corrections to an amount,
as great as 6% at 4000 A. (For the greater
wavelengths the necessary correction would be

smaller). Nevertheless, it seems difficult to
find another solution for this problem; a new

investigation of the energy distribution is

this wavelength region seems to be worth wile.

Model V, presented in this chapter, seems at

present the best model, deduced from the con-
tinuous spectrum of the sun; in fact it is only
valid for * = 5000 A. For each other wavelength
another model applies, which can be obtained
from model V by adding of the small quantities,
listed in table 35. Since, however, these cor-

rections are for A > 5000 A only of the order of
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TABLK 35. Mean systematic differences between the solar temperature functions, derived
observational ly for different wavelengths.

N.3. The temperature differences are all very small: if =
1,0. the greatest value,

A<3)
r

+0,02 corresponds with AT = 100. In the wavelength region X > 5000 A the

differences do not exceed 20 in that case.

FIGURE 12

fooo ooo

The energy-wove length curve in the visual

spectra] region. Roth the observed curves and
the computed ones are given (models III and V).
The differences between model V and the observed
curve near 4000 A may be due to an error in
t he 1 at ter curve.

some tenths of degrees, it may be assumed in

very good approximation, that the model is

valid for all wavelengths from 5000 to 6000 A.

11. An alternative mode/ of the atmosphere.
There is some arbitrariness in the way. accord-

ing to which the solution found in section 8 is

obtained: our new model is in the central parts
of the disc in agreement with ABBOT and with

RAUDENBUSCH, while it is in the limb parts more

in agreement with the other observers. This
arbitrariness is obviously due to the uncertain-

ty in the observational material, which manifests

itself in step no. 7: in this step some assump-
tion is made about the form of the function Bfr);

then the coefficients are determined so, that

they give agreement with the observations; in

how far this agreement is satisfactory depends
on the set of observational material which is

chosen.

In this section we derive an alternative model.

The calculations are approximative and not as

detailed as the preceding ones, which lead to
model V, but they serve to show the relative
uncertainty in the derivation of a model of the

atmosphere.
A sharp gradient is observed in the A(a>o(cos9 )

curve for 0, 15 < cos0 <0, 25, especially in the
observations of MOLL et al. t CHALONGE and CANA-
VAGGIA and MINNAERT et al. This might indicate,
that there exists a corresponding steeper
gradient in the A#(T ) curve at a depth of
about TO "

0,2. The more is this probable since
the emergent intensity is found by an integrat-
ion over the depth of the atmosphere, so that

abrupt changes in the gradient are smoothed out.

We consider especially the observations of

MINNAERT et a I., since they come nearer to the

limb than the other ones. We take again model
III as a first approximation and assume that
the corrections to the ergiebigkeit have the
form (see also figure 13):

with a
a

a

0;

I (TO)
* a + 0T (V, 10)

-p for < To < 0,19
-Q/(To>2 for 0,19 < T < (TO)?

for TO > (TO) 2 .

RGURE 13

r.

The value TO
=

0,19 is the optical depth where
the gradient of Aft(T ) is tentatively assumed
to have its maximum value.

The parameters p, q and (T )2 are to be deter-
mined from the two sets of observations of
MINNAERT et al. (wavelengths 5593 and 6425 A).
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II (V, 10) is substituted in (V,4) we obtain

V
7

-
-pLcosG - e^i3606 ^! + cosO)] +

In this formula, i is the value of i\ corres-

ponding with T O
= 0,19 while T 2 corresponds

with the unknown value of (T O ).? .

Several values for (T O )- have been adopted,
then p and q have been solved from the two
equations, it turned out that, both ' p^r.^ - p fl -4J
and ITJ,^

- q- 4J were minimum for (i )..,*(). 6,

while VV showed its minimum for Ho)? - 0,7.
O: is the deviation (obs - calc)). So, the
value (TO)-

*
0,6 was adopted. This ?ives the

temperature curve listed in table 36. (Model VI).

TABLK 36. Modol VI of the atmosphere.

The fundamental difference between this model

:tnd model V is obvious. The residuals of model

\ I are about twice those of model V, which is

st.ill of the same order of magnitude (Table 37).

TAIfl.K 37. Comparison of model VI with the

observations.

",< have made this small computation to show how

Mncortain the solar model in fact is, if it is

1 i-rived only from the limb darkening and the

energy-wavelength curve. This fact becomes
still more striking when wo consider that other

empirical models have residuals which are of
the same order of magnitude: in PI. ASKKIT 1 s

model the residuals between the computed and
the observed limb darkening are smaller than

0,5%, if expressed in the intensity of the
centre of the disc. The same is the case in
miss HUsRRIDTi'K's model, where the residuals are
of the order oi 0,3%. BAHIUKR's residuals are
of the same order of magnitude.
In conclusion we note that a satisfactory model
must in any case not only explain the. energy
distribution in the continuous spectrum of the

sun but also the line spectrum and its varia-
tion over the disc. It is expected that such a

model will in any case be more reliable than a

model, derived from the continuous spectrum
only.
It is the aim of the present investigation to
derive such a model.
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CHAPTER VI

THE WINGS OF THE BALMER LINES. THE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN
THE SOLAR ATMOSPHERE BETWEEN T *

0,4 AND 2,8. PRELIMINARY DIS-
CUSSION OF THE WIDENING MECHANISM OF THE BALMER LINES

I. Introduction and survey.
The profiles of the Balmer lines in the solar
and in stellar spectra cannot be described like
the normal Fraunhofer lines by classical mechan-
isms as collisional damping and Ddppler effect
only. In 1930. STRUVE and ELVEY could demon-
strate that the Balmer lines in stellar spectra
are widened by the Stark effect, due to the
siirroudlng electrically charged particles

168
.

The profiles of the line excitation coefficient*)
are calculated according to HOLTSMARK 60 6 l

, as
a function of T and P t where T and Pe are

always expressed in one other function F , the

..normal field strength": F = 46,8 (Pe/T)
2/3

.

This was done for the first time in a system-
atic way by VKHWF.Y 183

. A small neglect in the
current theories was noted by NFOWKA 117

; this
has been taken into account afterwards by
SCHMAUOHANN 156

, but these latter calculations
may not be entirely correct either. They will
be corrected in this chapter, 2. In 3 the
calculations are extended to the higher Balmer
lines with a more approximative method, accord-

ing to PANNKKOKK.
In his textbook, UNSOLD 177 showed that the

absorption coefficient at great distances from

the line centre can be represented by a formula
of the form ^.F 3/2M" s/2

; values of Cn are

given for Ha to H^. These values are once more

computed in section 4; the results differ some-

what from those of UMSOLD.

Still later WSO1.I) 178 argued that in fact only
the protons (or, in general the ions) have a

broadening influence; the encounters with elec-

trons, moving very fast, should be described by

,,collisional broadening", but their influence

is negligible as compared with that of statis-

*) It is confusing that the word Absorption"
is often used in two entirely different mean-
ings. It means firstly the process of excita-
tion of an atom by a lightquant and secondly it

is used as one of the possible mechanisms of
r << i s s ion, the other being the scattering
mechanism. Accordingly, Absorption coefficient
sometimes means (xv + (Ty ) (first meaning) or

only xv .

To avoid confusion we shall call ( HV +
O"y)

the excitation coefficient. It is true, that
this name can also be criticized; it avoids,
however, the danger of one name for two differ-
ent things. We call HV and orv the absorption-
and scattering-coefficient, as usual.

tical widening by the Stark effect of the ions.
In the calculations which are described in this
chapter, this point of view is provisionally
accepted. It if for that reason that the above
defined normal field strength F contains the
factor (Pe/T) and not (2PC/T). Afterwards, 11
and 12, this assumption will be further invest-
igated when the results of the calculations
are compared with the observations.

Program of this chapter: First a survey is given
of the parameters which describe the widening of
the line excitation coefficients. Then we com-

pute the profiles of the line wings with model
V. It will be found that small differences bet-

ween the calculated and the observed profiles
occur. This enables us, firstly to correct our
model of the atmosphere in the layers between

TO - 0,4 and 2,8, and secondly to obtain cor-
rected values for the constants Cn, defined
above.

2. Profiles of the excitation coefficients in

the Stark widened Balmer lines Ha to Ifa.

The profile of the excitation coefficient, widen-

ed by the Stark effect is found 183
by:

S(ot) 2-i.W() + central component

1 is the intensity of the Stark coefficients

of the line; the o components obtain double

weight (MKOWKA
117

);

c is the displacement of the component in

Angstrom units, with respect to the central,

unshifted, component and for a field of

unit strength in electrostatic c.g.s. units;

a - M/Fo * c.F/Fo;
W is the probability distribution of the

field strength, calculated by VERWEY.

According to more recent calculations ' * the

function W(F) should deviate in the solar atmosphere
from the function, originally calculated by VEHWEY;
the deviations should be due to the influence of

colissinnal broadening. Since, however, the statis-

tical approximation can always be applied to the

wings of the lines (which are discussed in this

chapter) the classical HOLTSMAPK-VERWEY distribution

is maintained.
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The function S(a) is normalized so that

/** 5(a)r/ot + central component =
1

.00

The Stark profiles for HI to H* were calculated

for small values of a (inner part of the prof-

iles) by VERWEY and corrected afterwards by
SCHMAUOHANN. The latter' s curves are given

graphically in UNSOLD, Sternatmospharen, figure

65. Since, however, a normalizing error seems

to occur in one of SCHMAUOHANN' s curves - the

area of his Hp curve is 0,55, while? it should

be 0.50 - we calculated all curves anew, using

the data on the Stark splitting, summarized by

VKlWEY with double weight for the ^-terms.

The now profiles are given in table 38. When

comparing them to the profiles, computed by

SrliMAUOHANN, it is found that there are some
minor differences.

Apart from computing errors, a possible cause for
tlie differences between SCHMAI JCIIANN* s calculations
and ours may be the fact that SO1MAIJOHANN used for

his calculations not. exactly the same data as are-

used by the present author.
For lla to H^ we used the data, given by VKRWKY,
where the distances of the split ted components from
th* central component are those, measured by STARK;
the intensities have been calculated by STJIROnTN-

r.KR
1
*'. The data, used by 1-N.sftJ) and ST.HMAUOHANN

were the theoretical data . The differences are
small. With regard to the exactness of the data,
communicated by STARK it must be noted that though
his intensities, which were derived in the period
of childhood of photographic photometry may be

critic i/ed, this is not the case with his distances
of the components. It must be further remarked that

the theory is not yet complete either, as is e.^.
shown by the occurrence of ..forbidden" components in

the splitting pattern. For these reasons we do not

TABLE 38. Stark profiles for Ha . .

part of the lines).

(central

think to have made great errors by using the data
of STARK and STWMHNCEH, and we consider the curve

of table 38 als reliable.

3. Profiles of the excitation coefficients in

tin- high Palmer lines.

For the high Balmer lines things are more

difficult than for the low series members since

no experimental values of the Stark splitting

are known for these lines. Besides, although

SCi:ntil)INGER's and GORDON'S 52 formulae may bo

applied, their application still requires a

rather large amount of work and grows more and

more difficult for the high quantum numbers. So

the profile was calculated with a more approxim-

ate method based on work of PANNEKOEK 126
. The

same calculations have also been performed by

Mrs. Van ALBADA-van DIEN, and have been publish-

ed already earlier40 .

In reality the lines are split into a groat

number of terms with intensities, varying from

one component to the other. The mutual distan-

ces of the components also vary. Now, it is

supposed that the splitting of the lines can be

ascribed approximately as if at a certain field

strength F the line was broadened into a band

with a half width A>*, equal to the distance of

the most shifted component. Here, according to

PANNEKOKK :

AA* =
^0, 00256 [-7r-l

2
. (n(n-l)*2)F - snF (VI. 1)

LnT 4J

n in the principal quantum number.

In the solar atmosphere the values of the field

strength /' are distributed according to a

frequency curve H'(P), with =
fV/-'o.

is -alculated by HOITSMARK and VERWEY.
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In order to determine the STARK profile S(ot) the

function (VI, I) should be combined with H'((3) .

This gives the profile:

sn (VI, 2)

The result of a numerical integration of (VI, 2)

is given in table 39. The table gives the Stark

profile for all lines, the splitting of which
can be represented by the formula (VI, 1) . It is

satisfactory to notice that the values from the
table are practically identical with those

computed by Mrs. Van ALBADA-van DIKN (I.e.
table 1).

TAHl.E 39. The approximate from of the Stark

profile for the high Balmer lines.

4. Some parameters, describing the Stark-
widened hydrogen lines profiles.

The function (VI, 2) is extremely useful and will

practically always be used in this investuga-
tion. The more exact functions, given in table
38 will not be used. That this is fully permit-
ted will be shown in this section.

We first show that the curves given in table 38

for Ha . . . H^ can be approximated very well by
the curve sn.S(a/s n) from table 39. Of course,
PANNEKOEK's approximation, based of the assump-
tion of homogeneous widening into a rectangular
profile is not valid for the cores of these

lines; the paramater sn cannot be calculated a

priori for them with the formula (VI. 1), but

new, empirical sn values must be introduced.

This is done by adapting the wings of the exact

curves - which can be represented, as is known,

by the asymptotic law

.5/2
(VI. 3)

to the wing of the curve (VI, 2), which can be

approximated by the same law. The process 01

adaptation determines the value of the constant

s n for the lines Ha . . . H^. The results an
given in table 40, first four values of columi

5. Of course, the agreement between the adapter
Stark curves and the true profiles is good ii

the wings only; discrepancies occur in th<

central parts. Their amount may be judged wit
the aid of figure 14. There we have drawn (a

the curve (VI, 2) and (6) the curves s^S(a/sn
which are obtained by combining the exact curve

S(CL) for Ha ... H<5 (table 38) with the empiric
al sn values, given ir> table 40, column 5.

PIGt'RE 14

Full drawn: the sn5( 3J curve computed w
PANNEKOEK's approximation for the high ser
members.
Dotted: the adapted curves for Ha ... HQ.
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TABLE 40. Parameters of the Stark widening of the Balmer lines.

Agreement between both curves occurs for all

lines for ftAs n >3; for
Hy

and H* practically
already for a/s'n ^ 1. The great differences in

the cores of H# and Hy are duo to the neglec-
ted central components of these lines, which
cannot be drawn as they have no width.

Still the remaining deviations would not be

negligible if the lines were not obliterated by
the floppier effect which obi iteration causes a

further reduction of the differences shown in

figure 14.

The influence of the Doppler effect on the

profiles is quantitatively shown as follows.

For a temperature of 5000 the half half-width
AA T of the doppler core of the Balmer lines is

about 0,2 A for H a and 0,1 A for the high Bal-
mer lines near the Balmer limit. As the cores
of these lines are mainly formed in the high
parts of the solar atmosphere where Fo varies

between 0,1 and 0,3 and as for the first four

Balmcr lines sn varies between 0,02 and 0,1, it

is found that F ..s n ranges between 0,002 and

0,03. Hence, from

In some rases, - .. when dealing with the far

wings of the lines - it is permitted to use
only the wing approximation (VI, 3). We now
determine the value of the constant A'n, occur-
ing in (VI, 3) ior the different lines.
From table 39 we deduce? the asymptotic relation

Hence

s*i .S(P)
*

0.330.|T
5/2

Kn
'

Q.ZM.sn*''
2

(VI. 4)

Kn i* computed for H,y
to Us with the; empirical

.sn-values and for the other lines with formula

(VI, 1); see columns fi and 7 oi table 40.

Besides sr\ and Kn there is a third parameter,
which is oi interest for our purpose, it is the

parameter (,Vi, already defined in 1. It will

b*3 computed anew for the Balmer lines, also for

11^ to Ik.; the latter is done since our starting
data differ somewhat from those oi UNSOLD.

The excitation coefficient per hydrogen atom in

the state n 2 is:

-V'
2/.^ (VI. 5)

-4 '

we find that the limiting value 3
T

varies between 30 and 100 for Ha and between 3

and 10 for Hft. Hence the Doppler width is prac-

tically always greater than the width of the

region where the exact s*vS(oi) curve disagrees
from the approximated curve; it is consequently

permitted to use the approximate curve for all

lines, inclusive //# to 11^.

This is approximated in the wings by

(VI, 6)

A comparison of (VI. 13) and (VI, 0), using the

asymptotic relation (VI, 4) gives

/.0,330.s
/2

(VI. 7)
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In columns 8 and 9 of table 40 our values of On
and those of UNSOI.r are given; the differences

are generally small - of the order of 10<. We

use in the following calculations always our

values.

Finally we must observe that in the preliminary
calculations which are given in this chapter,
other values of Cn have been used, owing to an

error of computation. These values are listed
in table 41; they are about 50% greater than
the right ones but this fact has no consequences.

TANLK 41. Values of Cn used in the preliminary
calculations of this chapter.

For - as will be shown at the end of this chap-
ter - we shall find that the Cn values used in

our calculations can not explain the observed
1 ine profiles, even after a correction of the

temperature distribution in the atmosphere. It

will be found necessary to derive new Cn values
which give a better representation of the

observed profiles. These "observed" Cn values
an? much greater than the values given in table
41 and a fortiori than the right values trom
table 40.

5. Calculation of the profiles of the wings
of the Palmer linrs; theory.

When dealing with the wings of the lines, which
are formed mainly in deep layers, it may be

assumed, that the source function is equal to
the Planck function. So the emergent radiation
is:

<O secO iti (VI, 8)

We have defined </T
=

(KX
+ K

V
4

x^
~
continuous absorption coefficient at
the wavelength X.

"K.
v and <\ are the selective absorption and

scattering coefficients at the same

wavelength.
The relation between T and T O is found accord-
ing to

x^l.281.103.10-10.159 y S/2
HO XQ

In this formula v.^ is the sum of the absorption
coefficients of the negative hydrogen ions and

of the neutral hydrogen atoms. If the con-
tribution of the neutral atoms is neglected,
which is permitted in layers above TO -

2,5,
we may write

and hence

<ruo HO *o T

We arrive thus at the important conclusion that

the excitation coefficient in the icings of the

Balmer lines does not depend on the pressure
but only on the temperature. This is only exact

if the neutral hydrogen absorption can be

neglected. As this is not entirely the case, a

correction factor has to be introduced in the

denominator of (VI, 9) which factor is small in

the region, important for us; it is given in

table 42 for 5000 A. It is nearly the same for

other wavelengths. We call feo the corrected
value of fe , and maintain the simple formula

(VI, 9), which is thus approximately valid in

the deep layers.

TABLK 42. Influence of the neutral H absorption
on the continuous absorption coefficient in the

solar atmosphere (computed for model V

for 5000 A).

HO

40

The integration, according to (VI, 9) can now

easily be performed. This is only done for Ha
to Hf , since the application of the asymptotic
relation (VI, ff) is dangerous for the high lines.

This is shown with the aid of figure- 14, from

which it is obvious that the wing approximation
is valid with some reability only for aAn ^ 3.

The wavelength distances, corresponding to
this limit are given for several depths in the

atmosphere in table 43; this table shows that
the asymptotic relation is still permitted for

Ha to H
ts but not in the deepest layers and that

it is certainly dangerous to apply it to the

high Balmer lines.



TABI.F. 43. Limiting wavelengths for the wing
approximation (expressed in Angstrom units;

computed with M = 3.F sn)

6. The integrations; comparison with observ-

ations.

The value of (VI, 8) has been computed for H
(X

to

H,r, for tlm combinations of the following values
of cosr and A^:

cos' 1,000; 0,755; 0,484; 0,142.
andA?- (A)

-
1,0; 2,0; 4,0; 8,0
continuous spectrum.

Besides, for H<x the integration was performed
for fr =

12,0 A. All integrations were made with

GAUSS' method (eight term approximation with
rest term - see chapter V).

The results are given in (able 44; for the sake
of comparison the observed values are also given.

Comparison. The agreement is host for H y ; less
for H,^, Hp

and H^. Near the limb the observed
depressions are stronger than the calculated
ones.

This relatively great limb intensity of the
lines cannot be due to the influence of the
neglected contribution of scattering since this
has no influence on the linos wings. Others 149 * 14

hav? ascribed this phenomenon, which is already
well known, to superexi- itat ion in the outer
layers in the sun. It may, however, be more
fruitful, to try to explain the observations in
the classical way, with the usual equilibrium
formulae but with another solar temperature. We
mention in this respect the groat, uncertainties
in the limb temperature of tin- sun, as found in
chapter V. Moreover, the excitation nf the Bui-
mer lin*:s is greatly dependent on the temper-
ature and small deviations in the model will
have a great influence on the computed line
excitation coefficients. Since, moreover, the
Balmer line wings depend only en the temperature
we have here a new and very sensitive method to
determine the solar temperature, even in the
relatively deep layers.

TAHLl- 44. Computed and observed line depressions and the mean optical depths i n for H ir ..ll. ior

four places on the solar disc. The profiles have been computed with model V of the atmosphere
and with the C

n
values of table 41.
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7. Description of the method to correct the

approximately known solar temperature with
the aid of the hydrogen line observations.

The depressions of the lines, as given in table

44. were calculated as follows

1 -

'cont.< ;;

00 secO dt

/ (>S1>.) e^>-scc0 secO </TX (VI, 10)
o

For a given wavelength the main contribution to

(VI, 10) generally originates only from a relat-

ively thin layer of the atmosphere. This is

caused by the fact that the line excitation
coefficient is greatly dependent on the temper-

ature; so it is always possible to compute a

mean optical depth for the origin of the line

(iepression, calculated with (VI, 10). This mean

optical depth will be computed in 8, it will
be called T (J .

The way to correct the adopted temperature
curve will be shown by an example.
For

IIj-j,
r.os

-
1,00 and M = 4.0 we will find

f f)
r

1,90. In table 44 the computed depression

0,107 is found and the observed value is 0,136.
This discrepancy may be explained by assuming
that the temperature at t n

"
1,90 is higher

than was assumed in our model.

Now in the temperature region with which we are

concerned d log(K +
) y /dw --11,1; we assume

further that also </(lo& deprrss ion} /d& ^ - 11,1
(thin layer approximation). This gives

A = - 0,009.

A rather great difference between the observed
and the computed line depressions (the relative
difference is of the order of 25#) is in this
case caused by a very small temperature differ-
ence. The value Aw a - 0,009 corresponds with a

temperature difference of no more than 90!

Before applying this method, we discuss its
limitations:
a. A basic assumption is that the temperature
correction is small and does not vary much with

depth. The method could be applied exactly -

apart from other criticisms - if the temperature
correction would be constant with depth. Since
- as will be shown in section 8 - this correc-
tion does indeed not change much with depth,
this criticism is not too serious.
h. A further limitation is disclosed when we

compare this method for computing the tempera-
ture distribution in the sun with the method,
which is usually followed, e.g. in discussions
of the continuous radiation of the sun (Cf.
chapter V).

Here we have taken the mean optical depth over
the region where the depression originates; in

chapter V we took the mean optical depth over
the emergent radiation.
What method should be followed depends actually
on the extension of the region over which the
mean is taken; this region should always be
chosen so, that it is as small as possible, as
is demonstrated in figure 15. In both parts of
this figure we have drawn the function

for the continuous spectrum near 83. Moreover,
the reduction of this radiation by the line

absorption in the way, as indicated by formula

(VI, 10) is shown in the figure (shaded regions).

FIGURE 15

42

Schematic representation of the selective
excitation in the Hfi line; left: near the core
and right: in the far wing.

In general our new method is advisable for the

wings of the lines and the deep layers, while
for the study of the high solar layers and
especially for the cores of the lines the old
method of the ergiebigkeit is the best one.

c. Essentially, the method, discussed in this
is a thin layer method. It can only used with-
out danger if the absorption takes place in a
thin atmospheric layer so that the line depres-
sion is proportional to the excitation coeffic-

ient. Since this is not the case, our method
is only approximately valid. We shall discuss
its value by studying another expreme case, -

that of sudden complete absorption.
Compare figure 16, which is analoge to figure
15. The true selective line depression which
originates in a certain, more or less extended

region of depth, may be drawn approximately in

two ways: firstly - the dashed curve - as a con-

stant depression over the whole region of depth,
and secondly - the dotted curve - by a sudden
complete absorption model. The position of the
two curves, which are valid for Hj3, cos0 -

1,0;
M -

4,.0 and T = 1.90, is easily computed.



FIGURE 16 8. The mean optical depths and the prelimin-
ary temperature corrections.

The mean optical depths are computed with

Schematic representation of two extreme possibil-
ities for the process of line formation in the

solar hydrogen lines. Dashed: thin layer model

and dotted! complete absorption.

IV ow. this case is compared with the case of a
somewhat higher temperature. The question is:

what temperature variation - constant with

depth is necessary to explain a certain observ-
ed difference in the line depressions?
For the thin layer model this has already been

discussed in the first half of this section; we

found the value A = - 0,.009.

For the same example the influence may be com-

puted for the complete absorption model (the
discussion of the general case is difficult).
To yield the depression 0,107 complete absorp-
tion has to begin at TO 3,44. To yield the

observed depression 0,136 it has to begin at a

depth 3,04. Hence A log T = - 0,116.

We suppose that

11,1)

which seems the most plausible supposition.
This gives the temperature correction

-0,010

This is practically the same value as the one

obtained in the thin layer model. Naturally,
this is no proof, that the way followed by us,

gives in all cases a reliable temperature
correction but it seems to make acceptable that

the method might be applicable in many cases.

Next, T is converted into T . The results are
given in table 44.

In figure 17 the values of (log Dohs
- log Dth )

for Ha to H
v
s are plotted against T

S

. \\e did
not plot the dots corresponding with observed
/)-values, smaller than 4%. For, if e.g. the
measuring error is -

2<; of the continuum, then

already the mean relative error in a point with

depression 4% is as great as 50#.
In the figures we notice the following features:
The general relation (W;T O ) is not. quite the
same for the several lines. lint-. does certainly
not indicate different temperatures for the
different wavelengths at the same depths. Most

probably another effect is interfering; this

may be found by considering the systematic
deviations of the points. It is obvious that
the spread cf the points shows a minimum for Hy
and a maximum for }\n and Hp. In the figures,
some points, corresponding with the same value
of M (but with different values of cosO) are
connected by lines. It. is seen that the great
spread for Ha and Up is duo to a systematic
effect: the dots, corresponding with the small
values of cosO - but. with the same value of AX
generally lie higher with respect to the My

-

curve that the points with greater values of
cosO. This is caused by the fact that the
points for which cosH is small are also the
points for which the depression D is small.

Clearly, the Ha , Hu and Hf, curves are affected

by a systematic effect, which has the greatest
relative influence on the small D values. It
seems that the Hy observations are free of this
effect.

Provisionally we assume, that the
A/y curve,

given here, shows the correct temperature
corrections -and that the other curves are

affected hy a systematic effect, the cause of
which has still to he investigated.
In the following it will be shown that such

a cause can be found, thus justifying this

provisional assumption.

9. Explanation of the systematic differences
found in 7/a ,

lift
and //^.

In turn we try several possibilities.
1. We think that observational errors cannot be

held responsable. This may already be shown by
the fact that the measurements of Ten BRUGGEN-

CATE et al., which show the greatest differen-
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FIGURE 17
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Relation between the ratio of the observed and computed line depressions and the mean optical
depth where the depression originates. The best internal agreement occurs for Hy.

It is supposed
that the differences between the various curves are due to deviations between the true line exci-
tation roef ficcients and the assumed values.

cos with our measurements give practically the

same results as ours if they are plotted in a

figure, similar to figure 17.

2. Another reasonable error could be a wrong

assumption of the height of the continuous back-

ground in constructing the line profiles. It

might be suggested that such an error would

indeed explain the observed effect. But this is

not true: suppose that the continuous back-

ground is for all profiles of a given line too

high or too low, then this means that all values

of tables 6 to 9 included should be multiplied

by a factor of the order unity. For in chapters

II and III the mean line profiles have been

determined on a logarithmic scale. An error,

thus made in the height of the continuous back-

ground should be corrected logarithmically,
thus leading to a vertical shift of the whole

figure and not to a reduction of the spread of

the points in figure 17.

3. It can be shown that is is possible to ex-

plain the deviations by a new Cn value for each

of the lines. This new value is not computed:

Suppose that (Cn) new
-

P(Cfi) ] d . (With (Cn) olcl

we mean the values from table 41) .

In that case the new value of the depression

/)(M;cos0) is the same as the value which

corresponds with another M value, so that

The values of P have been derived for the three

lines; it was found that they were in good
internal agreement, which is obvious from the

following table 45.

The mean value F is only fixed in a relatively

narrow wavelength interval, as is seen in the

table. To the side of the long wavelengths the

observed depressions are too small and too un-

certain, to the side of the small wavelength
distances the temperature curve, derived from

Hv becomes too uncertain.

In any case we think that we may draw from this

discussion the conclusion, that we were justified
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TABLE 45. Determination of P for Ha , Hjb.
H (S. TABLE 47. Temperatures in model VII.

in assuming that the temperature curve from //y
was right. Further it seems that our assump-
tion that the Cn values needed correction was
correct.

Now, these On values do need corrections, as we
used the erronous values from table 41. Rut it

is found hero, that the observed values are
much greater than the values from table 41 and
a fortiori than the correct values from table
40. Since the correction factor is known, the

true ,,observod" Cn values may be computed; they
are given in table 46.

TABLK 46. ,,Observed" deviations in the line

excitation coefficients of Ha ... H. All Cn
values have been multiplied by 1016 .

10. Model VII of the atmosphere.
Before starting the interpretation and the

discussion of the observed new Cn values, we

give in table 47 the new model, which is called

model VII; it is derived from Hy and it is

supported by Ha , H3 and H6. We do not yet

compare it with other models, this is postponed
till chapter IX.

11. The line broadening of the strong Balmer
lines.

We have found in table 46 the ratio of the

..observed" excitation coefficients in the wings
of the lines H?. 3 .. H 2 . and the theoretical

values. It is not known whether these ratios are

valid in the whole line wing or only in the

small part for which they are derived. This can

not be deduced from the present observations,
which have certainly their limits.

Next we will investigate whether they can be

reconciled with the existing theories on the

widening of these lines. In particular we want

to know whether the line wings must be explained

by collisional widening or by statistical Stark

widening or by a combination of both possibil-
ities. - A review of the possible mechanisms of
line broadening has been given by UNSOLD 178

.

In the case of collisional widening LINDHOLM' s

general thoory shows that the intensity profile
of an emission line, produced by an optically
thin layer is

1

(VI, 11)

where a and p are constants. Since (B

~
in the

case of the Stark effect we find in that case

a normal damp ins profile with a half width y *

2ft. For n- 2 (Stark widening) the theory yields

(VI, 12)

with T\
27I

2C
"P.*
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The constant C was computed by UNSOLD for the
first four Balmer lines.

/V is the number of particles per unit of

volume;
v is the velocity of the colliding particle;

Pm is the distance of closest approach.
In the case of statistical widening the profile
may be approximated, if we adopt one disturbing
particle, by 203

3/2

(VI, 13)

with A'.)

01 course there must be a continuous transition
between both extreme theories but in the

approximate theory used by us, we assume a

sharp limit between both regions. This limiting
wavelength A^

g may be found if we equalize
formulae (VI, 11) and (VI, 13) and solve for Aw.

This gives

In this formula v represents the relative

velocity of the ions or the electrons (dependent
on the particular case which is studied). With
UNSOLD 1 s values for C, we find

The transition wavelengths computed for T =

5000 are given in table 48 (given by UNSOLD).

TABLE 48. Limits between the regions of collis-

ional and statistical widening for the Balmer
lines at T * 5000, calculated by UNSOLD. The

values are expressed in Angstrom units.

We now want to represent the observed discrep-
ancies between the observed broadening of the

hydrogen lines and the theoretical results and

to compare these with the theory, developed in

this section.

In figure 18 we have drawn:

a) the excitation coefficient in the line as

it ought to be according to the theory of sta-

tistical widening by ions only (dotted);

M the coefficient corresponding with widening
by ions and electrons (dashed);

c) the coefficient corresponding with col lis-
ional widening by ions and by electrons (both
fulldrawn).
The open circles represent the result of our
reduction, presented in table 46. As the
theoretical values of Cn refer to statistical
widening by ions only (dotted line), the open
circles are plotted higher than that line over
the amounts given in table 46.

FIGURE 18
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Excitation coeiticients in the wines of the
hydrogen lines. The wings of the BaTmer lines
seem to be widened statistically by ions and
electrons rather than by ions alone.

Prom an inspection of figure 18 it seems to be

permitted to draw the preliminary conclusion
that the lines 11% ... //fi seem to be widened
s tat istical ly, by ions and electrons, rather
titan by ions alone. A verification of this

working hypothesis is, however, necessary. This
will be done in chapters VIII and X.

12. Comparison with more exact theoretical
s tudies.

It is worth while to compare this result with
the theoretical results, obtained by SPITZER 161 * 162

and KROGDAHL 83 . The HOLTSMARK distribution des-
cribes only a static configuration of pertur-
bers, neglecting the effect of any relative
motion between the perturbing and the perturbed
particles. Roth SP1TZEP and KROGDAHL examined
in what way the HOLTSMARK distribution is

modified by the relative motion of the particles.
SPITZER based himself on the mechanism of

impact broadening and investigated its influence

in the case of moving particles interacting by
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means of the Stark effect. For slow collisions
and in any case for great distances to the line

centre he finds the same results as are already
found in the statistical case, but for the
central parts of the lines and great velocities

he finds the well known impact broadening for-

mula of LORENZ, WEISZKOPF, UNZ and UNDHOLM.
Both SPITZER and KROGDAIIL introduced the usual

approximations: the relative trajectory of the

perturbing particle is a straight line; miss

KROGDAHL assumed that for the relative velocity
of the perturbing particle the mean value v

FIGURE 19

A*Aw
1

Comparison of the
coefficients in the
observed values.

theoretical excitation
Balmer lines with our

could be taken while SPITZER assumed a Maxwell-
ian velocity distribution.
The total phase shift, produced by the encoun-
ters is calculated by a fairly simple integra-
tion; i ts influence on the form of the HOLTSMARK
distribution is examined by integration over
all values of p (distance of closest approach)
and v (this latter is only done by SPITZER).
Their results are given in SMTZEH* s figure 2

(I.e. pag. 45) and KROGDAI1L' s figure 2 (I.e.

pag. 370). It is obvious that the differences
are great. To show this, we compare in one

diagram SMTZKR's and KROGDAHL '
s results with

our observational results.

Figure 19 shows the line excitation coefficient
computed according to SPITZER' s and KRQGDAHL.' s

results for Ha ,
$ a 1.0 and Ne 5,7.10

12
;

together with the HDLTSMARK-VEHWEl.I curve for

statistical widening. We have further plotted
our observed excitation coefficients which are

higher in the figure than the wing of the sta-

tistical curve.

Prom the examination of the figure we conclude

that there exists no agreement between the

theoretical results; moreover, none, of these

agrees with the observations. These results

seem to indicate that a complete theory of the

widening of the hydrogen lines, including the

collosional theory and its transition into the

statistical theory in necessary; the present
situation is not sat is lac lory.



CHAPTER VII

INDUCTIVE DETERMINATION OF THE SOURCE FUNCTIONS FOR THE NEAR

WINGS AND THE CORES OF H^ TO Hr
%

. OBSERVATIONAL DETERMINATION

OF THE TEMPERATURE IN THE OUTER SOLAR LAYERS (To <0,4).

1. Introduction.
In the preceding chapter we have principally
dealt with the deep layers and the wings of the

lines. In this one we shall investigate the cores;
they are formed in the highest layers and give
information on the temperature distribution
near the surface of the sun. In fact, by means
of these lines it is possible to investigate
layers, which can be studied hardly, or not at
all by means the limb darkening of the conti-
nuous spectrum.
Our method will be the inductive one: guided by
a minimum of theory we shall use only the
results of observations. This seems a difficult
task: the problem of the line formation is

generally thought to be complicated but actual-

ly (as it will be shown in chapter VIII) the
line profiles may be fairly simply explained;
the differences between the source functions
and the black body radiation are generally
small - not greater than 10%. This will enable
us to derive the complementary part of model

VII, which model has already been found for

layers deeper than TO - 0,40.

2. Determination of the source functions

for Ha - Hr.
The radiation emerging at the surface is

secO (/r (VII,

Our object is to find .SCO directly from the
observations for the lines H^ . . . fyr. It may be

made plausible that *S(T) is of the form

SCO (VII, 2)

The absorption coefficient in the Balmer lines

depends greatly on the temperature, as has al-

ready been shown, in the preceding chapter. So

^S(T) consists (schematically!) of two parts:

a) a "linear" part where the line excitation
coefficient is still negligible as compared
with the continuous absorption coefficient;

6) a "constant" part, where dS/iti =* 0.

There is a continuous transition between (a)

and (6), thus making formula (VII, 2) plausible.

Naturally, it would still be possible to find

other functions with more parameters, which
better represent the true situation, but it

would be very difficult - with regard to the

relative inexactness of the data - to find

reliable solutions in that case. The function

(VII, 2) is so simple that it never leads to un-

reasonable source functions.

The solution of (VII. 1) and (VII, 2) is:

6secO
7(0)

c + secU (VII, 3)

The values of a, 6 and c are found as follows:

1. J(^;0) is obtained in c.g.s. -units, multi-

plying the residual intensities

given in chapter II with the intensity of the

radiation in the continuous spectrum /(^;9)conf
This latter quantity has already been measured

by different authors. These measurements do not

refer, however, to exactly the same wavelengths
and places on the solar disc for which our pro-
files are given. There fore, they have been de-
rived by us in two steps.

By interpolation the relative limb darkening of
the continuous radiation of the sun has been
derived for the wavelengths of Ha ... Hr. After
these values have been transformed into ab-
solute values with the aid of the energy wave-

length curve for the centre of the disc given
by CANAVAGGIA, CHALONGE, BGGER-MOREAU and OZIOL-

PELTEY 20
. For the few points near the extreme

limb of the sun, the data have been obtained by

extrapolation, taking into account the expected

temperature variation in the highest parts of

the atmosphere, according to model V. (There
was no other *way of finding these data). Table
49 summarized these values.
2. Secondly K^l^Une *s represented by a func-

tion of the type (VI I, 3). This has been done

graphically, plotting J(\;9) against ?
ecB

flc T sec "

for different values of c. It was always possi-
ble to find a c-value for which the represen-
tation gave a straight line; this value has
been chosen. It gives the values of a and b,

but a small change in c even within the limits

determined by its mean errors, appeared to give
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TABLE 49. Values of J(X;9) for the wavelengths
of Ha ... H^ (in c.g.s. units x 10" 14 ).

relatively great errors in a and b. We have

therefore first determined approximate values

of c; afterwards all c-values for each line

were plotted against AX and a smooth curve was

drawn. The ultimate c-values were derived by

interpolation from this smooth curve. Next a

and 6 were determined. In table 50 the values

of a, (a-6) and both the unsmoothed and the

smoothed values of c are given. The differences

between both c-values are great in some cases.

Nevertheless, with these new, smoothed, c-

values, the relation (VII, 3) in practically all

cases still yielded solutions which were, to

within the limits of errors, straight lines.

3. The region of validity of these source

fane tions .

The observations of 7(0) are given for the in-

terval 0,123 < cosO < 1,000. The i-region, cor-

responding with this region is found by solving

the equation

- 6 e,-CT o - b
sec6

c + secO

for cosO * 0,123 and 1,000 respectively. The

solution is given in table 51 for different
values of c.

Only inside the intervals, given in the table,

TABLE 50. Values of a, (a-6) and c for the Balmer lines Ha ... Hr.

a and b are expressed in c.g.s. units x 10* 14 .
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TABLE 51. A. The region of validity of the source functions as a function of c.

The table gives the limiting t-values.

14B. S(T).10*
1* in Ha for two different expressions,

upper part: solution with polynomial; lower part: solution with exponential.

the S functions found with the method, des-
cribed in this chapter, may be reliable; out-

side this interval ,S is based on an extrapola-
tion and loses much of its significance.

But also in the regions givon in the table the

,S functions are rather uncertain. This may be

illustrated by adopting another mathematical

expression for the function .SCO . Asatrial
the function

shown after numerical calculations that the

function

has been adopted and the parameters A , AI and

A- have been derived for three wavelengths in-

side the line H r. n (M a
0,2; 0,6 am' 1,0 A).

After S(T) has been computed for some optical
depths, both with this function and with the

exponential formula (see table 51 R) .

It appeared, that for some depths the relative
differences are rather great; they range bet-
ween + 20fr and - 89; for i -values between 0,33
and 1,00. This fact shows clearly how uncer-
tain the observational s-values may be. It is

obvious that many conclusions drawn from these
data may have only a snuill value.

4. The relations between the source functions
anil the black body radiation.

In order to be able to find the temperature
distribution in the high layers with the aid of
the source functions found in this chapter, the

relation between the functions $(i) and fl(T)

must be known. This relation will be examined
in detail in chapter VIII; there it will be

(Sv(i) -

is not greater than about 0, 1; moreover, the

greatest values occur near the surface of the
sun. Since further (oy + v.

y + x^)A> v approaches
unity only in the very centre of the lines and

grows quickly greater at greater distances from
the line centre, it is permitted to assume that
the differences between .S and Ft are negligible
for all wavelengths in the region of the line
except for AX = 0.

Accepting this assumption the temperature will
be derived in first approximation.
We shall not use the values for AX *

0, since
these may differ by too great an amount from
the true values; the data from the other wave-

lengths will be more reliable.

5. The relations between the optical depths;
model VII.

The distribution of temperature with depth may
be found if the relations between T and T O are

known, because the relation between the tem-

perature and T is already known. However, the
first relation depends on the solar model and
on the widening mechanism; so it has to be
deduced, 'from the observations. The s^me problem
has already been discussed by CKALONGE and
KCOGANOFF 23 and by BARBIER 8 for the continuous
radiation of the sun; our way of solving will
be the same in principle as theirs.
The relations S(T) for the different parts of
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the line profile have been plotted on a graph
with a logarithmic t-scale. As it was found,

that the different curves have about the same

gradients in the region with equal 5(T) values,

it was assumed that in that region t(Ai)/T(\ ? )

may be considered as constant. In this way the

different curves have been reduced by a horizon-

tal shift to one mean curve.

This yields four different .S(t*) functions, with
r * - ^/(A^), one for each of the lines Ha to

FU (the line H" has not been used). In order

to compare these results mutually, the ,S func-

tions (which have been supposed to be iden-

tical with the B functions) are transformed

into K. functions by FLACKS' s law; after that

the four curves have each been connected to the

temperature curve, already found for model VII

in the deep atmosphere. Thus the final tem-

perature curves in the high atmosphere have

been derived.

TAHLK 52. '-'-values in the high atmosphere.

TABLE 53. Model VII of the atmosphere. Values
between brackets are extrapolated, (log P and
log Pe have been computed, assuming lor A-3.80X

T!u> ivt,ults liav<> been given in table 52 for the

four lines; it is obvious that for some depths

luirly p,reat differences occur between the four

sots of temperatures. They are probably caused

by tho method of deriving these results, which

method may easily introduce deviations from the

true curve. The general aspect of the curves

seems, however, to be about the same; so it has

been decided to adopt the mean values (table

52, last column) as our model VII. In order to

have a smooth transition between the parts for

the high and the deep layers, the original value

of w at T = 0,40 has been slightly modified.

Ae adopt henceforth W(0,40) = 0,843 in the

place of 0,839. Model VII is given in table 53.

The values of Jog P and log Pe have been com-

puted according to BARRIER'S method in two

approximations, with the abundance ratio hydro-
gen to metals = 10^ 8

. Better values, calcul-
ated wi th CLAAS's new value 10 3|QS will be given
in chapter IX.

6. Discussion.
In this chapter and in the preceding one it has

been proved possible to find the distribution

of the temperature in the solar atmosphere by

us in.
1

: only the profiles of the hydrogen lines.
51

The method which has been used is fairly simple
both for the deep and the high layers and it

looks like it that this method could also be

applied, though with somewhat greater difficul-

ty perhaps, to the stars in order to find the

models of stellar atmospheres *).

It may be that model VII is not yet entirely
reliable since both the part in the deep layers

(chapter VI) and the part in the high layers
are found in approximative ways. Model VII

should be considered as a first approximation;
it will now be necessary to calculate the

profiles of the Balmer lines with it and - if

necessary - to correct the model.

In the following chapters the profiles of the

Balmer lines and the intensity of the contin-
uous radiation of the sun will be calculated
deductively with model VII; it will be found
that no further corrections of the model are

necessary and that this first approximation is

sufficiently correct.

*) Such an investigation has been started by
Mr. NEVEN (Ucrle, Belgium) and by the author.



CHAPTER VIII

CALCULATION OF THE PROFILES OF THE BALMER LINES AND OF THE
BALMER DISCONTINUITY WITH MODEL VII. A DISCUSSION OF THE "LIMB-

TEMPERATURE OF THE SUN. AN ESSAY TO DETERMINE OBSERVATION-

ALLY THE ELECTRON PRESSURE IN THE SOLAR ATMOSPHERE

1. Introduction.

In this chapter the profiles of the Balmer
lines will be computed with model VII. An un-
certain point in this calculation is the widen-

ing of the excitation coefficients of the hyd-
rogen lines. It is clear from chapter VI, that
the observations do not confirm the assumption
of statistical widening by ions alone; they
rather suggest statistical widening by ions and
electrons, though this statement is not con-
clusive. Tentatively, the calculations will be
made for the latter case.

2. Excitation coefficients in the cores of
the lines.

The excitation coefficients in the line H 2-n
are primarily broadened by the Stark effect and
are described by

The profile obtained after the obliteration is

All Quantities, occuring in this formula have
already been defined earlier. For Sn() we take
the general form, given numerically in table 39

and figure 14. The use of the more exact curves

given in table 38 is not necessary, since the

profiles of the central parts of the lines,
where the differences between the curves from
table 38 and table 39 are important are exclus-

iverly determined by the Doppler effect:

(vnl>2)

with

IL
" the molecular weight *

1,0;
H * the gas constant;

With a mean turbulent velocity of 1,3 km/sec 143f 197

64.5, 34, 29 tne influence of ^t on the value of A)|) is
smaller than 1% and can be neglected. The more so as
it impossible that the ..observed" turbulent velocity
does not originate in the highest layers, which layers
may be assumed to be in radiative equilibrium, but in

deeper layers, where the atmosphere shows convective
motions. The observed values might be a mean between
these of the two layers .

Next the widening of the Stark profile (VIII, 1)

with the Doppler profile (VIII, 2) is described.

(VIII. 3)

with

v is the integration variable.
This integral can only be solved numerically;
we shall follow an approximative method:
! The exact obliteration has been carried out

only for the central parts of the lines (O/s-rfO)

for twenty different values of a^/s^.
The resulting central values are given in table
54.

TABLE 54. Central intensities of the normal
Stark profile sn S(otAn ), obliterated by a

Doppler curve with parameter n/sn .

2. In a double logarithmic graph we draw the
non-obliterated Stark profile snS(3).
In this same graph we draw also the non-oblit-
erated Doppler profiles with half widths tf^/sn
and with their tops at the heights given in
table 54; cf. figure 20. In the central parts
of the curve the Doppler profile is predominant
while in the wings the Stark curve is the most

important one.
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3. In the region of transition the obliteration
is performed, in an approximative way, padding
up both values. The same method has already
been used by PANNEKOEK 124 and by MiNNAEPT and
MULDERS 107 for the description of a profile,
widened by Doppler effect and by damping. This
method works well and quickly and is sufficient-

ly exact because the slope of the Dopplor prof-
ile is so steep.
The resulting obliterated profiles are given in

figure 20.

FIGURE 20

The figure gives the profiles, obtained after
obliteration of the Stark function ^nS(o/sn)
with a Doppler curve. Parameter is A Xfl/sn^o;
^ \H is the half DoppJer haJf-width.

After this obliteration the line excitation
coefficients have been calculated for model VII

according to formula (VIII, 3) in which the in-

tegral parts has been approximated in the way
described above. This has been done for the

Balmcr lines Ho. 3 , H 2- A , Hr- 5 , Hs>. e H 2-e H^-io,

Ho-ti andH 2-i2. Since at H?-i c the mutual over-

lapping of the lines is already very important,
we have also computed the profile of the whole

wavelength region between the centres of H 2-i 4

and H 2-ie an(* in the same way the value of the

Balmer discontinuity. The calculations have
been performed for the wavelength distances/^ -

0; 0,2; 0,4; 0,6; 1,0; 2; 4; 10 Angstrom units

from the line centre.

After that the optical depths in the linos have
been derived by integration, from the line
excitation coefficients thus calculated.

3. The re-em iss ion mechanism in the lines.

Before we are able to use these optical depths
for determining the profiles of the Balmer lines,
the re-emission mechanism must be known.

The differential equation:

cos - J -

(VITI.4)

suffices generally for the description of the

radiative transfer ami the line formation in

the greatest part of the solar atmosphere. In

this equation FJ)l)IN(;iX)N
4 } introduced v. next to

n
, to account for the influence of collisions

of the second kind in the re-emission. Still

later, PANNKKOKK 124 showed that collisions do

not play an important part in the solar atmo-

sphere and that consequently the linos are

mainly formed by scattering. Recently, however,
GIOVANELLT 54

, basing himself on new calcula-
tions on the collisional cross-sections, again
advocated the importance of collisions, even
in the high chromosphere. Rut GlOVANKIJJ's
calculations are made for a chromospheric model

with a constant kinetic temperature of 25000,
even in the low chromosphere. Now, -because of

the high excitation potentials of the hydrogen
1 evens - collisional excitation becomes high-

ly improbable, as can be shown by a brief cal-

culation, when the temperature falls to 10000

so that in our solar model the influence of

collisions is negligible. In this case all

hydrogen lines would hr purr scattering lines.

But an important way is left by which the ex-

change between line excitation energy and ther-

mic energy may occur. In every atomic level

scheme the electrons do not simply jump to and

fro between two atomic levels, but they may fol-

low complicated ways arid cyclical quantum jumps

may occur. If the solar atmosphere is in ther-

modynamic equilibrium, we are dealing with the

case of detailed balancing and the cyclical
transitions which may exist have no influence

on the radiation transfer. However, in a dil-

uted radiation field, which exists e.g. near

the surface of the sun, transition cycles in-

volving asmall number of upward transitions are

favoured as compared with the opposite cycles

involving a greater number of upward transi-

tions (RDSSELAM), 192fl 150
). If the continuous

state is involved in the cycle, this causes a

transfer of thermic energy" towards the wave-
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length of the line considered. This increases

the emission in the core of the line and as

this emission has the radiative properties of

the thermic radiation of the solar matter, this

process of fluorescence may formally be des-

cribed by the adoption of a non-zero value of

*v/v in formula (VIII, 4). This was shown for

the first time by bTRiJMGRKN
165

,
who considered a

simplified case in which the atomic level scheme
consists only of a ground level, an excited
level k and the continuous state; fluorescence

coupling with other states that the continuous
state being neglected. The transfer of energy
depends on the ratio between (ci) the number of

spontaneous transitions from the level k to the

ground state and (/;) the sum of the. transitions

from k to the ground slate by collisions of the

second kind and from A- upward to the continuous
state by photo- ionisatiori.

Then, according to STHOM(iHKN :

'kf
(VIII, 5)

with - total number of spontaneous transi-

tions from k to 1;

c^i
~ number of transitions from k to 1,

due to collisions of the second kind;

f'kf
' number of photo-ionisations;

1 reiers to the ground state;
k refers to the excited state;

/ refers to the continuous state.

Since collisions play no part, formula (VTII.5)
reduces to

^ A
V 7 V kf (VIII, 0)

This formula, deduced lor the simplified case

discussed by STHOMdHKN, is extended without
theoretical difficulties to the more general
case of many discrete levels, following con-

siderations of UNSOLD 176 and PANNKKOKK
] 25

. We

replace STR(W,(iHKN' s a kl by u more generalized
quantity, which involves also the transitions
to other lower levels, while at the same time

Cltf
is generalized so that it involves tin*

higher levels. But this latter must be done in

a special way. Consider figure 21; un atomic
level scheme is considered in which the third

atomic level is excited from the second. Tran-

sitions are possible in four different direc-

tions, characterized by suffices a to </. The

process a can be identified with true absorp-

tion; for (/ we use the term scattering. For b

and c absorption may be said to occur, only if

after these steps a photo-ionisation follows.

If immediately after these steps the electron
returns to the second level, we are certain to

deal with scattering. UNSOLD 176 made the accep-
table proposal that re-excitation of high atom-

ic levels, like 6 should be considered mainly

as "absorption".
An exact solution of the problem has not yet
been given; neither is it given here, as the

FIGURE 21

approximate solution is sufficient for us.

We shall consider two extreme possibilities.
We assume, as was done also by STROMGREN, the

validity of the equilibrium equations of BOLTZ-
MANN and SAIIA. We further put .S(T)

s
/?(T) ; this

approximation is for the present purpose - the

computation of a value for x.v/nv - fully permis-
sible.

First assumption: The ratio K.
v/n v i s equal to

the ratio between (a) the total number of all

transitions from the n excited level to the
levels with n > 20 and (6) the total number of
all other transitions. It is clear that this is

a lower limit, since the transitions to levels
with n 20, which are subsequently "absorbed"

(e.g. by photo-ionisation) have been considered
here as "scattering". It may safely be assumed
that, the transitions to n 20 are to be ranged
under 1 lie head "ansorp ti on", the merging of
these states into the continuum being prac-
tically complete.
Second assumption: All transitions, other than
n~*2 are considered as absorption, only n 2 is

called scattering. This is the upper limit for

The results, of the calculations according to

these two assumptions are given in table 55. It
is clear that the differences between the upper
and the lower limit are not very great and that
the lines may all in good approximation be con-
sidered as formed by "scattering*. In the fol-

lowing calculations, however, account will be
taken of the. small contribution of "absorption*
we shall take the mean of the upper and the
lower limit for xv/<\.
UNSOLD has computed this same ratio 177 and has
found for Ha a value, somewhat greater than our
values (o?- - 8T) . It seems that this differen-
ce is due to thf approximations introduced by
UNSOLD is his calculations and partly to
the fact that in our computations also the
lowest level has been taken into account.
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LOWEB LIMIT

These results are derived for the case of ther-

modynamic equilibrium and for 5 = B t but they
will in good approximation also be correct if

these conditions are not wholly fulfilled, as

is e.g. the case in the low chromosphere.

We finally want to notice, that a more refined

discussion of the fluorescence problem is also

possible, as was done by WOOLLEY 193
, who con-

sidered for the lines H 2-3 and H ?. 4 the three

possible transition cycles between the levels
n -

1, 2 and 3 and the continuous state, taking

into account the multiplet splitting of the

second and the third levels. He calculated the

ratio a of downward to upward transitions be-

tween the levels 2 and 3, respectively 2 and 4.

With a dilution factor W = 1/3 and T = 6500,
v = 1,03 for H 2- 3 and 1,17 for H 2-4J these

results lead to lower limits for the central in-

tensities of the two lines which might be of

the right order of magnitude; but precise values

were not yet computed, however. Quantitatively,
his results are not correct since a dilution

of radiation was used much too great to be

right. So the minimum central intensities,

computed with WOOLLEY' s method will still be

smaller than the values, already found. Though

it is difficult to estimate the influence of

the multiplet splitting on the values of v.^/^
translated into STROMGREN* s nomenclature, this

influence does not seem to be very important.

4. The influence of redistribution on the

re-emission coefficients.
The possibility that non-coherent scattering

might be important for the formation of Fraun-

hofer lines has been pur forward for the first

time by EDDINGTON 42 , In later years several

theoretical treatments of the problem have been

published 160 * 198 199 1S8 85 but observational

evidence has been given for the first time by

HOtJTGAST 63 .

Criticisms of HOLTGAST* s treatment was publis-
hed afterwards by UNSOLD 178 who drew attention
to the important influence of the model of the
solar atmosphere on the profiles of Fraunhofer
lines and who suggested that HOLTGAST* s obser-
vations might be explained partly or wholly by
another atmospheric model (HOITGAST used the
linear approximations for fl).

Another criticism has boon published still
later by SIJKMOTO 169 who doubted whether redis-
tribution has any observable influence on the

wings of the lines, because the effect is only
important in the cores and in the outer layers
of the atmosphere. But apart from all doubts as

to the interpretation of the observations the
theoretical evidence for redistribution is very
strong, especially after the investigation of
SMT7F.R 163

. who showed that there is hardly any
reason why scattered quanta should not be re-

distributed.
In the case of the hydro gen lines an atomic
substate may be excited at a moment, when a

perturbing ion is close to the atom. Then the
absorbed energy will differ from the energy
which would be absorbed if the lines were not

split. But at the time, that the atomic state
is de-excited, the perturbing ion may have gone
far awivy and the re-emitted energy will be

about equal to the energy difference between
the levels in the non-disturbed case. So the
re-emitted frequency generally differs from the

exciting frequency. The excess energy contri-
buted to, or has been taken from the kinetic

energy of the surrounding matter. The complete-
ness of the distribution depends on the ratio
between the time of the disturbance (= 10- 13

sec)
and the life time of the excited state, this

being generally of the order of 10* l ! to 10^ 8

sec. Hence the distribution is complete in these

layers of the solar atmosphere where the Stark
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effect is the predominant cause of the line

widening, that means: in the levels with T >

0,05 and at wavelength distances greater than

0.3 A from the centre of the lines.

In the higher levels, Doppler broadening is the

main cause of the widening; this case has been

discussed by HENYEY 59
. He showed that in the

Doppler wings the scattering may approximately
be assumed to be for two thirds redistrib-
uted and for one third non-distributed; in the

Doppler cores the excitation energy will be

completely redistributed. Since for the Doppler

broadening of the Balmer lines we are only con-

cerned with the most central parts of the lines
- see figure 20 - it may be permitted to assume

complete redistribution in the whole line prof-
ile.

There is a strong analogy between redistribu-
tion and fluorescence. The mechanisms of cyc-
lical quantum jumps and of redistribution may
both occur everywhere in the solar atmosphere,
but both mechanisms have only influence on the

emergent radiation in a diluted radiation field

and manifest themselves in the form of non-com-

ponsated cycles (cf. figure 22); they cause a

transfer of energy from the continuous state
towards the wavelengths with greater excitation

coefficients. In a diluted radiation field a

transition like (a) in figure 22 occurs more
often than a transition like (b); the transi-

tion (ft) occurs more often than the transition

(3), A difference between fluorescence and re-

distribution is that in the latter case the

small energy shifts within each energy level
are caused either by radiation or -as in our
case of the hydrogen lines - by collisions,
whereas in the case of fluorescence we are deal-

i ng with transitions between discrete atom-
ic levels with great energy differences; the

FIGURE 22

transitions being always caused by radiation.
Fluorescence is a macro-effect and redistribu-
tion is a micro-effect. In the case of fluor-
escence the detailed structure of the atomic
levels is not considered; kinetic energy is
transferred to the line as a whole. In the case

of redistribution we are also dealing primarily
with a transfer of energy from the continuous
state towards the atomic level, but in this
case it is practically only the cores of the
lines which receive extra energy. The statement
that redistribution may be described as a trans

fer of radiation from the line wings to the
line centre is not correct for the hydrogen
lines, from this point of view.

Final remark: "Dilution of radiation" has al-

ways to be interpreted in a formal way. Not
always does .S ^ B also mean that S<B. If 5 >B,
which may occur e.g. in the chromosphere, the
effects of fluorescence and redistribution
cause an extra depression of the line centres.

5. The source functions in the wavelengths of
the Ralmer lines.

In the equation of transfer both the effects of

scattering with redistribution and absorption
have to be included, HOUTGAST 62 already wrote
down the equation of transfer for the case of

scattering with complete redistribution. His
formula (32) was, with some minor alterations
taken over by MUNCH 119

. In our case, with scat-

tering and absorption, the equation for the

transfer of radiation becomes

cos
d 7v(T.O)

(VIII, 7)

In this equation the mean value //v -^
-

.7^

must be taken according to HOUTGAST as "follows:

L

*

L L.

k V

Cyclical quantum jumps on a macro-scale may
cause fluorescence; those on a micro-scale may
cause redistribution. Both effects occur only
in a diluted radiation field.

We now introduce into (VIII, 7) the source func-

tion *S.,m:

(T)

(VIII.8)

Since m
J (T) Ji / 5(x)

o

formula (VI II, 8) becomes:
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(VIII, 9)

Solution. The equation (VIII, 9) will be solved

in successive approximations. We first put, neg-

lecting the suffices
y
and ^:

The

=
/?(T)

approximation for 5(t) is found by

dx -

(VIII, 10)

Obviously it is necessary to compute for each

line the function / 5 K(|T-jt| )dx, which is only
o

a function of depth; not of v.

In the successive approximations, according to

(VIII, 9) the integration has been performed
with GAUSS method with six terms; this has
been done for the lines H 2- 3 , H 2 -4, H?- r>

and

HO.Q and for the depths T =
0,01; 0,03; 0,10

and 0,30.

TABLE 56. Values of (S - /?) calculated in third

approximation for Ha ... Hfi, assuming complete
redistribution, (c.g.s. units x 10-14).

The values of / Sn K(\t-x\)dx have been calcul-

ated for AX SS
J 0; 0,2 and 0,6; after that the

mean values were taken over this wavelength in

terval. The resulting values of S 3 - B, found
after three succesive approximations are tabul-

ated in table 56 (expressed in c.g.s. units).
As for H2- 3 at the limb of the sun the value of
B is about l,3.1Ql4, we conclude that compared
with the case of pure absorption thr maximum
correction for redistribution, to be applied to

H is for H 2-3 of the order of 6% at T a 0,01;
it is for H 2- 6 of the order of 10% at TO ^or, 10.

The correction is therefore of some importanc

in the high layers; it has no influence at all
on the wings of the lines, for M > 0,6 A.

6. Computed profiles of the Ralmer lines.
The profiles of the Balmer lines were computed
in the same way as described already earlier.
The profiles have been derived for the wave-
length distances, given in 2 of this chapter
and for cos 9 *

1,000; 0,755; 0,484 and 0,142.
In table 57 and figure 23 the resulting prof-
iles of the lines H-^. 3 ... H 2 - e are given and

compared with the observations.

TABLE 57. Profiles of H ?. 3 ....He- e , calculated
with model VII. All residual intensities are

multiplied by 1000.
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FIOIW: 23

0,30

Utrecht (Minnaerl)

v Mount Wil9on
. Cambridge
* Utrecht

Gottingen
o Oxford

Utrecht (ZbJagcr)
Meudon (Jk Jager)

('.ompur i won of the ohservod (thick lines) and the computed (thin Jines) profiles of the first four
Balmer lines. The computed intensities are all greater than our observed values, though the diffe-
rences are in most cases not so great that the calculations disagree with the other observations.
The systematic differences near the sun's limb and in Ha might indicate a slightly lower limb tem-
perature than is defined by model VII.
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Discussion. The agreement between the observed

and the computed profiles is generally satis-

factory. In practically all cases the calcul-

ated profiles do not deviate more from the ob-

served ones than is permitted by the scatter of

the observed points. The only exceptions are:

(a) H 2-3 at the limb of the sun, which profile
is not in agreement with the observations; and

(6) the central intensities of the other lines

at the limb, which are all too high by some per-

cents.

Summarizing, we conclude that the profiles of

Ha. - Hd calculated with model VII, assuming
statistical widening by ions and electrons and

scattering with complete redistribution as the

main process, practically all agree with the

observations.
The small remaining differences will be dis-

cussed in 7.

7. A further correction to the limb temper-
ature?

The calculated limb values differ systematical-
ly from our observations, though, for the greater
part they are within the area occupied by the
dots of all observers together. We tentatively
neglect the observations of the other observers
and investigate whether the differences between
the calculations and our observations may be

interpreted as due to an erroneous model of the

outer atmosphere. This is done in an approximate
way as follows,

a. Determination of the quotients.

7(AX; cos 0) ob ,

J(AA;cos 0)calc

6. Tranformation of these quotients into A<s>-

values with the aid of PLANCK' s law.

TABLE 58. Tentative temperature correction to model VII in the high atmosphere of the sun.

c. Determination of the mean optical depth TO ,

corresponding with the emergent radiations
I (AX; cos 9). First step: determination of
with the formula

e
-t sec e sec 9 rfr/

*-

/ S(T) e'T 8CC 9 sec di

Second step: Determination of the correspon-
ding values of TO .

The values ofM and of T^ are given in table 58

and in figure 24. This shows:

1. In regions deeper than T O
c 0,30 the tem-

peratures from model VII are very probably cor-

rect.

2. In higher region there is a small but clear

indication that a negative temperature correc-
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FIGURE 24

*
* '! "".

: * 't'V .
1

I

Tentative temperature correction in the highest
layers of the solar atmosphere.

tion is necessary; this correction is slight-

ly greater than the mean error, with which it

has been determined.
At 1 0,20 it is AM - + 0.008: AT = - 40

t 0,10 A*) a + 0,014: AT = - 70

T * 0,01 A = * 0,026: AT = - 90

With the corrected model of the sun the limb

temperature would be 4180.

Though it is tempting to apply this correction,
we shall keep to model VII, since it will be
shown in the following chapter that the limb
observations of the continuous radiation sug-
gest a positive temperature correction in the

layers above T = 0,15. As long as this dis-

crepancy is not solved, model VII will be con-

sidered as a good intermediary between the

models, valid for the description of the hyd-
rogen lines and those which describe the con-
tinuous radiation.

8. The profiles of the high Balmer lines

//2-8 //2-i2
The computed profiles are given in table 59. It

is to be noted that these profiles have been
calculated without correction for complete re-

distribution. This makes the cores of the lines

too bright. (As compared with "absorption*' the

cores of the lines, computed with redistribu-
tion are darker in this case).
This is clearly visible in figure 25. There,

TABLK 59. Calculated residual intensities in the high Balmer lines H 2-a; H 2.io; H?_n and
All residual intensities are multiplied by a factor 1000.

the computed profiles are given together with

the observed ones, interpolated 1'rom tables 10

to 13 (chapter II).

The comparison of the observations with the cal-

culations shows that the agreement is satis-

factory in the central parts of the disc, if

the great uncertainty of the observed profiles
is taken into account. The line H?_ 10 ,

which is

extremely difficult to observe in the solar

spectrum, shows deviations.
The calculated cores of the lines are general-

ly too bright, which may be caused by the neglect
ol the influence of redistribution. We may es-

timare the magnitude of this correction by com-

paring it with that for the line H?_ e . There
the correction is for AX *

0,0:
at cos - 1,000 : 6,9%

0,755

0,484
0,142

8,3%
il,0%

22,9%

The fact that the ultra violet Balmer lines are
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FIGURE 25 FIGURE 26

Comparison of the computed and the observed
profiles of the Balmer lines H2.8i H?_io, Ho.n
and Hg. 12. The agreement is very good for H?. u
and is still fairly good for the other lines,
excepting H 2 10, which line is, however, very
strongly Blended in the solar spectrum and thus
is difficult to observe. Differences occur also
near the sun's limb and in the cores of "the
lines. These latter may be due to the neglected
influence of redistribution.

formed deeper in the atmosphere than H?-fj will

probably make the corrections for these lines

smaller than for H 2 .

Hence, the application of this correction would

indeed greatly reduce the remaining differences

between observations and calculations. Wo did

not calculate this correction, because tho cal-

culations are fairly complicated and because the

observations are uncertain, especially in the?

cores of the lines.

9. The lines //?- 14, //?-i5 and 7/2- ie a d the

Balmer discontinuity.
Near the Balmer discontinuity the blending of

the lines becomes important. This is already
the case in the region of H 2-iB. In order to

study this effect in detail, we have calculated

the profile of the whole region between the

centres of H 2-i4 and H 2-iei taking into account

the lines from H 2-i 3 to H 2-i 7 . The other Balmer

lines have no influence on this region of the

spectrum. The resulting profile is tabulated

c *//*/<*

Observed and computed intensity profiles in the
solar spectrum between II 2-14 and li?*ie The
profiles arc drawn with respect to a fictive
continuous .spectrum which would exist if the
Rainier linos would not occur in the solar
spectrum. One unit of the scale of ordinates is

(',1 times the intensity of this continuum. The
four curves are valid for respectively cos =

1.00; 0,755; 0,484 and 0,142.

for four cos 0-values in table 60 and In figure
2f>. in these table and figure we have also

given tho value of the Balmer discontinuity,
calculated as the ratio between the continuous
spectra, at 3647 and 3647" A, neglecting the
influence of the Balmer lines.

The comparison of the observations with the
calculations shows that the differences are

great. It is certain, that they cannot be red-
uced materially by the addition of the influence

of redistribution, because these lines are for-

med too deep in the solar atmosphere. The core
of H^-it, is formed at optical depths, ranging
between T O =2,7 (centre of disc) and 0,9
(cos -

0,14); at these depths the influence of
redistribution is negligible.
It is more probable that a great part of the
differences may be explained as observational
errors, since this part of the spectrum can

only be observed with groat uncertainty. The
influence of the crowded Praunhofer lines on

these broad, shallow lines is certainly very
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TABLE 60. Calculated profile of the spectrum between the wavelengths 3721.94 A (centre of H 2-i4)
and 3703,86 A (centre of H ?-ie). All values are expressed in the intensity of the continuous spec-
trum which would be observed if the Balmer lines did not exist. The AX- values are chosen with

respect to the centre of H 2-i6.

important but it is difficult to estimate its

magni tude.

We finally turn to the discussion of the Balmer

discontinuity (table 61). It gives (a) the Bal-

mer jump for different values of cosO, as derived
from the observations of CHALONCiK et a/. 21

*
20

;

(f>) the computed values of the Balmer jump and

finally (c) the mean optical depths T O . There
seems to be agreement near the sun's limb but

in the centre of the disc the differences amount
to a factor 2 (figure 27).

In order to solve this discrepancy wo want to

investigate in how far it may be attributed to

errors in the adopted electron pressures. The

influence of the electron pressure on the con-

tinuous Balmer absorption is not negligible;

we may use the following approximate formula:

A/)
^ -13,56 Aw - A log /V

(This formula represents the influence of varia-

tions of temperature and electron pressure on

the continuous. Balmer absorption coefficient K^
we assume that it applies also to A/)).

Since we may assume that the temperature dis-

tribution in the solar atmosphere is well known,

FIGURE 27

A comparison of the observed and the computed
values of the Balmer jump in the solar spectrum.
The differences between both in the central nart
of the disc might be explained by other vaJues
of the electron pressure in the deep layers.

we have not to consider a temperature correc-

tion; thus:

/V) - -A log Pe

TABU- 61. Observed and calculated values of the Balmer jump; = log /3G47
4 " lf)K ^3647"

The "computed" values are derived by interpolation.
Corrections to be applied to the electron pressures of model VII.
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This yields the corrections to log Pe , listed In this way it is possible to derive ob^er-
in the fifth row of table 61; the corrected va- vationally the values of the electron pressure
lues of log Pe are given in the last row (cor* in the solar atmosphere from the observatuons.

responding to the T -values given in the fourth In the following chapter (IX) log Pe will be

row). We note, that these corrections are fair- computed theoretically; the result will be com-

ly small and have no sensible influence on the pared with the data found here,

calculated line profiles.



CHAPTER IX

VERIFICATION OF MODEL VII BASED ON THE CONTINUOUS RADIATION OF THE SUN.

THE OBSERVATIONAL DATA ON THE CONTINUOUS ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODELS OF THE SOLAR ATMOSPHERE. THE RADIATIVE

AND AERODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF MODEL VII

1. Introduction.
In this chapter the distribution of the conti-
nuous radiation over X and cos will be compu-
ted with model VII. It *will be shown that there
is agreement in a great wavelength region; dif-
ferences in the far infrared spectrum indicate
that in that wavelength region CHANDRASEKHAR
and BREEN* s absorption coefficients are proba-
bly not correct.
The pressure and the electron pressure are ral-
culated for different values of the helium
abundance, but the comparison with the "obser-
ved" Pe values is not conclusive; hence
UNSOLD 9 s abundance (tyj/yv^

- 5) will be main-
tained.
A comparison with other atmospheric models is

given.

Finally some of the radiative and aerodynamic
properties of the sun are discussed.

9 2. The energy-wave length curve for the centre
of the disc.

The /(A) -curve was calculated by numerical inte-

gration for the wavelength region between 0,4[_L

and 2,3|i. In table 62 and in figure 28 the re-

sults are given and compared with the observed

energy-wavelength curve of PKYTliRAUX 131
, who

has shown that the earlier curve, derived by
ABBOT

1 * 2 and corrected by MULDERS 118 is probab-
ly not completely correct. Cf. also NICOLET 122

.

Figure 28 shows agreement; the differences are
never greater than 3 to 5% between 0,4 and 2, 2[i.

These differences may be understood if we con-

sider the relative difficulty of the establish-
ment of a reliable observational I (A) -curve. If
we further mention the very great differences
between the observations and the energy-wave-
length curve calculated with previous models,
we conclude, that the present results are sa-

tisfactory (cf. figure 12).

3. The centre- to- Zim6 variations at 5000 A.

We compute the limb darkening for the wave-

length 0,5n; this wavelength is supposed repre-
sentative for the region between 0,4 and 0,6u,
in that sense that an agreement found between

theory and observations for that wavelength ma-

kes agreement in the whole region probable.

TABLE 62. Computed energy-wave length curve
between 0,4 and 2,3|j

FIGURE 28

Energy-wave] ength curve of the sun between 4000
and 23000 A, observed (Peyturaux) and computed
(model VII).

In order to compare our results with the obser-
vational data, presented in figure 10 of chap-
ter V, we compute 1(0, 5w cos 9) both for models
III and VII. Then AI = IVIII - Jin and AJ/Jm
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is determined (See table 63). These data are

plotted in figure 29, where the values of AI/J
from figure 10 are also given.

TABLE 63. Computed limb darkening at 5000 A

(model VII). compared with the limb darkening,

according to model III. The comparison between
model III and the observed values is given in

figure 10.

FIGUHE 29

Comparison of the observed limb darkening of
the sun with the limb darkening, computed from
model VII (open circles); X = 5000 A.

The " observed" curves are the same as those,
given in figure 10.

Discussion. Agreement is found in the mean re-

gion of the curve, mainly for 0, 15<cos9 <0,85.
In the central part of the disc a deviation of

AI/7 2% is found; this is the difference be-

tween the observed and the computed energy-
wavelength curves at 5000 A. (cf. figure 28).

A change in the temperature, which would make

agreement at 5000 A, changes at the same time

the energy-wavelength curve in the whole region,

which certainly would increase the differences

in the other part of the spectrum. Hence it

seems better not to apply temperature correc-

tions to the deep layers.
65

We secondly investigate the high regions of the
atmosphere. Figure 29 shows, that the observa-
tions of the limb darkening of the continuous
spectrum, made by MINNAERT. Van den HOyEN van
GENDEREN and Van DIGGELEN 110 deviate from the
computations at small values of cos 6; according
to the extrapolated observations the limb tem-
perature would be higher than the values deri-
ved from model VII. This fact disagrees with
the results found in chapter VIII, section 7.

The solution of this problem seems not yet
clear.

4. The centre-to-lim6 variations between 0,7
and iO, 2n and the observational data an the

continuous absorption coefficient.
The data of this section are for a great part
reproduced from the paper by NEVEN and De
JAGER 12

. In that paper, the limb darkening of
the sun was derived from model VII between the
wavelengths 0,7jj, and 10,2uu Since it was found,
that the calculated limb darkening agrees with
the observed values between the limits of error,
indicated by the scatter of the points (see fi-

gure 30). it has been concluded that model VII
as well as the continuous absorption coeffi-
cients, computed by CHANDRASEKHAR and BREEN 25

are correct within the limits of error. In any
case, the scatter of the points belonging to
different sets of limb darkening observations
(ABBOT

1
' 2

, PEYTURAUX 132
, PIERCE, McMATH, GOLD-

BERG and MOHLER 137
) is so great, that it is at

present not yet possible to detect errors in
the calculated values of the continuous absorp-
tion coefficient in the region between 0,7 and
2,2u. Cf. figure 30. Deviations, occuring be-
tween the observed and the calculated limb dar-
kening for X >2.2, may be interpreted as due to
errors in the adopted continuous absorption
coefficients. An unknown absorbing constituent
seems to exist, the influence of which should
be added to that of H".

The ratio between the "observed" and the
theoretical absorption coefficients was roughly
calculated to be: 1,2 at 3,5^; 1,7 at 8,3(i and
1,6 at 10. 2n/ (cf. figure 31).

PEYRURAUX has recently published a model giving
for two wavelengths in the far infrared region
(8,3 and 10. 2n) a better agreement between
the computed and the observed limb darkening
than is predicted by our model VII. This would
reduce the factors given above (cf.

207
).

This agreement is obtained, however, by red-
ucing the temperature gradient in the highest
layers of the atmosphere; this yields a limb
temperature of about 4500. This temperature
seems too hig/i, however, to explain the central

parts of the hydrogen lines and of the other
Praunhofer lines.

It seems preferable, to keep the low limb tem-

perature of the sun and to accept provisionally
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FIGURE 31

Theoretical (Ch andr asekhnr and Rreen) and ob-
served continuous absorption coefficient in the

infrared; <* -' 1,0.

tht1 difference in the far infrared, the morn

.so, as PKYTURAUX himself did not succeed in

making those di {Terences completely disappear.

5. The distribution of pressure and electron

pressure in the atmosphere find the abun-

dance of he I mm.
The electron pressure and the gas pressure,
hitherto adopted for model VII had been derived

by assuming an abundance of hydrogen to metals

log A -
3,8. For the abundance ratio hydrogen:

helium (B), lotf *^0,7 has been adopted, follow-

ing UNSOLD 179
, who found from the spectrum ol

an eruptive protuberance that log R
"

0,7 * 0,5.

Although still poor, this is the first direct,

determination of the abundance of He in the

solar atmosphere.

Recently, Cl.AAS
29 has published a new determin-

ation of the abundances in the solar atmosphere,

giving log A = 3,95. Hence, the pressure and

the electron pressure in the atmosphere have

been computed once more, assuming

a) log A = 3,95
b) log B -

0,4; 0,7 and 1,0 respec-

tively.
The different assumptions under b) have been

made in order to investigate whether it is pos-

sible to determine the abundance of helium in

the solar atmosphere with the aid of the "ob-

served" electron pressures (table 61). The

calculations have been made with BARRIER' s

method, in three approximations, using the

values of table 53 as a first approximation.
The results are given in table 64. Evidently
the helium abundance has no great influence on

the electron pressure and it is clear that it
is not possible to deride between the three
abundances on the basis of the data from table
PI; hence we shall keep to log/' r

0,7, which
is I'Nsoi n' s value.

fl. C.omoar is or oj mo<le I 177 inth other obser-
vational models o/ the solar atmosphere.

Tn ti.'unv 32 the following models are compared:
C0 1UHMF.H 8

;
<M IV JAl.FH

68
( model III);

(<0 \Oir.T
1 s4

; (.r> Ten RHK;(;r.NrATF, GOI.I.NOW and

.TV,FH
1S

;
<<> model V and ( /") model VII.

Model ( <i i hus been derived from the limb dar-

kenim; of the continuous spectrum. Models (b) t

(c^ and (<A. derived in different ways are all

corrections of rVMUUF.lt' s original model and are

hence, not independent. As, however, our model
III is not wholly correct, since it fails to

explain the enerj',y-'Aavelenr,tli curve of the sun
t'ri. chapter V), the same applies probably to
models (<;), (<) and (</). It would be very in-

teresting to compare e.g. VOHiT's result with
another model, such as model VII or V.

Hence i ( seems, that there are at present, no
reliable observational models, to compare our
models V and VI I Mth (the model of Pl.ASKFTT

13 "* 14

developed from the limb darkening of the con-
tinuous radiation at 5500 A yields a temperature
curve which is much too hir.li to be correct).

lWent l\, IM'.VirRM X'
07

l.-rivr,l new model of thr
sol.ir ,tt mo.sphe re

, tisiiu 1 liis limit ilarkcnin^ oh.servH-
t ions in tin- intr.imi |M rt of t.lir .spec t ruin. Since
he- tlo-s not ii\ vi' a ifl.ilimi Ix-twrrn I' (tiul 17 n rom-
piiri.son i.s lijl'luuli. The < ompur I.HOII will l>e per-
formed i M 7 .

From a .1 i:;c!is.sion oj the limb darkening and the

enei^.v-v,avelpni',t \\ curve tti t lie sun in the wave-
lenr.th n-;ion between O,,") and 2, 2\i JMKHC.K and
AU.rn M> -

determined I he "limb temperature" of
th" sun. No temperature junction is derived. It
is not certain whether their limb temperature is

correct: in discussions of this kind, the limb
temperature is always rather uncertain, sinre
its fie terminat i on is always based entirely on
an extrapolation ol the limb darkening observa-
tions (see li/,nr<- 1 ol the {juottMl paper). The
error, marip in reductions ol this kind is often
under-stimiit.ed. The limb temperature should
be determined more- directly: either by using
the e,on-s ol sfrnru 1

, Fraurihofer lines or by
direct limb photometry durinj; eclipses.

7. C.umpartion <>j model VI J with theoretical
model* and with /*> 'ITHAHJt's model.

A compJetf thenr^ti'-al modr-1 should givo the
variation of temperature and pressure in the
solar atmosphere, taking at the same time into
account the existence ol a /one in radiative
fnuilibrium, the existence of a convection /one
and the influence of the selective absorption



TABLE 64. Values of gas pressure and electron pressure in the solar atmosphere, computed with the

temperature distribution of model VII with log A *
3,95, after CLAAS and with log B =

0,40; 0,70
and 1,00 respectively.

The results given here, are found after three approximations (method of BARBIER).

in the Praunhofer lines on the model. No exist-

ing model fulfils all demands. The best models,

at present available, are probably those of

MICHARD 102 and LABS86 (zero order approxima-

tion). A correction for the influence of the

selective absorption by the Praunhofer lines

has been applied to MICHRRD's model by PECKER 130
.

His treatment has, however, been criticized by

LABS 86 and MINNAERT 111
: PECKER'S neglect of the

resonnance lines and of the variation of col-

lisional widening with depth seems not just-
ified.

LABS has given a further approximation to his

model for the influence of Praunhofer lines;

but though his limb temperature seems correct,

his modified temperature in the deeper layers
seems not sufficiently well established because

his iteration converges too slowly.

Moreover, these models have been calculated
without taking into account the existence of a

convection zone. Hence, it is expected that

deviations between the theoretical models and

the observational one will in the first place
occur in the deepest layers (granulation zone)

and in the highest layers (region of the blan-

keting effect).

As the theoretical models are given in the form

of a T(P) relation and not of a relation bet-

ween T and TX, we compare in figure 33 the T(P)

relations for the theoretical models and for

our model. Besides, PEYTURAUX* s observational

model, which is only given in the form of a

relation between T and P is also inserted in

the figure.



FIGURE 32

Comparison of observational models of the solar atmosphere.

1.8
The original relation, given by MICHARD has
been calculated for a solar atmosphere without
helium (B = 0). To make all curves comparable,
MICHARD' s relation has to be changed. The in- Moreover, the values of Pe/P all decrease in
fluence of an addition of He is to increase the the ratio

pressure, corresponding with a certain T-value
in the ratio 1,46. This may be shown as follows.

^V//
+ Ne NH

In an atmosphere without helium (cf. BARBIER 8
): "5 TD 717 **

M ^ M
=

' 83 '

P2 -

J <V(T)Pe/P
Hence, P2 increases by a factor
and P by a factor 1,46.

2,16

If helium is added, with B =
5, then the con-

stant before the integral sign changes into
The best agreement between the theoretical
models and our model occurs in the main part of
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FIGURE 33

07

\ \ flith*rd

*** '" * -o

A, P -*

Comparison of the (tylog P) relations for the
theoretical models of Michard and Labs and the
observational models of Peyturaux and De .lager.
The numbers denote to- values.

the atmosphere; in the high and the deep layers

our "observed" temperatures are lower than the

computed ones; this agrees with our predic-
tions: it is the granulation zone and the

blanketing zone, which manifest themselves.

We now turn to PEYTURAUX's model 207
: there the

temperatures are higher than for the other

three models; this disagreement is not easy to

understand since it should predict too high a

value for the energy-wavelength curve. His

agreement with the theoretical curves near the

surfs surface means in fact that the surface

temperature of his model is about 4500, which

seems to be too high.

8. The convection region in the solar atmo-

sphere.
If the temperature and the pressure in the at-

mosphere are known, it is possible to find the

boundaries of the convection zone if existing.

Practically always, K. SCHWARZSCHILD' s relation

is used; the boundary of the convection zone is

at the level where the relation (IX, 1) is ful-

filled. However, SCHWARZSCHILD' s relation is

not entirely correct, since it is only valid in

an atmosphere without radiation. In the course
of an investigation on the sol ir granulation
zone, WOOLLEY has developed another relation,
which hitherto has practically been neglected.
Cf. 1Q4>68

. He showed that for a mixture of gas
and radiation, formula (IX, 1) should be replaced

by

If I

=

If I (IX, 2)

rad

This relation reduces to SCHWARZSCHILD' s in the

absence of radiation. In other cases it diver-

ges from (IX, 1).

The boundary of the convection zone has been
determined for model VII, using WOOLLEY' s con-
dition (IX, 2); the upper boundary is found to

be at about t =
2,4. In the higher regions no

convection seems to occur.

This limit of the granulation zone lies rather

deeper than WALDMEIER' s observational limit of

TO =
l.fi

185
. However, this latter quantity has

been obtained by visual observations and is not

very exact. Moreover, if the upper limit of the

convection zone lies at T =
2,4, then the

higher layers are still not uniformly heated by
the lower lying levels. Convection may end at

2,4 but the temperature differences due to un-

equal heating must be detectable even in the

highest layers.
The problem of the influence of the convection

zone on the higher layers has in a general way
been treated by RUDKJ&BING l 5 2

. but it has never

been discussed in detail in the way, indicated

above (See also work of Mrs PECKER 208 and of

CAYREL 209
).

9. Aerodynamics of the high atmosphere.
In this section we discuss in a preliminary way

some provisional results of our spectrohelio-

graphic observations at Weudon. The detailed

results and a more thorough investigation will

be postponed to a later date.

Plocculi manifect themselves as big irregular

structures with a mean linear dimension of the

order of 20 000 - 50 000 km. Their general

character is the same in Ha , Hg, Hy
and H^; but

in the core of Ha the character changes and a

transition from the big structure to a smaller,

more granular structure is obvious. In the

following we distinguish between the flocculi

and the "granular" flocculi. The dimensions of

the first are about 30 000 km to 70 000 km; the

latter range between 5000 and 10 000 km.

In table 65 the mean intensity variations bet-

ween dark and bright patches is given. It is

possible to use these data to determine the

mean depths of that part of the atmosphere,

where the flocculi occur. In principle, if on
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TABLE 65. Preliminary values of the mean inten-

sity differences between dark and light patches
in the hydrogen flocculi. The exposures show

hardly any centre-to-limb variations in the

relative intensities except for Hy (A\ =0,4
and 0,6 A) and H* (M * 0,4 and 0.6 A), where
no flocculi seem to be visible near the limb of

the sun.

*) Small (granular) flocculi.

a spectroheliogram a dark patch is observed, it

may have been caused by an abnormally cold

region at any possible depth in the atmosphere.
But as the study of the spectroheliograms shows

that in proceeding from the cores to the far

wings of a line, a certain flocculus appears
and disappears at well defined wavelengths, the

flocculi must exist between certain rather

sharply defined limits of depth in the atmo-

sphere. These depths may be found, the mean op-
tical depth .being known from where the light,
emitted at certain wavelengths originates. Cf.

table 66.

TABLE 66. Computed mean optical and geometrical

depths for various wavelengths distances in the

cores of the Balmer lines, see also table 65.

*) Upper limit of depth.

This table shows the important result that the

big flocculi only exist between TO 0,01 and

0,25 or 0,30, corresponding with depths of 100

and 275 km below the surface of the sun, much

deeper than has generally been assumed. It is

satisfactory to note that the lower limit is

nearly identical for all hydrogen lines.

It is difficult to say whether the flocculi have

something to do with the convection zone, which

possibly may occur - according to UNSOLD 181-

above T a
0,3. This question is strongly con-

nected to the whole problem of the origin of
the flocculi; a critical theoretical discus-
sion seems necessary to establish such a con-

nection, if existing. However, it is remarkable
that the "hump", observed by us in the temper-
ature distribution, occurs nearly exactly at
the same height as the lowest limit of the

region of the flocculi.

The granular flocculi occur at greater heights;
probably from T 0.01, a hundred km under the

surface of the sun, up to higher levels. Since

nothing is visible of the big flocculi if photo-

graphed with the most central part of Ha , one
should conclude that the big flocculi are flat

structures with a linear horizontal crimension

of about 40 000 km and a thickness, not greater
than 300 km. Such a structure might seem un-
reasonable a priori but analogous structures
are known; an altostratus, covering a great
part of Holland would have the same relative

dimensions.

New and interesting view-points manifest them-

selves if the life time of the flocculi is con-

sidered. A rough determination shows that the

life time of the big flocculi is of the order
of some 12 to 24 hours. The hypothesis, that
these structures have something to do with the

dissipation of energy of the noise waves, con-

sidered by BIERMANN and SCHATZMAN, must there-

fore be rejected, as the velocity of sound in

these layers is so great that the flocculi would

then have a life time of ten to twenty minutes

only *).

We are inclined to consider them as the basic

structures of very small filaments (following
UNS6U)).
The life time of the granular flocculi has been

found to be fairly small - it is of the order
of some fifteen minutes. It may be possible
that these are related both to the dissipa-
tion of the noise waves in the high chromosphere
and to the base of the chromospheric spicules.
It would be highly interesting to study the ob-

served differences in intensity in the spicules
and in the granular flocculi with regard to the

temperature and the aerodynamics of the chromo-

sphere.

*) Personal communication by Dr Schatzman.
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CHAPTER X

ESSAY ON AN INDUCTIVE DETERMINATION OF THE WIDENING FUNCTIONS
FOR THE LINES H a ... H r

1. Introduction.
In principle it is possible to find the ex-

citation coefficients in the lines, since the

variation of the ergiebigkeit with depth is

known (cf. chapter VII). For a certain geomet-

rical depth, the relation holds:

(X.I)

If we suppose that S =
ft, the first part of

(X.I) is known and hence the second part also.

It has already been illustrated in chapter VIII

that this assumption is valid for the greatest
part of the atmosphere. The application of (X,l)

will enable us to find the excitation coeffi-

cients in the strong hydrogen lines inductively;
the results will be compared with theoretical

values.

2. Relative values of the excitation coeffi-
cients in the Ralmer lines.

Since tf(T) a - 6e" CT

as was supposed in the equation (VII, 2),

c(a - (X,2)

Substitution of a value /?i for /? in (X,2) gives
the values of dBi/c/r as a function of AX,

since a and c are known. (The method cannot be

applied if the assumed value B\ ^
a\ that is

to say. if we want to examine a region of the

atmosphere, too deep for investigation with ra-

diation of this wavelength).
The inverse, (rfr/d!/?), is proportional to the

excitation coefficient; it can be expressed in

the continuous absorption coefficient for that

depth, KX, by forming

Now, in plotting the values of (rfrAtf?) against
AX it is observed that they tend for great
values of AX to a constant value. We will

assume that this constant value is proportional
to the continuous absorption coefficient for

that depth. For the deep layers the continuous

absorption coefficient could not always be de-

termined in this way (e.g. for ft * 0,716); here

the value of di/dB, derived from model V

was used to find the data, given in the table.

Sometimes, especially for the deep layers, no
values of (dB/di) are found for the small
wavelength distances: this occurs when the
particular value for #(T) chosen in (X,2) is
greater than a; then no solution is possible.

3. Absolute values of the excitation coeffi-
cients in the Balmer lines.

We next want to express the excitation coeffi-
cients in absolute units, and to find the ex-
citation coefficient per neutral hydrogen atom.
Now

with

aH-

N'/r

a
//-jv/r

selective excitation coefficient per
neutral hydrogen atom;
number of neutral hydrogen atoms per
unit of volume;
continuous absorption coefficient per
neutral hydrogen atom;
number of H" ions per unit volume.

From this we derive

(X.3)

In CHANDRASEKHAR and BREEN'-s tables 2S
the

quantity

is given. Multiplying this by the electron

(X,4)
H

and a comparison of (X, 3) and (X,4) gives
the desired quantity c%; this is the selective
excitation coefficient per neutral hydrogen
atom *).

(See table 67, where an example of the calcula-
tions is given).

*) This procedure is permitted since the in-
fluence of the continuous neutral hydrogen
absorption is negligible. This is indeed so
in the fairly high parts of the atmosphere,
discussed here.
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TABLE 67. Example of the calculation of the "observed" values of the excitation coefficients. In
this example calculations are given for Ha ; $ 0,993. At that depth *x.Pf

* 42 3 - *

A weak link in this method is the introduction
of the electron pressure; this value must be

derived from a model of the atmosphere. We have

taken the values from model V; for the main part
of the atmosphere they are not very different
from those of model VII. The uncertainty in the

communicated values is estimated to be about

0,20 (on a logarithmic scale), as a conse-

quence of the uncertainty in the reduction.

$ 4. Comparison with the theoretical values.
The data obtained in the preceding section will

be compared with the theoretical values, which
have been calculated for model VII. It was
assumed that the profile of the excitation
coefficient is widened by the Statistical Stark

effect of ions and electrons, since the dis-
cussion in chapter VI (see figure 18) showed
that for the lines Ha to H,^ widening by ions
and electrons explains the observations better
than widening by ions alone.

These values are computed for the same depths
as those of the preceding section. Figure 34

gives the mutual comparison.
The comparison of the "observed" values with
the theoretical ones shows that deviations as

great as a factor 10 sometimes occur; it is

difficult to find a regularity in them.

These results are compared with those of figure
18 and it is satisfactory to note that the
earlier results, though derived in an entirely
different way, are qualitatively in agreement
with the new determinations.
Let us, for instance, examine H 2.3- In chapter
VI and figure 18 it was shown that the excita-
tion coefficient for H 2. 3 is about a factor 9

greater than the theoretical value, calculated
for statistical widening for ions alone (see
table 45). Figure 34 seems to indicate a contra-

dictory value; but this is not so in fact, for

two reasons:

a) our latter theoretical values are valid for

widening by ions and electrons; this causes an
increase in the excitation coefficients with
respect to those computed for widening by ions
alone by a factor 5/2. (2)

2 '3
4.

6) Let us consider the results of table 43; the

figures in it refer to the wavelength distances
AX * 2 to 4 A. These distances correspond to
layers with temperatures between * 0.83 to

0,77, agreeing with the curve in figure 34 for
the temperature ft

=
0,798. The figure clearly

shows that in the wavelength region between 2

and 4 A figure 34 is indeed in harmony with the
earlier results found in chaper VI.

In the same way it can be shown for the other
hydrogen lines that our new results agree
qualitatively with the old ones. But the new
values are more detailed and probably better.

5. Verification of the new excitation coe//i-
cients by numerical integration over the

solar atmosphere.
The only direct way to examine whether the new
values are reliable is the calculation of the

emergent radiation for different lines and wave-

length distances with the aid of numerical in-

tegration. This will be done in this section.
Two difficulties occur.

a) The excitation coefficients have been found
from the observed intensities in the lines. If
next the line intensities would be calculated
by following exactly the same procedure but in
the inverse direction, we would practically
find again our initial data - the observed in-

tensities. The new, calculated intensities, as

compared with the observed values, would only
be smoother owing to the way of reduction, but
this result would not be very interesting. We

therefore propose to calculate the line pro-
files, using model VII of the solar atmosphere.
In this model the (T)-relation is far more com-

plicated than the relations
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FIGURE 34

Observed and computed excitation coefficients in the lines H~ . . . .Hr. The computed coefficients have

been derived on the basis of statistical! widening by ions and electrons.
Abscissa: wavelength distances to the centre of the line (Angstrom units).
Ordinate: line excitation coefficients per hydrogen atom and per unit of electron
The curves in the figure are given as functions of the parameter (=

er unit
5040/T) . One unit is

which were used in the derivation of the "ob-

served** excitation coefficients. Hence the cal-

culations will serve as a check whether the ex-

citation coefficients are reliable.

6) The excitation coefficients of figure 34 are

only known in a restricted region of A^ and .

Outside these regions the values were found not

to be reliable, their contribution to the line

formation being too small. As, for this reason.

their influence on the profiles is not impor-

tant either, adopting a somewhat erroneous value

for the unknown part of the functions is not

objectionable. We assume that the excitation

coefficient curves are prolongated according to

and a curve of this form is connected to the

end points of the curves in figure 34.
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The calculations have been made for the lines

Hs-a (AX s 0.8; 1.5 and 5.0 A), for H 2- 4 (AX

0,8; 1.5 and 5.0 A) and for H 2. 5 (AX 1,0 and

2,0 A).

In these calculations the optical depths in. the

region of the lines are expressed in the optic-

al depths TX with the formula

The results and their comparison with the ob-

servations are given in table 68A. Obviously
there is a general agreement, but this is per-
fect for none of the three lines; in one case

the difference between observations and calcul-

ations amounts to nearly 20; generally it is

much smaller. The mean value of the difference
is 2% for H 2 . 3 ; it is 9% for H?.* and 4% for
H. B . But two things must be taken into account:
a. The error is small for great wavelength dis-

tances, evidently because of the fact that for

great wavelength distances the value of the ex-
citation coefficient is small, so that its in-

fluence on the line intensities is also small.
For great wavelength distances the emitted ra-

diation approaches the value for the continuous

radiation; which is evident since model VII ex-

plains the continuous ro</ tat ion correctly.
I). Further the calculated values are always
greater than the observed ones. This means that
the excitation coefficients used by us are
still too small and have to be increased to
reach agreement.

TABLE 68. Comparison of the observed line intensities and the intensities, computed with the

excitation coefficients of figure 34.

It is possible to show, that these systematic
differences are due to the model which has been

used for computing the absolute values of thr

excitation coefficients. Model VII is not a

smooth model like the models which have heun

derived from the continuous radiation of the

sun, but it presents some irregularities.
On the other hand, the excitation coefficients

have been found, assuming a smooth (/?;T) rela-

tion - formula (X,2). It seems probable that a

smooth model of the atmosphere would give better

results.

Hence, computations, analogous to the former

ones have been made for Ha ,
AX =

1,0; 1,25 and

2,0, and for model VII and model V. Table 66B,

where the results have been listed, shows that

the agreement is better for model V. This re-

sult does nog signify that model V explains the

Balmer line profiles better than model VII,

since the reverse is the case, but it means

that the method of deriving the values for the
line excitation coefficients inductively has
certainly its limits. Although in principle it
is attractive to calculate the observational
values of the excitation coefficients, the
method works only well in the case of very exact
measurements.
The cause of these uncertainties is the fact that
in this reduction twice a process of differ-
entiation has been applied to the same observa-
tional results: the first time, when solving the

integral equation (X,2), which led to the ob-
servational /^-values and the second tdme, when

deriving from these /?-values the excitation co-
efficients. This makes the result extremely un-

certain.
This same problem has already been encountered
in deriving a model of the atmosphere from the
limb darkening of the continuous spectrum. There

already, it has been shown that even very exact



observations admit several sdlutions, owing to
the fact that the observational data are only
known in a limited range of 9 and owing to the

scatter of the observations. Since in our case
of the hydrogen lines the quality of the obser-

vations is leers accurate than the quality of
the very exact observations of the limb darken-

ing of the continuous spectrum, the uncertainty
in the results is greater. The uncertainty in a

deduced quantity, such as the optical depth T^
or the line excitation coefficient, which is

great already when using the limb darkening of

the continuous spectrum (see e.g.
23

) is still

greater for the Praunhofer lines.

For the time being the following conclusion nay

perhaps be drawn:

J f we take into account the great scatter of
the points, then the "observed* excitation co-

efficients, given in figure 34, may probably be

considered to be inmost cases roughly in agree-
ment with the excitation coefficients calculat-
ed with the aid of statistical Stark widening
by ions and electrons. The scatter of the points
is very great, however; this great uncertainty
shows that it is not sufficient to compute the

excitation coefficients inductively but that
these must always be controled by a deductive
calculation.
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CHAPTER XI

INDUCTIVE DETERMINATION OF THE WIDENING FUNCTIONS FOR THE
PASCHEN AND BRACKET! LINES

1. Introduction.
This subject was already discussed earlier and
the results of it were published elsewhere 72

.

In this chapter a very short review is given.
No details of the calculations are included.

2. The method.
This is fairly simple. Firstly the lino profiles
are calculated by assuming statistical widening
by ions alone making use of model VII. It is

found that the observed profiles are much wider

and shallower than the calculated ones. Then
the following assumption was introduced: Ictus
assume that the excitation coefficients are in-

deed statistically widened but that the form of
the widening function is another than is gener-

ally assumed. (The normal form of this function
is given in figure 14). We next want to find

this new function for each line independently.
This is determined in several steps.

Firstly it is assumed that the deviations
between the observed and the calculated line

profiles can be explained by the assumption
that the true excitation coefficient at a

certain wavelength AX in the line is equal to

the excitation coefficient adopted in the cal-

culations for the wavelength AX 1 for which
rcalc (AX T

)
* r o6s (AX); r is the depression in

the line profile. This is more or less the same

procedure which has been applied to the Balmer
line wings in chapter VI. In principle this

means that the whole variation of the excita-
tion coefficient with depth at the wavelength
AX should be put equal to the function adopted
for the wavelength AX f

; but in practice this

equality was adopted only for one depth: the

mean optical depth where the dip of the line

profile is formed.

This procedure enables us to find a new widen-

ing function; this function is used for the

calculation of a new profile, by which a fur-

ther correction is determined. This was con-

tinued till the deviations between the observed

profiles and the calculated ones are of the

order of 1%. The "observed" widening functions,

thus determined are given in figure 35. The

probable errors of these data are fairly great;

they are estimated at about 20%.

3. Discussion.
The "observed" widening functions are clearly
wider than the theoretical function, derived on
the basis of the classical theories. The. dis-
crepancy is greater for the Brackett lines than
for the Paschen lines.

Because of the great scatter of the points, it

is difficult to find whether really a mean cur-
ve may be drawn through the dots; the dotted
curves, drawn in figure 35 are therefore very
uncertain. They are obtained from the theoret-
ical curves by a widening of the wings and a

corresponding lowering of the central inten-

sity, J*v</v remaining constant. The widening
factors are:

for the Paschen lines 2,3
for the Brackett lines 3,1

Moreover, in the preceding chapter it has been
found

for the Balmer lines 1,3

From the preceding discussion it is clear that
this widening is much too great for the assump-
tion to explain the widening by ions and elec-
trons. - Our calculations have been made for
widening by ions alone, but the introduction of
electrons causes only a widening by a factor
1,34, which is insufficient.

Let us, finally, examine, whether the scatter
of the points around the dotted mean widening
curve is physically real or whether it is only
a consequence of the normal errors in the
measurements. For this purpose it is necessary
to investigate the influence of a change in the

adopted sn^(P) value on the resulting line

depression. This influence can be calculated
immediately w.ith the aid of the several approx-
imations, already used for finding the ultimate
widening functions.
For H4-7 at p 5,5, where this line shows the
greatest deviations from the mean curve, the in-

dividual "observed" sr*S(3) value and the "mean"
value from the dotted curve amount to 0, 10 and

0,036. By interpolation (see
72

, table 3) we
find that these figures correspond to line in-

tensities of 0,828 and 0,88. These numbers dif-
fer by 5%, which seems to exceed the possible
systematic error in the observations.
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"Observed" excitation coefficients in the Paschen and Brackett linea. Full-drawn is the line com-
puted for statistical Stark widening by ions only. The "observed" values may be represented by the
dotted curve, which seems to be the best mean curve. This curve is widened with report to the full
drawn one; the widening factors are 2,3 for the Paschen lines and 3,1 for the Brackett lines. The
dashed curve is computed for statistical widening by ions and electrons.

Conclusion: This discussion shows that the

widening factors, presented above must be con-

sidered as a rough approximation of the true

situation. It is well possible that the true

law of line widening is a complicated function

of the atomic transition considered and of the

depth in the solar atmosphere. In order to find

these function with a greater precision than

the functions, found here, it seems that centre-

to-limb observations of the Paschen and Brackett

lines are necessary.
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CHAPTER XII

SOME CASES OF BLENDING (H f
AND D^ AND THE ABUNDANCE QF DEUTERIUM)

1. Introduction.
The blending of "normal" solar lines and hyd-

rogen lines presents an interesting problem:
the cores of strong hydrogen linos originate in

a superficial layer of the suns atmosphere; and

as the line absorption increases strongly with

depth, the region of line formation is relati-

vely thin in the atmosphere. This causes that a

metal line, which may be formed at a greater

optical depth than the core of the hydrogen
line may be practically invisible if it is

blended with the central part of a strong hyd-

rogen line.

But the wings of the Balmer lines and the cores

of the high series members and of most of the

Paschen and Brackett lines are formed in deep
layers of the atmosphere and the contribution
of the higher layers to the line profile is

negligible. Hence, a high series member, which

is blended with a broad metal line will hardly
be visible in the solar spectrum.
An example of this second case is the line H

e:

which is blended with the Ca* line at 3968,5 A,

the distance between the line centres being

1,6 A. Since the Ca* line is formed in super-
ficial layers, nothing can be detected of the

wings of H e and only a trace is visible of its

core.

The most interesting example of hydrogen blend-

ing is, however, the case in which a faint
hydrogen line (formed in deep layers) is blen-

ded with a strong hydrogen line (formed in high

layers). In that case the faint line
wi^.l

hard-

ly be visible. Such a case exist in 'the sun

since all lines of the deuterium spectrum aro

blended with the corresponding hydrogen lines.

In this chapter a quantitative discussion is

given of the two cases described above.

2. The blending of //e by Ca* 3968,5 A; the

optical depths.
The optical depths in the hydrogen line //f have
been computed in the same way as those for the
other Balmer lines, using model VII of the

atmosphere and assuming statistical widening
by ions and electrons; the methdd has already
been described in full in chapter VIII; no
further details will be given here.
In the Co, line the line excitation coefficients
have been calculated in a more or less approx-
imate way. We assume:

a. a Milne-Eddington model of the atmosphere;
6. KV

~
0; only scattering is dealt with;

c. ov/v v is constant as a function of depth;
d. in the continuous spectrum: /?

- 1 + fHx.
with * 4.5 (Cf. HOIJTGAST 62).

With this model the line depression was com-
puted for the combinations of the following
values of cos and a

v/KX:

cos =
0,1; 0,33; 0,67; 1,00.

VXX
* l 3 : 10 3 : 100 30 : 100 -

The results are given in table 69. With the aid
of HOUTGAST'B observations of the centre-to-
limb variations of the Ca lines the ratio
between ov and *> could be determined by inter-

polation from table 69 for each of the wave-
lengths for which observations are communicated
by HOt'TCAST and for the four values of cos 0,

givon in the table.
It was found, that tho values of VV/K\ thus
derived, were only functions of AX and not of
cos 0. The resulting mean values are given in
table 70.

With these values the optical depths in the
lines have been computed at the same wavelengths
for which they had already been derived for the

hydrogen line H e .

TABLE 69. Residual intensities, calculated for the Milne-Eddingston model at 4000 A.

x
v

=
0; B - I + 4.5 a x.
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TABLE 70. Observational values of ^ for the line Ca* 3968,5 A.

9 3. 7/e ; the results.

Next, two profiles of the Ca* line have been
calculated: one without the extra hydrogen line

absorption and another with the addition of the

hydrogen line (See table 71). The calculations
have been made numerically, with model VII. For
the Ca

+
line the constant ratio between ov and

K^ has been used, while for the hydrogen line
the variation of the line excitation coeffi-
cient with depth has been taken into account in

the way, already described earlier.

According to this table the profile of He should
be detectable chiefly near its core although a

very small influence should be visible even to
a distance of 10 A from the line centre. It

seems, however, practically impossible to

measure this latter depression in this broad
Ca* line, which is much disturbed by other
1 ines.

Indeed, at the wavelength of the centre of He
a small depression in the profile of the Ca*
1 ine can be detected in the Utrecht Atlas of
the Solar Spectrum, which depression amounts to

about 2,5%. This is smaller than the predicted
value, this being 4,3% (see table 71). This
difference may, however, easily be explained by

TABLE 71. Computed residual intensities in the region of the line He, blended by Ca"
1
"

3958,5.
The residual intensities r are multiplied by 1000.

the approximative way in which the optical

depths in Ca 3986,5 were derived. Table 71

shows that the residual intensities of the Ca

line, computed by us, are greater than the ob-

served values. This might mean that our excita-

tion coefficients in the Ca"
1
"

line, which had

been derived from the observations, have never-

theless been chosen too small. An increase in

the excitation coefficients would at the same

time reduce the depression at the centre of the

hydrogen line.

We conclude that it seems that the blending of
//e by the Ca* line at 3968, 5 A may be explained

quantitatively.

4. The abundance of deuterium in the solar

atmosphere.
In his thesis, CLAAS 29 tried to find an upper
limit for the abundance of deuterium by the

consideration that the Da line cannot be seen

in the Atlas. Supposing that the equivalent
width of this line is smaller than 2 mA, a
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maximum abundance of deuterium could be found
with the method of the weighting functions.

His upper limit, 4.10*9 is surprisingly low,
since the terrestrial abundance of deuterium is

about 2. 1(T4 (see e.g. 48
), a factor 5. 104

greater than CLAAS' upper limit.

It will be shown in this section that the blend-

ing of the deuterium line by Ha makes the deu-

terium profile almost completely invisible,
thus explaining a part of this great factor.

The profile of the line Ha has been computed
for two cases: with the deuterium line and

without. Besides, the profile of the deuterium
line without the hydrogen line has been calcul-
ated. The abundance 2. 1(T4 was tentatively
adopted.
Since the method of calculation is known we

give the results of the calculations without
further details in table 72. We notice that a
small depression, of about 2%, should be visible

TABLE 72. Calculated residual intensities of Da.

All residual intensities r are multiplied by 1000.

Undisturbed profile of Da:

at the core of the deuterium line; at AX0a
z

- 0,2 A we predict a depression of 0,7%.

Turning to the Atlas, we do not agree with

CLAAS that no trace of deuterium can be det*

ected, as at AX/;a = 0, we are inclined to place
the undisturbed continuum of Ha at a height of

0,812 and the disturbed profile at 0,806, thus

giving a depression of 0.6%. This is a factor

3,5 smaller than the tentatively predicted value

but the observation is uncertain: a small

blending line at 6561,2 A makes the "deuterium"

profile unreliable and it is possible that the

true deuterium depression is of the order of 1%.

At AAD(X
* - 0,2 A, where the profile of Ha is

less disturbed, we observe a depression of 0,9%,

the undisturbed continuum being placed at 0,830
and the line profile at 0,821. This value is of

the same order of magnitude as the predicted
value (0,7%).
We conclude that it is not impossible that

deuterium is present in the solar atmosphere
and that its abundance is of the same order of

magnitude as the terrestrial abundance. The
most probable value seems to be

Finally we notice how great the blending in*

fluence of Ha is. The unblended deuterium line

should be a fairly strong line with a central

dip of 12,3%; a half width of 0,67 A and an

equivalent width of 92 mA. The blended profile,
on the other hand, should have a central dip of

2,370 and an equivalent width of only 7 mA, a 13

times smaller than the unblended equivalent
width. Hence, the influence of the blending
explains a factor 13.

It is still necessary to explain why CLAAS
found for the unblended line an equivalent width
of 2 mA with an abundance of 4. 10" 9 , while we

found an equivalent width of 92 mA with an

abundance of 2. 10"4 . This difference is due to

the fact that CLAAS used for his calculations
the method of the weighthing functions, which is

not permitted for the hydrogen lines: the deut-

erium lines cannot be considered as faint lines

but they are caused by a strong absorption in

the deep layers. In the high layers practically
no selective absorption occurs.
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CHAPTER XIII

A WORKING MODEL OF THE CHROMOSPHERE AND CORONA

1. Introduction; program of this chapter.
To understand the intensity distribution in Ha .

observed in the chromosphere, a model of the

chromosphere is necessary. Since there might
also be a small chromospheric contribution to

the central intensities of some Praunhofer

lines, observed in the normal solar spectrum,

knowledge of the structure of the low chromo-

sphere is of great importance. A model of the

chromosphere will be derived in this chapter.

As our knowledge of the outer layers of the

sun is extremely poor, the model will be very

uncertain.
Our program is first to derive from the avail-

able data on the temperatures in the chromo-

sphere and corona a mean temperature curve. It

is necessary to look for possible differences

between tho kinetic and the excitation tem-

peratures; furthermore, values which are derived

from Doppler widths of emission lines must be

treated with caution, since they might be in-

fluenced by self-absorption (causing too flat a

profile and hence too great a value for the

kinetic temperature) and by turbulent motions.

We will also survey the determinations of the

electron density. Then both - temperatures and

densities - will be compared with the radio

measurements of the quiet sun. This will give,

finally our working model.

It must be remarked, that nearly all temper-

atures, communicated up to now, have been der-

ived, neglecting the influence of the summation

over the higher layers in the line of sight.

This influence can only be taken into account,
if a "working model" of the chromosphere is

already known; this correction to the communi-
cated values would necessarily be the first

step after this investigation.

2. A review of temperature determinations in

the chromosphere and corona.
In this section we only discuss the temperatures
determined by optical methods. In tables 73, 74

and 75, the kinetic temperature for electrons,
tho kinetic temperature for atoms and the ex-

citation and ionisation temperatures are listed
as they have been found by different authors.
The same data are plotted in figures 36a and
36b (the excitation and ionisation temperatures
are not represented graphically).
A discussion of these data is not given, though
it is clear, that not all have the same value;
some data are fairly exact, while others have

only the value of an approximation.

A few authors have published profiles of

emission lines in the chromosphere and in the

corona. If the chemical element, emitting such

a line is known, the profile may be used for

deriving the Maxwell ian velocity of the atoms.

In this way the results of MENZEL9 9 and KEENAN 7 6

are interpreted. The same has been done with
the measurements of GROTOIAN 55 ' 56 and LYOT94 ' 95

using EDLEN's identifications43 . Finally, the

Doppler velocity of the hydrogen atoms in the

high chromosphere can be determined with the

TABLE 73. Kinetic temperatures for electrons in the chromosphere and corona.
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TABLE 74. Kinetic temperatures for atoms in the

chromosphere and corona.

A. Prom WlLDT*s density gradients
** 6

.

H 0,5 in the high chromosphere (h > 3000 km);

p,
=

1,5 in the low chromosphere.

TABLE 75. Excitation and ion isat ion temperatures.

/?. From Doppler profiles of emission lines.

TABLE 76. Kinetic temperatures derived from the

Doppler widths of profiles, observed by Menzel,

Keenan, De Jager, Grotrian and Lyot.

author's chromospheric profiles of Ha , commun-
icated in chapter III. These data are summar-

ized in table 76 and included in figure 36a .

Reviewing all determinations it is satisfactory
to observe that they can be considered to form

more or less one homogeneous set; through the
observed points it is indeed possible to draw a

mean curve, dotted in figure 36; the curve is

drawn somewhat below the mean of the points
in order to correct tentatively for the in-

fluence of the higher temperature layers in the

line of sight.
It is not yet possible to make a distinction
between the different kinds of temperatures
which were considered separately, since nearly
all temperatures which are communicated are

kinetic temperatures. It would be of great im-

portance if exact excitation tenperatures could

be determined in the high chromosphere (above
3000 km).

3. Review of electron density determinations
in the chromosphere.

Very little is known of the electron densities
in the chromosphere. We shall review the avail-
able data, starting at the base and finishing
with the corona.

a. Limb of the sun. At an optical depth T60oo
*

0,01, a hundred km below the limb of the sun,
where 1,180, the value of log Pe -0.21
(model VII). Prom this follows:

log Ne
~

12,02.

6. Low chromosphere. Por the 500 km level (cor-

responding with the low flash) MITCHELL 113
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FIGURE 36
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Kinetic temperatures for atoms and electrons in the solar chromosphere and corona. The dotted line
is the "mean* curve, tentatively corrected for the influence of the higher layers in the line of
sight.

notes that the first line which merges into the

continuum of the Balmer and the Paschen series

corresponds respectively with n = 38 and n = 41.

These values may change from one eclipse to the

other but must nevertheless be considered as
reliable mean values.

Since the total half width of these lines

depends both on the Stark effect and the Dopp-
ler effect, which are a.o. functions of T and

P, these observations may be used to derive
the electron density at the 500 km level. (The

temperature is assumed to be known -figure 36).

The total half width of a profile, widened by
Doppler and Stark effect, is known (chapter
VIII). Table 77 gives the values of the total
half width 2 A \$n/snFo as a function of the

A !

Xi7*n Fo .Doppler width

an a 2 f 56.10-3

* is the lowest
sition;

46,8 (

s
2,54. 10" 5

o . Here

n4(n 2- 2)- 2 (n(n-l)

level, involved in

2);

the tran-

F

ler half-width.
this is the half Dopp-

We assume now, that

If further it is taken into account, that the
*n values for the Balmer and Paschen lines are
to be multiplied by the correction factors 1.3
and 2,3 respectively (cf. chapters X and XI),
we find witn the adopted temperature of 4700
at 500 km: .
from the Balmer lines: log P f -2,83 and 1 og Ne

*

from the Paschen lines: log P
e ~T,22 and Jog# e

=
i. 1 , ^vl

There is some difference between the two values,
but this cannot be ascribed to the influence of
the apparatus widening, as in that case the Pf
value derived from the Balmer lines oughts to be
greater than the value for the Paschen lines.

Henceforth we shall adopt the mean value

log Ne =
11, 20 at 300 km.

c. Chromosphere between 1500 and 3000 km. In
this region no determinations of the electron
density are available, but WILDT 196 has given
its gradient from a comparison between the gra-
dients of Pe and Pe ; it is found to be

d log Pe / dh * - 0,20. HT8 cm" 1
(XIII, 1)

Since in this region d log T /dh - + 0,17. 10"8

cm' 1
. ( 2) we find

d log Ne / dh = - 0, 37. 10"
8 cm" 1

d. High chromosphere and corona. The electron
density in this region has been determined,
assuming that the observed intensity of light
in the corona is due to the scattering of sun*

light by free electrons. We shall use Van de
HULST* s data; a mean value between the equator-
ial and polar electron densities is assumed.

All data from this section are combined in

figure 37b and a curve, connecting them, is
drawn (the dashed curve in the figure). The
uncertainty of this curve is great, however!
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FIGURE 37
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Distribution of temperature and electron density in the chromosphere and corona.

4. Discussion of some radio models of the

chromosphere and corona.
The extremely interesting intensity distribu-
tion in the solar radiospectrum shows that the

apparent temperature rises from some thousands
of degrees up to some millions of degrees, ac-

cording to the wavelength considered (table 78).

TABLE 77. The total half-width 2 \SD of aline,
widened by the Stark effect and the Doppler
effect. The table gives the values of 2 A T

\s//snFo
as a function of

TABLE 78. Apparent temperature deduced from the
measurements of the radio-radiation of the quiet

sun.

Many astrophysicists used these data for the
derivation of a model of the chromosphere and
of the corona. Most of these models are too
much simplified: the corona as well as the

chromosphere have been assumed to be isothermal,
a discontinuity occur ing at a height of about
10000 km.
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It is, in fact, curious that the generally
adopted standpoint seems to be, that it is not
possible to give a consistent description of
the temperature in the chromosphere; more is

supposed to be known about the electron density
as a function of the height. This is e.g.
HAGEN's 57 * 58 standpoint, who adopts the valid-
ity of formula (XIII. 1) in the whole region
between about 400 and 15000 km, which is ob-
viously not justified.^PlDDINGTON's 136 model,
derived in nearly the same way, is also un-

reliable, because he made a computing error 78

and practically neglected the optical measure-
ments. It can be shown, that the intensity of
the emitted radiation, calculated with his

model, deviates strongly from the observed
values. As PlDDINGTON's model will nevertheless
sometimes be used in the following for com-
parison, we give in figure 37a his temperature
curve next to our "optical" curve and in figure
37b his Ne curve together with the most proba-
ble Ne curve as derived by us. It will be clear
that the differences are considerable.

5. Intensity of the radio radiation of the

new model.
The mean temperature curve from 2 and figure
37a and the tentative electron density curve
from 3 and figure 37b define a new model of
the chromosphere and corona, which will hence-
forth be called model CI. An independent test
for this model will be the calculation of the
emission in the region of the radio wavelengths.
This calculation has been performed by numeric-
al integration for nine values of r/R. In these

calculations the absorption coefficient was
found by KRAMERS' formula, used in MARTYN's 97

form:

K- C Ne2//
2 Te

3/2
[cm-

1
]

/
* c/X

The value of f is, after PIDDINGTON
136

:

for X -
1 3 10 30 100 300 1000 cm

f>0,06; 0,07; 0,08; 0,09; 0,11; 0,13; 0,15
Some of these data are found after a slight
extrapolation of PIDDINGTTON* s results.

Since in the region of the radio wavelengths
PLANCK' s law reduces to that of RAYLElGH-JEANS.
the black body radiation at a certain temper-
ature is proportional to T. Hence the bright-
ness temperature T at a certain point is found

Finally, the apparent temperature Ta is

Ta
= 2 fp T(P)dp; (P - r/R)

o

The results of the integrations are given in

figure 38a (dashed curve). When they are com-

pared with the observed values, given in table
78 and in figure 38a (dots and full-drawn curve)
it is obvious that the agreement is satisfac-

tory for A < 100 cm; the temperature, adopted in

the corona seems to be too high.
In this figure we have also given for compari-
son the apparent temperatures computed with
PlDDINGTON's model; this calculation was less
exact than the preceding one but must never-
theless be considered as reliable; the probable
error in the computed points is about 0,05
(logarithmic scale). It is clear that this

'model is not in agreement with the observations
and since there is a great resemblance between
this model and that of HAGEN 57 ' 58

, it is as-

sumed that our criticism must also apply to the
latter model.

6. The corrected model of the chromosphere
and corona.

In 5 we have derived from a provisional model

called CI (a) the apparent temperature Ta as
a function of the wavelength and (6) the

variation of the brightness temperature Tfc with

r/R for several wavelengths. We shall now modify
this model in order to correct the remaining
discrepancies. This will lead to a new model;
it will be based for the chromosphere on the

temperature curve from figure 36, leaving aside

as an unknown, the electron densities; in the

corona we use the electron densities after Van
de HULST as a basis, leaving open the possibil-
ity to change the temperature curve.

ad a. The corrections A log Ne (in the chromo-

sphere and A log T (in the corona) are found
with the aid of some trial integrations over
some (9) models with different Ne and T curves.

Prom these results we were able to investigate
the influence of a variation of T or /Ve on the

apparent temperature, and, this being known, to

determine the corrections to the model with the

aid of these empirical differential formulae.
The details -of the calculations will not be

given.
ad b. It is more difficult and less reliable to

use the observed centre-to-limb variation, both

because of the fact that these observations are

less precise than these concerning the inten-

sity of the integrated light, and because of

the more complicated relation between AT o*

A^Ve and the emitted radiation. We have only
determined corrections for the optically thin

parts of the corona, where the influence of

temperature variations will approximatingly
increase or decrease the optical thickness of
the layer, according to
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(left) The apparent temperature T- of the sun in the region of the radiospectrum.
(right) The radial distribution of the L--- L - * * ,* *,
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brightness temperature Tj, for 60 and 368 cm;

(This formula is justified is the layer con-
sidered is thin, both optically and geometric-
ally. This is more or less the case at great
diatances to the sun's limb).
In this way corrections have been found and a
new model was determined by taking mean values
between the results of a and b.

Second step: New calculations have been set up
for this new model, in the same way as has been

done with model CI. This yields the ffnal model

CII, which is given in table 79. The intensity
distribution, computed with this model, is

given in table 80. The apparent temperature for

model CII is also given in figure 38a; the

agreement between the observations and the

calculations is now perfect in the whole spec-
tral region.

7. Comparison with centre-to-limh variations
at 60 and 368 cm.

The weak point in our model is shown, when the
calculated centre to limb variation is com-
pared with radio- interferometric observations of
the intensity distribution over the disc 164 * 96

.

Although we have tried in the preceding section
to find a model for which the agreement with
the radio observations is as good as possible,
the remaining differences are striking (cf.

figure 38b). The agreement for 368 cm may be
considered as tolerable, if we consider that
the observations at great distances to the sun,
say r/R > 2 are not reliable - the corrections
for the influence of the apparatus function are
very great in that region. The differences are

TABLK 79. The working model of the chromosphere
and corona, (model CII).

greater for 60 cm; it is remarkable there, that
the limb brightening, so obvious in the predic-
ted curve is absent in the observations. It is

possible that the chromospheric bright ring has
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TABLE 80, Centre-to* limb variation of the brightness temperature. The apparent temperature and the

percentage of radiation outside the solar disc. All values have been computed with model CII. All T
values are multiplied by 1000.

been entirely smoothed out by the apparatus.
The way, in which the observations are general-

ly published is not right: it would be better

to give the uncorrected functions together with
the apparatus profile. For a comparison of the

observations with the theoretical results, the

latter could then be smoothed out by the appar-
atus profile and then the agreement between
this result and the observations could be

checked.

It is interesting to notice in this respect
that REULK 206

, after an investigation of a

great number of possible models of the corona,
concluded that it is impossible to explain the

observations of STANIER 164 on the basis of the

generally adopted density distribution in the

corona.

Hence, we are inclined to believe that the best

way to compare at present theory with obser-

vations is to make use of eclipse observations.

These are free from the ambiguity of inter-
ference observations.

8. The intensity of radio-radiation outside

the disc.

Observations, made during partial eclipses are

of less value: hence we restrict ourselves to

the observations made during annular and total

eclipses
36 ' 37 ' 89 - 210 * 211

.

We summarize the observed ratios between the

radiation at minimum of the eclipse and the

total radiation observed before or after the

eclipse. These are compared with the calculated

ratios, according to table 80 but corrected for

the influence of the differences between the

radii of the sun and the moon:

Hagen et al
t

Hagen et al,

Hagen et al, t

Denisse et al
t

Denisse et a/,

Laffineur et a I,

FIGURE 39

Comparison of the observed and computed ratios bet-
ween the radio* in tensity outside the solar disc and
the total radiation. Filled circles denote eclips
observations; open circles represent results, deriv-
ed from interferometric observations. The numbers
are wavelength in cm.

The agreement between the observed and the com-

puted values may be called satisfactory. This

may be considered as a support to our view,
stated above, that the interferometric obser-

vations are probably not wholly trustworthy and

smooth out the bright ring.

To test his hypothesis further, we compute the

percentage of radiation outside the solar disc,

as it has been observed interferometrically by

STANIER 164 and MACHIN 96
. This quantity should

be less affected by the uncertainty due to the

apparatus function than would be the case for

the exact form of the brightness distribution.

We find at 60 cm: observed ratio 30%

predicted 33,5%
at 368 cm: observed ratio 66%

predicted 66%

These results, which are given in figure 39,

together with tne eclipse results, show that

our model seems to be well in agreement with
these observations; but more observations are

certainly necessary.
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CHAPTER XIV

H a IN THE CHROMOSPHERE

1. Introduction.
One of the most serious problems related to the

hydrogen spectrum of the sun is the explanation
of the hydrogen lines in the chromosphere. At

present two difficulties seem to prevent the

understanding of this spectrum: the population
of the atomic levels deviates from that, predic-
ted from BOLT7MANN' s and SANA* s laws; and the

dynamic character of the chromosphere makes a

quantitative discussion very difficult.

These are the reasons that it is not possible
for the moment to study the hydrogen spectrum of

the chromosphere inductively: the uncertainty
is too great. Moreover, we still l.ack sulficient-

ly accurate observations of the line profiles
and their absolute values (our observations,
given in chapter III seem to be the only avail-

able at present). The aim of this chapter is

more modest: we want to calculate the variation
of the intensity in the centre of H^ as a

function of the distance to the limb of the sun.

The result of these calculations will be com-

pared with our observations (table 18; chapter
III); agreement will be found in the low chromo-

sphere, while in the high part of the chromo-

sphere great differences occur. Some indica-
tions will be given about the way in which the

solution of the discrepancy must probably be

sought.
This result is not wholly satisfactory; but the

calculations, given in this chapter, which seem
to be the first of this kind, are intended as a

guide for future calculations rather than as a

final theory.

1,06.

Since further for Ha :

(XIV, 2)

2. Calculation of the central intensity of
If we neglect the induced emissions, the total

energy, emitted in the line Ha per cm3 of a gas

containing N 3 hydrogen atoms in the third levol

is

E 3-2 dvdu m
/V9 A Q^y h v a-2 dvdu *

*
1,32. 104 N 3 .(/vd> ergs/sec.

(XIV, 1)

A is the EINSTEIN transition probability.
Now, the central intensity of a Doppler profile
normalized to unity, and with a total half
width of d Angstrom units, is (see e.g. 65

):

d = 0.167.w"' k Angstrom units, (XIV. 3)

we find, combining (XIV, 1) (XIV, 2) and (XIV,3):

=
0) 8,37. (XIV, 4)

Thr intensity in the centre of Ha will be com-
puted for four distances to the limb of the sun
for two cases: in the first case the influence
of self -absorption is entirely neglected and in
the second case it is taken into account, just
to shows tho difference. Moreover, in the second
case the calculations will be made for two
dilution factors: W 0,5 and IT

-
0,0.

a. Calculations, neglecting self-absorption.
The integrations have been made for

r/R - 1 =
0,001; 0,004; 0,008 and 0,012,

for which h *
700; 2800; 5600 and 8400 km.

Our model of tho chromosphere, derived in the
preceding chapter will be used (cf. table 79).
For the calculations of JVn , ROLT7MANN' s law
cannot be used since the deviations from this
law are very important, especially in the high
chrnmosphore. GlQVANEU.I's tables will be used,
which givo the populations of the substates of
principal quantum numbers 1, 2 and 3 for several
values of the electron density and for several
electron tomporatures

53
; his results have been

calculated, assuming the presence of radiation
from a black body at a temperature of 5000.
These tables have been obtained for three dilu-
tion factors: 1,0; 0,5 and 0,0. In */i is cal-
culation tho dilution factor 0,5 will be used.
It must bo noted that THOMAS 1 7 * l72 has also
discussed tho problem of the deviations of the
hydrogon populations from thermodynamic equi-
librium; since his results agree roughly with
those of GIOVANEILI. we think it permitted to
use GlOYANElJJ's tables, which are given in a
form, suitable to our calculations.

It is not necessary to give details on the per-
forming of the integration: the total emission
has beon computed by numerical integration of
(XIV, 4) along lines of sight with a minimum
distance to the sun's limb, equal to the four
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TABLE 81. Calculated and observed intensities in the centre of Ha in the chromosphere, as a func-
tion of the distance to the sun's limb.

All intensities, are expressed in ergs cm"2 sec" 1
, (frequency unit)" 1

, (unit of solid angle)" 1
.

values given above. The results are listed in

table 81.

6. Calculations with self-absorption.
To compute the influence of self-absorption, we

first derive the excitation coefficient in the

core of the line; it is per hydrogen atom in the

second substate:

k =
A ,2

me
= 1,16.10"

1.19 d

Hence, the absorption coefficient per cm is

Then the optical depth along the line of sight
is computed, and after that the intensity in

the core of Ha is found according to

J (AX-0) 3 - 2 <AM))(/i).e'
T(M

dh.

In which formula the integration is performed
along the line of sight. These calculations are

made for two dilution factors: W = 0,0 and 0,5.

The results are given in table 81.

3. Discuss ion.

We note:

a. In the low chromosphere, up to a height,
somewhere between 2800 km and 5600 km our ob-

servations agree to the calculations for W * 0.

fa. In the regions above that level, the devia-

tions between theory and observations increase

with the distance to the sun's limb. The ratio

between the observed and the computed intens-

ities is already 10 at 5600 km and it is about

50 at 8400 km.

r. The importance of self-absorption is shown

in rows 5 and 6 of the table. For W 0,0 the

observations, made at 700 km from the limb of

the sun, refer in fact to layers at a true dis-

tance to the solar surface of 3000 km.

These three remarks will now be discussed:
The agreement with the observations in the low
levels would suggest assuming for future cal-
culations of H a dilution factor W '

0,0. But
from the theoretical standpoint this is not

justified. The excitation coefficient in the
centre of Ha is so great that at a height of
700 km above the solar surface the "sight" is

about 500 km. This means that the light from
the disc of the sun does not directly influence
the excitation of the hydrogen substates; the
radiation field, affecting the hydrogen atoms
in the chromosphere is defined only by the

distribution of the absorbing and emitting H

atoms in the chromosphere. This field must be
calculated exactly; we wish to note that there
are no basic difficulties preventing this cal-

culation; the mathematical apparatus is

developed but the computation will be rather
difficult.
In the high chromosphere the observations give
much greater intensities than the calculations.

Tentatively we suggest the following possible
solution. The dynamical character of the chromo-

sphere, which is shown very markedly in the

spicules, is important at these great heights.
We must, assume, as is suggested by the spicules.
a streaming of matter towards the high levels.
This matter emits the light of Ha . Hence, it

must be cooler or denser than the surrounding
matter, since at the temperatures and densities,
prevailing at these high levels, the hydrogen
is mainly ionised and the Ha emission is

negligible.

Now, because of this inhomegeneous structure
of the chromosphere, the temperatures and den-

sities of our model must probably be considered
as mean values where the "mean" has to be taken

over the matter at rest and the upward moving
matter. Suppose that at a height h a fraction
8 of the matter is in the "normal" state (-

at the temperature and pressure predicted by
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the model) and a fraction (1-6) consists of

upward moving matter.

Suppose further that the upward moving matter

(which is assumed to keep the temperature and

density, which it had in the layer of origin)

originates from the 3000 km level. This height

of 3000 km is not chosen wholly arbitrarily but

it seems to be supported by the observations of

the spicules and by the fact that our calcula-

tions agree with the observations up to that

height. Then it is possible to make a rough

estimate of the fraction 9, by comparing the

intensity, observed at a height h with the

intensity, observed at 3000 km, this being

about 16. 10 12 ergs/sec.
This yields at 5600 km G = 0,5;

at 8400 km 9 "
0,9.

These two data seem to be reasonable; they are

suggested already more or less by photographs
of chromospheric spicules; exact photometry of

spicules would give further informations.

Naturally this assumption is not entirely justified
since the model has been derived from the optical
and the radio measurements and gives already the
mean values of T and /V; it is not permitted to add

a deviating component to this mode). It should be

necessary to assume in this case that the chromo-

sphere consist of (a) streaming matter with the

temperature and pressure of the matter at 3000 km,

and (6) matter at rest with higher temperatures and

lower densities than the values, given by the model
CII. It is clear that in this latter case our con-
clusions given above remain valid, since the matter
at rest would emit no light in H.

Finally it is noted that the existence of self

absorption might be important for the interpre-
tation of eclipse observations. So, REDMAN 144

finds that the Doppler width of
Hp, Hy and H*

at a distance of 1500 km to the limb corres-

ponds with a kinetic temperature of 30000. But

it might be possible that this temperature does

not correspond with a height of 1500 km but with

a higher level. (N.B. This discussion is, of

course, somewhat simplified: the light at the

wavelengths where the intensity B & times the

central line intensity originates from lower
levels than the light from AX 9 0. Only a thor-

ough, quantitative discussion will show whether

REDMAN'S kinetic temperature needs correction).

4. The height of emission of the light from
the core of Ha, observed in the centre of
the disc.

In chapter VIII we adopted as the mean optical

depth of the light in the core of Ha (AX 0),
observed in the centre of the disc: T *

0,009.
This figure was calculated, neglecting a pos-
sible influence of the chromosphere. It was
shown in this chapter that the influence of the

chromospheric layers is probably not negligible;
so the height of origin will now be estimated
anew.

The excitation coefficient in the chromosphere
at AX- in Ha is about 2. 10"8 cnf 1 at a height
of 600 km above the surface of the sun. (This
result follows from the model of the chromo-
sphere and the data on the hydrogen excitation
coefficient; we give this result without details
on its derivation). This value remains nearly
constant in the lower levels and decreases very
fast in higher layers. Hence an optical depth
unity will be reached at a height of 600 -

(2.10- 8)'
1 .10" 5 100 km above the surface of

the sun (there 1 *
0,002).

The previously adopted value TO 0.009 cor-
responds with a depth of 90 km below the sur-

face; the difference with this new determina-
tion is 200 km.

However, it must be noted that this correction
has no perceptible influence on the theoretical

profiles, computed in chapter VIII.
If we only assume, that the layer, 100 km above
the solar surface has the same temperature as
the layer, 100 km below it, the resulting line

intensity remains practically unchanged.
It is generally assumed that the temperature
does indeed not change much in the low chromo-

sphere and in the region of transition between

chromosphere and phorosphere.

Conclusion. The calculations, presented in this

chapter seem to indicate that a satisfactory,
quantitative interpretation of the hydrogen
spectrum of the chromosphere is possible. This

requires
a. a precise knowledge of the model of the

chromosphere; our model, derived in chapter
XIII (table 79) does not seem to be in dis-
agreement with the observations;
b. a quantitative calculation of the dilution
factor;

c. knowledge of the distribution of the atoms
over the substates; there is evidence that
GiGVANKLLI's calculations are correct;
d. incorporation of the dynamics of the chromo-
sphere in the formulae.
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